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The aim of this project was to produce an updated estimate of the current burden of occupational cancer specifically
for Great Britain. The primary measure of the burden of cancer used was the attributable fraction (AF), ie the proportion
of cases that would not have occurred in the absence of exposure. Data on the risk of the disease due to the
exposures of interest, taking into account confounding factors and overlapping exposures, were combined with data on
the proportion of the target population exposed over the period in which relevant exposure occurred. Estimation was
carried out for carcinogenic agents or exposure circumstances that were classified by the International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC) as Group 1 or 2A carcinogens with strong or suggestive human evidence. Estimation was
carried out for 2004 for mortality and 2003 for cancer incidence for cancer of the bladder, leukaemia, cancer of the
lung, mesothelioma, nonmelanoma skin cancer (NMSC), and sinonasal cancer.
The proportion of cancer deaths in 2004 attributable to occupation was estimated to be 8.0% in men and 1.5% in
women with an overall estimate of 4.9% for men plus women. Estimated numbers of deaths attributable to occupation
were 6,259 for men and 1,058 for women giving a total of 7,317. The total number of cancer registrations in 2003
attributable to occupational causes was 13,338 for men plus women. Asbestos contributed the largest numbers of
deaths and registrations (mesothelioma and lung cancer), followed by mineral oils (mainly NMSC), solar radiation
(NMSC), silica (lung cancer) and diesel engine exhaust (lung and bladder cancer). Large numbers of workers were
potentially exposed to several carcinogenic agents over the risk exposure periods, particularly in the construction
industry, as farmers or as other agricultural workers, and as workers in manufacture of machinery and other equipment,
manufacture of wood products, land transport, metal working, painting, welding and textiles. There are several sources
of uncertainty in the estimates, including exclusion of other potential carcinogenic agents, potentially inaccurate or
approximate data and methodological issues. On balance, the estimates are likely to be a conservative estimate of the
true risk. Future work will address estimation for the remaining cancers that have yet to be examined, together with
development of methodology for predicting future estimates of the occupational cancers due to more recent exposures.
This report and the work it describes were funded by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE). Its contents, including any
opinions and/or conclusions expressed, are those of the authors alone and do not necessarily reflect HSE policy.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) wishes to update its assessment of the relative
importance of occupational cancer in relation to other health and safety outcomes, and develop
appropriate practical measures to reduce the incidence of occupational cancer in Great Britain
(GB); a sound evidence base is required to aid development of strategies for targeting priorities
for action. The HSE currently relies on estimates of the effects of occupation on cancer mortality
in the US made by Doll & Peto in 1981 for burden estimation. The proportion of cancer they
attributed to occupation was about 4% of all US cancer deaths with an uncertainty range of 2% to
8%. The overall aims of this project, carried out by Imperial College London in collaboration
with the Health and Safety Laboratory (HSL), were:
•
•
•

to produce an updated estimate of the current burden of occupational cancer specifically for
Great Britain
to produce an estimate of the future occupational cancer burden in Great Britain based on
recent and current exposures, together with the method for updating this in future
where the data are sufficiently detailed, to break any headline estimates down into
exposure-cancer combinations

The outcomes from the first phase of the project are presented in this report together with an
overview of the methodology developed, the data used, and estimates of the current burden due to
past occupational exposures for the following cancers; cancer of the bladder; leukaemia; cancer
of the lung; mesothelioma; non-melanoma skin cancer; and sinonasal cancer. These cancers were
chosen as being likely to have a high burden due to occupational exposures. Two international
workshops were held during the first phase of the project to discuss and consolidate the
methodological approaches used.
METHODOLOGY
For each cancer, information was obtained on the incidence, mortality and survival trends in GB
and an overview of the aetiology was carried out, including latency, and known and suspected
causal factors, including occupationally related factors. The primary measure of the burden of
cancer in this project was the attributable fraction (AF) i.e. the proportion of cases that would not
have occurred in the absence of exposure; this was then used to estimate the attributable numbers.
There are several methods for estimating the AF but all depend on knowledge of the risk of the
disease due to the exposure of interest and the proportion of the target population exposed.
Estimation was carried out for 2004 for mortality and 2003 for cancer incidence.
The overall attributable fraction was calculated on a ‘cancer by cancer’ basis as follows:
1. Known and suspected occupational exposures (either defined by substance or occupation) for
the cancer were identified. The carcinogenic agents or exposure circumstances were
identified for each cancer as those classified by the International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC) as a Group 1 or 2A carcinogens. Those agents with strong evidence of
carcinogenicity in humans were defined for the purpose of this study as ‘established’
carcinogens and those with suggestive evidence of carcinogenicity in humans were defined as
‘uncertain’ carcinogens.
2. Where possible, account was taken of overlapping and multiple exposures.
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3. Potential confounding factors for the cancer were identified, e.g. smoking status. Where
possible, risk estimates (relative risks (RR)), adjusted for the effects of confounding and for
interactions, were obtained.
4. Risk estimates were obtained from key studies, meta-analyses or pooled studies, taking into
account quality, such as relevance to GB, large sample size, effective control for confounders,
adequate exposure assessment, and clear case definition. Dose-response risk estimates were
generally not available in the epidemiological literature nor were proportions of those
exposed at different levels of exposure over time available for the working population in GB.
However, where possible risk estimates were obtained for an overall ‘lower’ level and an
overall ‘higher’ level of exposure to the agents of concern. Where no estimate could be
identified for very low/background/environmental levels of exposure, an RR of one was
arbitrarily assigned, which gives a zero AF.
5. The ‘relevant exposure period’ (REP) was defined as the period during which exposure
occurred that was relevant to the development of the cancer in the target year 2004. For solid
tumours a latency of 10-50 years was assumed giving a REP of 1955-1994; for
haematopoietic neoplasms 0-20 years latency was assumed giving a REP of 1985-2004.
6. The proportion of the population exposed to each carcinogenic agent or occupation was
obtained from the total number of people employed and the numbers potentially exposed to
the carcinogens of interest in each relevant industry/occupation within GB.
a.
If the risk estimate was obtained from an industry-based study, national data sources,
the CARcinogen EXposure (CAREX) database, the annual Labour Force Survey (LFS)
or Census of Employment (CoE) were used to obtain the proportions exposed to the
carcinogens concerned in GB. Adjustment factors were applied to the data to take
account of the change in numbers employed and the employment turnover over the
REP. Exposed numbers were allocated to a ‘higher’ or ‘lower/background’ exposure
group based on the industries and occupations covered in the studies from which the
risk estimates were obtained. CAREX exposed numbers were not available separately
for men and women and were thus divided between men and women according to an
estimate of relative proportions based on numbers in the appropriate occupation by
industry codes from the 1991 census.
b.
If the study from which the risk estimates were obtained was population based, an
estimate of the proportion of the population exposed was derived directly from the
study data.
7.

For risk estimates from an industry based study, Levin’s equation was used to calculate the
AF. If a population-based study was used for the estimate of risk, Miettinen’s equation was
used to calculate the AF. For mesothelioma, the AF was derived directly from studies of UK
mesothelioma cases.

8. For each cancer, AFs for all the relevant exposures were combined into a single estimate of
attributable fraction taking into account overlapping exposures.
9. For each estimated AF based on a single estimate of RR, a confidence interval that takes into
account random error was calculated. Confidence intervals for all estimates will be developed
in the second phase of the project.
10. The combined AF for each cancer was multiplied by the number of deaths and/or
registrations for the target year in GB i.e. 2004 for mortality and 2003 for cancer
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registrations, to give an estimation of the numbers of cancer cases attributable to occupation.
The studies from which risk estimates were taken were often mortality studies only and AFs
derived from these were applied to numbers of registrations.
11. The attributable numbers for each cancer were summed, and divided by total cancer numbers
to obtain an overall AF for cancer due to occupation nationally at the target date.

RESULTS
The overall occupational AFs for the six cancers investigated so far are summarised in the table
below. 6.0% of cancer deaths in men and 1.0% in women in GB have been estimated to be due to
occupation when taking into account established carcinogens only (total deaths due to occupation
for the six cancers over all cancer deaths). The estimates were 8.0% and 1.5% respectively for
established plus uncertain carcinogens, giving 4.9% overall (based on deaths).
Table: Estimated attributable fractions, deaths and registrations by cancer site
Cancer site:

Attributable Fraction
Male

Female

Attributable
Deaths
Male
Female

Attributable
Registrations
Male
Female

Total
(based on
deaths)
Established carcinogens only (IARC Group 1 and 2A, strong human evidence)
Bladder
1.3%
0.6%
1.0%
40
10
89
17
Leukaemia
0.3%
0.5%
0.2%
4
5
5
6
Lung
16.5%
4.5%
11.6%
3,137
599
3,509
680
Mesothelioma
85-90%
20-30%
74-80%
1,450
75
1,450 #
75 #
NMSC
11.8%
3.0%
8.4%
38
6
3,992
855
Sinonasal
34.1%
10.8%
23.4%
24
6
74
18
AFs for six
cancers
combined
6.0%
1.0%
5.4%
1.0%
Established + Uncertain carcinogens (IARC Group 1 and 2A, strong and suggestive human
evidence)
Bladder
11.6%
2.0%
8.3%
362
32
816
57
Leukaemia
2.7%
0.8%
1.7%
58
11
93
15
Lung
21.6%
5.5%
15.0%
4,106
728
4,594
826
Mesothelioma
98% *
90% *
97%*
1,650
270
1,650 #
270 #
NMSC
11.8%
3.0%
8.4%
38
6
3,992
855
Sinonasal
64.3%
18.4%
43.3%
45
11
140
31
Total
6259
1058
11284
2054
Total all
cancers in GB
78,237 71,666 167,506
164,586
AFs for six
cancers
combined (out
of all GB
cancers)
4.9%
8.0%
1.5%
6.7%
1.2%
*Includes cases described as due to paraoccupational or environmental exposure to asbestos.
#
Taken as equal to attributable deaths for this short survival cancer.
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Key results for the individual cancers (established and uncertain unless stated) are as follows:
Bladder cancer
Exposure to mineral oils made the largest contribution to the overall burden due to occupation for
bladder cancer, followed by exposure to diesel engine exhaust and work as a painter. Large
numbers of workers were exposed during the period 1955-1994 to occupational bladder cancer
carcinogens; including mineral oils in metal work production, involving tool operators and
machine fitters; and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and diesel engine exhaust (DEE)
in construction, and employment in land transport and personal and household services.
Leukaemia
Exposure to electromagnetic fields in occupations associated with the electrical industry made the
largest contribution to the overall occupational burden for leukaemia in men, followed by
exposure to non-arsenical pesticides, formaldehyde and benzene. Large numbers of women were
potentially exposed to low levels of benzene in services and retail trade industries, to nonarsenical pesticides in agriculture and gardening, and to electromagnetic fields in electrical trades.
Lung cancer
Exposure to asbestos, silica and diesel engine exhaust and employment as a painter or welder
made the largest contributions to the overall occupational burden of lung cancer. Large numbers
of workers were exposed over the risk exposure period to these agents. Construction workers
were exposed to ten different lung carcinogens. There were eleven relevant exposures in the
manufacture of transport equipment (notably chromium and nickel plus radon and environmental
tobacco smoke (ETS)), nine in manufacture of machinery except electrical (notably nickel and
chromium, plus silica and also radon) and seven each for land transport (most notably diesel
engine exhaust), and personal and household services (chromium, lead, DEE, PAHs and asbestos,
and also ETS and radon and a small number exposed to cadmium). ETS and radon were the main
exposures in finance and insurance, public administration and defence, and in wholesale and
retail trade, restaurants and hotels (plus diesel exhaust in this industry).
Mesothelioma
Exposure to asbestos, irrespective of whether it occurred in workplaces, was assumed to be the
cause of all mesothelioma deaths, except a small number of so-called spontaneous cases. Direct
occupational exposures accounted for the majority of male deaths but a much smaller proportion
of female deaths. Such exposures occurred primarily during asbestos product manufacture,
installation and use of asbestos products (particularly in construction), and asbestos removal and
stripping. Paraoccupational (exposures caused indirectly by work) and environmental exposures –
arising ultimately because of the wide industrial use of asbestos in Britain – were likely to
account for the remainder of cases in both sexes.
Non melanoma skin cancer
Exposure to mineral oils and solar radiation made the largest contribution to the overall
occupational burden due to occupation for men, with solar radiation making the dominant
contribution for women. Although the risk estimate for PAHs was higher than that of solar
radiation and mineral oils, fewer workers were exposed to PAHs, particularly women.
Sinonasal cancer
Amongst the established occupational carcinogens for nasal cancer, wood and leather dust
accounted for virtually all current cases, with wood dust causing twice as many cancers as leather
dust in men. In women nearly all the occupational attributable sinonasal cancers were due to
x

leather dust exposure. When the uncertain occupational carcinogens were also included, mineral
oils accounted for over half the attributable deaths and registrations. The industries accounted for
the highest numbers of those exposed to a nasal cancer carcinogen (established or uncertain
categories) were textiles (from exposure to textile dust), the furniture and wood product industries
(from exposures to wood dust, formaldehyde and chromium IV salts), construction and the
manufacture of machinery and fabricated metal products (from exposures to those three plus
nickel) and in the leather processing industry (from leather dust) and in the manufacture of
footwear and leather goods.
Comparison with other estimates
Several other studies have attempted to estimate the burden of cancer due to occupation. The
overall estimate of total burden from this GB study for all cancers (established and uncertain
carcinogens) was 8% for males (based on estimates for only 6 cancers) compared with a range of
3-10% from other studies. The patterns were also generally similar for individual cancers. The
magnitude of the estimates may vary between studies due to differences in the numbers of
cancers and carcinogens considered, the methodology used and occupational circumstances. With
the exception of leukaemia, all the new estimates were greater than those of Doll & Peto (1981).
The steep rise in asbestos-related deaths from lung cancer and mesothelioma since 1981 has made
a major contribution to the increase; for men, over half the attributable fraction (4.22%) and
numbers (3300) of all occupationally-related cancers were due to asbestos exposure.
Uncertainties and limitations
The results from the GB study should be considered taking account of several uncertainties and
limitations; some of these are outlined below, together with their expected impact on the burden
estimates in parentheses if known:
• Limited information on risk estimates and/or exposures for some cancer/carcinogen
pairings
• Exclusion of IARC group 2B carcinogens and other suspected or unknown carcinogens
(under estimation)
• Non-portability to the GB situation of studies from which risk estimates were extracted
or derived including:
o Non-comparability of exposures (under or over estimation)
o Differences in the distribution of confounders (under or over estimation)
o Exposure misclassification (under estimation)
o The healthy worker effect (under estimation)
• Use of risk estimates derived from studies of men for estimation of burden for women
and use of mortality risk estimates for estimation of cancer burden incidence (under or
over estimation)
• Lack of equivalence between groups defined as high or low exposure in the studies from
which the risk estimates were taken and the GB industry data (under or over estimation)
• Assumption of a risk estimate of 1 for very low/background levels of exposure where risk
estimates were unknown giving an attributable fraction of zero (under estimation)
• Inappropriate risk exposure period and exclusion of workers with less than 1 year service
in the estimation of employment turnover (under estimation)
• Use of Levin’s formula for risk estimates that were adjusted for confounders (probable
under estimation)
In addition, the potential overlapping and multiple exposures may not have been fully evaluated
and potential interactions may not have been sufficiently taken into account in the estimations.
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Summary and Conclusions
This study has provided a robust estimate of the current burden of six cancers due to past
occupational exposures of 8% for men and 1.5% for women. On balance, this is likely to be a
conservative estimate of the true risk for reasons discussed above. Large numbers of workers
were potentially exposed to several carcinogenic agents over the risk exposure periods,
particularly in the construction industry, as farmers and other agricultural workers, as workers in
manufacture of machinery and other equipment, the manufacture of wood products, land
transport, metal working, painting, welding and textiles.
The current burden of the six cancers due to occupational causes is based on exposures
experienced up to 50 years ago. Many of the exposures will have been at much higher levels than
those existing today. Other exposures have all but disappeared due to the reduction of the industry
or the substitution of hazardous substances by other agents. However, the long latency of some
cancers means that numbers of deaths and registrations due to past high exposures will continue
to be substantial in the near future (particularly asbestos-related cancers). For some exposures,
such as wood dust, very recent dust measurements have shown continuing high exposures. Where
the burden was estimated for an occupation such as painting or welding, this was carried out
because of the multiplicity of potential causal agents and the difficulty of attributing risk to a
single agent. Although some hazards may have been removed within these occupations, such as
certain solvents in paints, others may still remain, such as silica. In addition there will be
considerable numbers of workers exposed at low levels; smaller relative risks and a high
proportion of exposure at low levels may contribute substantially to both high attributable
fractions and numbers.
There remain a considerable number of known carcinogens for which an estimate of the burden
due to occupation has not yet been made in this project. In addition, the potential that exposure to
other unknown occupational carcinogens and work-related factors such as psychological stress
and shift work could contribute to increased cancer risk has not yet been addressed.
Future work will address estimation of the current burden due to occupational exposures for the
remaining cancers that have yet to be examined, together with development of appropriate
methodology for predicting future estimates of the occupational cancers due to more recent
exposures. Other measures of burden will also be calculated such as Years of Life Lost (YLL)
and Disability-Adjusted Life Years (DALY).
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1 INTRODUCTION
In 1981 in their report to the US Congress, Doll & Peto presented a method of estimating the
effects of occupation on cancer mortality in the US (Doll & Peto, 1981). The proportion of cancer
they attributed to occupation was about 4% of all US cancer deaths with an uncertainty range of
2% to 8%. The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has relied on this work to estimate the
proportions of cancers in Great Britain (GB) due to occupational exposures, giving an estimate of
around 6000 cancer deaths (uncertainty range 3000 to 12000) and 12000 cancer registrations
(uncertainty range 6000 to 24000) currently occurring each year in GB. In a later overview of the
epidemiology of cancer, Doll & Peto suggested that it is unlikely that occupational hazards
account for more than two or three per cent of all fatal cancers in developed countries such as the
UK. However, they acknowledged that the quantitative evidence was uncertain and the estimate
could be out by a factor of two (Doll & Peto, 2003).
HSE wishes to develop appropriate practical measures to reduce the incidence of occupational
cancer in Great Britain. These measures could include chemical substitution, improved risk
assessment methods, improved control measures, better health surveillance, reduction of
exposures, etc. and it will be particularly important that these can be employed in small- and
medium-sized enterprises. Future strategies for deciding where HSE targets its action on
workplace carcinogens through inspection and policy-making are dependent on a sound evidence
base. This evidence base will help determine HSE’s priorities.
It is acknowledged that the estimates of current burden of cancer due to occupational exposures
are based on evidence and methodology that is over 25 years old, and that it is now appropriate
that the validity of these estimates is reassessed using currently available scientific evidence.
The aims of this project carried out by Imperial College London in collaboration with the Health
and Safety Laboratory (HSL) were:
•
to produce an updated estimate of the current burden of occupational cancer in Great
Britain
•
to produce an estimate of the future occupational cancer burden in Great Britain
based on recent and current exposures, together with the method for updating this in
future
•
to the extent that the data will allow, to break any headline estimates down into
exposure-cancer combinations
These estimates will inform the HSE’s ongoing deliberations, as part of the cancer project of the
disease reduction programme, on the priorities for intervention on occupational carcinogens.
This report presents the outcomes from the first year of the project and gives an overview of the
methodology developed and the data used, together with estimates of the current burden due to
past occupational exposures for cancer of the lung and pleura, sinonasal cancer, cancer of the
bladder, non-melanoma skin cancer, leukaemia and mesothelioma. Separate technical reports for
each cancer giving more details of the data and other material used and the cancer burden
calculations, and a report expanding on the statistical methodology are available at
http://www.hse.gov.uk/research/hsl_pdf/2005/hsl0554.pdf. Future work will address estimation
of the current burden due to occupational exposures for the remaining cancers, together with
development of appropriate methodology for producing predicted future estimates of the
occupational cancers due to more recent exposures. Other measures of burden will also be
calculated such as Years of Life Lost and Disability-Adjusted Life Years.
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2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY DESIGN AND CONDUCT
For each cancer, information on the incidence, mortality and survival trends in GB was obtained
and an overview of the aetiology and known and suspected causal factors, including
occupationally related factors, was carried out. The latency period for major occupational risk
factors was also determined for each cancer. Sources used for the preliminary reviews for each
cancer included the IARC monographs 1, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) reports 2 and the US National Toxicology Program3, the Office of National Statistics
(ONS) DH4 and MB Series 5 for mortality and incidence data and the Decennial Supplements on
Occupational Mortality. For each cancer site, occupational carcinogenic agents or occupational
exposure scenarios were identified from substances and occupations classified by IARC as group
1 and 2A carcinogens, as tabulated by Siemiatycki et al (2004).
The primary measure of the burden of cancer used in this project is the attributable fraction (AF)
i.e. the proportion of cases that would not have occurred in the absence of exposure, which can
then be used to estimate the attributable numbers. There are several methods for estimating the
AF but all depend on knowledge of the risk of the disease due to the exposure of interest and the
proportion of the population exposed. An overview of methods used to calculate occupational
attributable burden is in section 2.2. Central to the approach is the need to identify a suitable
epidemiological study or set of studies for the source of estimates of relative risk (RR) for each
cancer. The approach and criteria for choosing studies are described in section 2.3. The data
sources used for estimating the proportion of the population exposed are described in section 2.4.
An overview of the methodology for calculating the AF is given in section 2.5. Full details of the
methods used to calculate the AF are given in a separate report on statistical methodology
(Estimation of the Burden of Cancer in Great Britain due to Occupation - Technical Report:
Methodology). An additional report covering the robustness of the estimates with examples of the
calculation of bias ‘credibility limits’ will be produced as part of phase 2 of this project.

2.2 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO CALCULATING OCCUPATION
ATTRIBUTABLE BURDEN
There are a number of approaches that have been used to calculate the occupation attributable
cancer burden. The most widely used is where, for each cancer/exposure pairing, a relative risk
estimate is obtained from epidemiological studies, and an estimate of the proportion of the
population exposed is obtained from census or national employment data and some form of jobexposure matrix, or CAREX. This approach has been used for example by Dreyer et al. (1997)
for estimation of the AF for cancers due to occupation in the Nordic countries, the WHO Global
Burden of Disease (GBD) Study, Steenland et al., (2003) for the USA and by Nurminen &
Karjalainen (2001) in Finland.
A second approach uses the results of a pooled analysis of population-based case control studies
to obtain an estimate of relative risk, with estimates of the proportion of those exposed being
1

http://monographs.iarc.fr/ENG/Monographs/allmonos90.php
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/homepage.html
3
http://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/
4
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/StatBase/Product.asp?vlnk=618
5
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/StatBase/Product.asp?vlnk=8843&Pos=&ColRank=1&Rank=240
2
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obtained from the distribution of exposures amongst the controls and/or cases. This method has
been used by Vineis et al., (1988) in the USA for lung cancer, and Gustavsson et al., (2000) in
Sweden also for lung cancer only, using a single study in this case. Vineis & Simonato (1991)
used a range of ‘best studies’ for the USA and Europe to estimate a range of AF estimates. They
also calculated lower and upper estimates based on inclusion of only well-established exposures
for the lower estimates, and these plus ‘possible’ and ‘uncertain’ exposures for the upper
estimates (Vineis & Simonato, 1991).
Both of these approaches have been utilised and adapted for this study. The approach that has
been used most often for this project is to obtain the RR from an industry based study, or a
(systematic) review or meta-analysis, and the proportion of the population exposed from an
ancillary source outside the study population i.e. from national estimates, and apply these to
Levin’s equation for the AF (see section 3.5). In one situation Miettinen’s equation for the AF has
been used with a population-based study for the source of the RR; the proportion of population
exposed is the proportion of the controls exposed (see section 2.5(6)). A third approach, using
absolute risk measures rather than relative risks, has been used for mesothelioma, which is almost
uniquely caused by exposure to asbestos.
As part of the study two HSE-sponsored workshops were held, in November 2004 and June 2006,
that brought together national and international experts to discuss the issues relevant to the project
and to advise on the appropriate methodology and data requirements, taking into account resource
and time considerations (see http://www.hse.gov.uk/research/hsl_pdf/2005/hsl0554.pdf). An
informal scientific advisory group has also advised on different aspects of the study. The
approach was developed based on the discussions from the first workshop, together with review
of the literature covering practical applications (including the key papers above) and
methodological theory. The key methodological references used were Steenland & Armstrong
(2006) and Benichou (2001) for AF estimation and Greenland (2004) for confidence intervals.
The key sources for exposures to include in the study estimates were the IARC monographs,
IARC updates and re-evaluations and Siemiatycki et al., (2004) – see section 2.5 (1). The
approach and first results were presented to the second workshop for critical scrutiny, resulting in
a general endorsement of the methodology with minor suggestions for improvement, which have
been incorporated in the approach.
2.3 OBTAINING THE RISK ESTIMATES
For each cancer agent or occupation a literature search was carried out for candidate papers for
the choice of the best sources from which to extract or derive risk estimates, focussing on
reviews, meta-analyses and pooled analyses, particularly for GB. Searches were made of the
PubMed, Web of Science and Medline databases using the following search criteria: “Chemical”
+ “Cancer” + (“Review” or “Meta-analysis” or “Pooled analysis” or “Occupational”). This was
supplemented by references from review papers and textbook bibliographies. Where possible, a
source paper for each separate exposure scenario (industrial setting or occupation) was preferred,
but studies covering multiple exposures, especially those known to overlap in the working
population, were also sought. Studies could be industry-based cohort studies or population-based
case-control studies.
Factors that were considered for the choice of study included:
• Representativeness
o Broad based and representative of the occupations or industrial exposures in GB
o Included separate evaluations for men and women if relevant
• Study quality
o Large sample size
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•

•
•
•
•

o Control for confounders i.e. adjusted analyses carried out
o Adequate exposure assessment in the study
o Standardised diagnosis of cancer cases
o Appropriate comparison or control population
Portability, for which there are three key issues:
o UK study or similar population, so that the source study and target (GB)
exposures match on types and levels of exposure
o Up-to-date study, so that the relevant period of exposure in the source population
is not so long ago that the exposures on which the risk estimates were based no
longer match exposures in the target relevant exposure period
o Comparable distribution of known confounders within GB population
Study has a primary single exposure relevant to an occupational risk factor for the cancer
of concern to facilitate estimation of a single exposure AF
Study covers relevant overlapping/multiple exposures to facilitate estimation of a
combined exposure AF
Population-based case-control or industry-based cohort
Pooled or meta-analysis of several studies relevant to the UK.

A ‘best’ source study or series of studies was thus selected on the basis of size and coverage,
portability, availability of risk estimates based on good exposure data or exposure estimation,
adjusted for confounders and accounting for the presence of and interaction with other causative
agents.
The RRs and their confidence intervals (CI) (or the data enabling CIs to be derived) used to
calculate the AF were extracted from the chosen studies. In general the RR was the risk estimate
for overall exposure. If the paper was a review then the range of risk estimates, CIs and exposure
scenarios were recorded. If no pooled estimate or meta-analysed estimate was available then an
overall risk estimate and CI were derived from the data by the research team using appropriate
methodology. The risk estimates for males and females separately and for mortality and incidence
were recorded if available.
Many of the studies used for risk estimates were industry-based, usually cohort studies, a few of
which had carried out some form of exposure assessment with analyses by level and duration of
exposure. For these studies, comparable independent estimates of the proportion of the GB
population exposed were required (see sections 2.5 (4-6)), although these were often not available
for different levels of exposure. For some cancers and occupational situations a population-based
study was used. This enabled estimates of both risk and proportions of exposed to be obtained for
both single exposure situations and where overlapping and multiple exposures occur. However,
exposure information in these studies may be limited, for example, by the use of routine data
sources such as census records or by self-reporting of exposures.
2.4 IDENTIFYING DATA FOR THE PROPORTION OF THE POPULATION EXPOSED
To estimate the proportion of the population exposed to each carcinogenic agent or in each
occupation, the relevant industries were identified and the total number of people employed and
the numbers potentially exposed to the carcinogens of interest in each relevant
industry/occupation within GB were identified. There are a number of sources of employment
information within the UK. These include: (i) the Labour Force Survey (LFS); (ii) the Annual
Employment Survey (AES); (iii) the Annual Business Inquiry (ABI); (iv) the Census of
Employment (CoE); and (v) the Agricultural and Horticultural Census (AHC). Information about
exposures and the number of people exposed to various carcinogens is available from: (i) the
National Exposure Database (NEDB); and (ii) the Carcinogen Exposure (CAREX) database.
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These are briefly described below. Figures from CAREX and the LFS were the main source of
data used for the AF calculations.
Labour Force Survey
The LFS6 is a survey of households living at private addresses in GB. Its purpose is to provide
information on the UK labour market. The first LFS was conducted in 1973, and was carried out
every two years up to the spring quarter of 1983. Between 1984 and 1991 the survey was carried
out annually. Since 1992 quarterly estimates are available. The sample design consists currently
of about 55,000 responding households in GB, representing about 0.2% of the GB population.
Data from 1979 were available.
Labour Market Data
The CoE, AES and ABI Labour Market Data are surveys of employers in GB and give details of
numbers of employees in different jobs by industry and region. Although the mechanics of the
surveys are different, they tend to cover roughly similar numbers of businesses accounting for
between a quarter and a third of all workplaces in GB. Data from these surveys are available as a
free service via the National Online Manpower Information System (Nomis) web site. The CoE
was carried out from 1971 to 1993, after which it was replaced by the AES, which in turn was
replaced by the ABI in 1998.
The AHC collects information relating to land use, crops, livestock, labour, horticulture and
glasshouse. The Survey began in 1866. There are approximately 190,000 holdings in the UK at
the present time and information is collected from these by a postal questionnaire sent out under
the authority of the Agricultural Statistics Act 1979 as amended by the Agriculture (Amendment)
Act 1984. This requires each farmer to state what agricultural activity is occurring as of June each
year, together with the number of employees.
Exposure Data
The NEDB was designed to collate exposure information relating to processes and work
activities, process conditions, local work conditions and measures of the extent of control (Burns
& Beaumont, 1989). It is an integrated computer database of industrial exposure to about 3,000
chemical and physical agents and consists of approximately 100,000 samples collected by HSE
staff, mainly at the request of local factory inspectors (about 90% of measurements, others are
from industry), who have identified potential problems and a need for monitoring. The remaining
measurements (about 10%) are samples that have been collected more routinely. As a result the
database may not be representative of normal working conditions, but may be skewed towards
worse case exposures. The quantity of exposure data for each substance varies considerably, from
over 6,000 samples for alpha-quartz, to less than five for about 70 substances (including atrazine,
barley dust, hydroxymethyl methacrylate, elemental sodium and sodium chlorate). However, the
NEDB has not been used for this study as (1) the exposures recorded were too recent to be
relevant to this part of the cancer burden study due to cancer latency and (2) the database is
currently incomplete and difficult to access.
CAREX database
The CAREX database7 is an international information system on occupational exposure to 139
known and suspected carcinogens evaluated by IARC (all agents in Groups 1 and 2A, and
selected agents in Group 2B) based on evidence of carcinogenicity available in the 1990s.
Estimates of the number of exposed workers are given across the 55 industrial classes of the
6
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http://www.statistics.gov.uk/statbase/Product.asp?vlnk=1537
http://www.ttl.fi/Internet/English/Organization/Collaboration/Carex/
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United Nations system (ISIC Revision 2). The occupational exposure to these carcinogens was
estimated for the years 1990-1993 in two phases.Estimates were generated by the CAREX system
on the basis of national workforce data and exposure prevalence estimates from two reference
countries (Finland and USA). These estimates were then adjusted for the economic structure
(workforce distribution) of each country individually, but did not take into account countryspecific exposure patterns that may have been different from those of the reference countries. For
selected countries, these estimates were further refined by national experts in view of the
similarity/dissimilarity to the perceived exposure patterns in their own countries; see Pannett et
al., (1998) for the UK. A full description of the estimation procedure can be found in various
documents (Pannett et al.,1998; Kauppinen et al., 1998) found at the Finnish Institute for
Occupational Health website.
2.5 ESTIMATION OF THE ATTRIBUTABLE FRACTION
The overall attributable fraction has been calculated on a ‘cancer by cancer’ basis. Relative risks
were obtained from appropriate epidemiological studies. The choice of these ‘best studies’ then
determined the way in which AF was calculated. The flow chart in Figure 1 sets out the main
steps that have been used to calculate the AF. The numbered steps in the text that follows refer to
elements in the chart.
1. List exposures
Known and suspected occupational exposures (either defined by substance or occupation) for the
cancer were identified. An occupational carcinogenic agent or exposure circumstance was defined
as ‘established’ if it has been classified by the IARC as a Group 1 carcinogen with ‘strong’
evidence in humans of an association with the particular cancer of concern, as judged by
Siemiatycki et al., (2004). The term ‘uncertain’ was used for carcinogenic agents or exposure
circumstances that are classified by IARC as Group 1 or 2A carcinogens and judged by
Siemiatycki et al to have ‘suggestive’ evidence in humans of an association with the cancer of
interest. It should be noted that some exposures are ubiquitous, such as PAH’s, sunlight etc but
are considered as important because of the relatively high exposures experienced during work.
Since the Siemiatycki paper, there have been several IARC evaluations or reevaluations
(Rousseau et al., 2005), some of which have focused on the use of mechanistic data to identify
human carcinogens, an approach that is particularly useful for human carcinogens that cannot be
studied as single agents in epidemiological studies. For example, a key agent in mixtures of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) is benzo(a)pyrene. This has been reevaluated as
carcinogenic to humans (group 1) based on sufficient evidence in animals and strong evidence
that the mechanisms in animals also operate in exposed humans (Straif et al., 2005). In addition,
the exposure must still be producing an ongoing risk in GB i.e. there are still substantial existing
exposures and/or cases of cancer are still occurring due to past exposures.
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Figure 1: Calculation process for the attributable fraction
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2. Draw an ‘exposure map’
Often the distribution of the exposures of concern in the population overlap, i.e. some workers are
subject to multiple exposures in a single workplace, or in a series of jobs over a working lifetime.
A ‘map’ or diagram of how the exposures overlap and could interact with one another was
therefore drawn up. An example of such a map for bladder cancer, is given in Figure 2 (see also
section 3.1.2). The objective of the map was to identify groups of exposures that overlap and are
not independent of one another in the causation of disease. Decisions were then made on how to
partition sections of the multiple exposed workforce between their overlapping exposures –
usually allocating workers to the dominant (higher RR) exposure only, also ensuring that the
appropriate methodology was used to estimate their contribution towards the attributable fraction.
For a given cancer, the map entries consist of either an agent e.g. diesel engine exhaust, or groups
of agents e.g. PAHs, or an exposure scenario i.e. an industry or occupation e.g. painter - see
Figure 2. Agents are in plain type and exposure scenarios in italics, from Table 6. The lines
linking exposures indicate where potential overlap would occur if all the entries in the map were
simply considered as separate entities. For example, if PAHs, coal tars and pitches were
considered separately, overlap would occur within foundries and steel mills (these exposure
scenarios are indicated in the smaller print, again based on information in Table 6). For
substances and occupations shown in dotted boxes, a separate AF has not been estimated, as these
exposure scenarios are included with another exposure. In addition a separate AF has not been
estimated for substances and occupations shown not in bold as these exposure scenarios are
included within another exposure. Exposure scenarios where overlap occurs are indicated in the
smaller print.
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Figure 2: Bladder cancer exposure map
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3. List confounders
Potential confounding factors for the cancer were also identified, for example age and smoking
status in the case of lung cancer. Where possible the risk estimates were obtained from studies in
which adjustment has been made for the effects of confounding factors, and for any interaction
between the exposures of interest and these factors; see section 3.3.
4. Obtain risk estimates from a study or series of studies
As described in section 2.3 a single ‘best study’ or set of suitable studies for the cancer from
which to extract or derive the risk estimate was obtained taking into account general quality
considerations such as relevance to GB, large sample size, effective control for confounders,
adequate exposure assessment, and clear case definition. The wider the basis for a study, for
example a pooled study or meta-analysis, or covering multiple workplace settings or a national
cohort, the more representative the relative risk could be expected to be. Study designs considered
included case-control studies and cohort studies. Studies could also be population-based or
industry-based; a different methodology was used for calculating the AF for population-based and
industry-based studies. Dose-response risk estimates were generally not available in the
epidemiological literature nor were proportions of those exposed at different levels of exposure
available for the working population in GB. However, where possible risk estimates were
obtained for an overall ‘lower’ level and an overall ‘higher’ level of exposure to the agents of
concern. In cases where no RR could be identified for very low/background/environmental levels
of exposure, an RR of one was arbitrarily assigned, which gives a zero AF. This may have
contributed to an underestimation of the burden of disease; see the discussion in section 4.
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5. Define the ‘relevant exposure period’
The ‘relevant exposure period’ (REP) is defined as the period during which exposure occurred
that was relevant to the development of the cancer in the target year; in this project the cancer
burden was estimated for 2004, the most recent year for which national mortality data are
complete. For example, if we wish to estimate the burden of cancer in the year 2004 for a cancer
for which there is latency (the time interval between first exposure to a carcinogen and the point
at which relative risk of the cancer first increases) of between 20 and 40 years, then the target
REP will be 1965 to 1984. It should be noted that the risk estimate may be taken from a study
with a different REP e.g. if it had been carried out in 1990, for the above example the source REP
would be 1950 to 1970. Assumptions that the proportion of those exposed has remained constant
over time and that the levels of exposure have remained constant are then required. For solid
tumours, the latent period chosen was 10 to 50 years giving a REP of 1955 to 1994. For cancers
such as leukaemia, a shorter latency of up to 20 years was chosen, giving a REP of 1985 to 2004.
Table 1 gives variables specific to these standard relevant exposure periods that have been used in
the calculation of AF.
Table 1: Variables used in the calculation of AF specific to the standard relevant exposure
periods
Standard REP:

Solid tumours

Variable
Latency
Relevant Exposure Period (REP)
‘Peak’ latency *
Number of years in REP
Total number of those ever of working age during the
REP

Men

Women

10-50 years
1955-1994
35 years
40
19.2
million

10-50 years
1955-1994
35 years
40
20.9
million

Haematopoietic
neoplasms
Men
Women
0-20 years
1985-2004
15 years
20
20.9 million

0-20 years
1985-2004
15 years
20
19.8 million

* ‘peak’ latency is the latency thought to relate to the highest number of cancer cases leading to
current deaths or registrations.

6. Obtain the proportion of the population exposed
6.1 Industry-based study
If the best study was industry-based, national data sources combined with the best available
estimates of the proportions in the workplace exposed at relevant levels provided the estimate of
the exposed population. CAREX (see section 2.4) was often the best and only source for the
proportion of the population exposed. Exposed numbers from CAREX or national employment
sources were allocated to a ‘higher’ or ‘lower/background’ exposure group based on the
industries and occupations covered in the studies from which the risk estimates were obtained.
CAREX exposed numbers were not available separately for men and women and were thus
divided between men and women according to an estimate of relative proportions based on
numbers in the appropriate occupation by industry codes from the 1991 census.
Adjustment factors were applied to the data to take account of the change in numbers employed
in the primary and manufacturing industries and service sectors in GB over the REP i.e. for solid
tumours, between the 1970s and early 1990s. The factors have been estimated from the change in
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numbers employed taken from LFS data, by grouped main industry sector and for men and for
women separately (Table 2). These show, for example, that the numbers of men employed in
mining and quarrying, electricity, gas and water and the manufacturing industries were 40%
higher in the 1970s than they were in the early 1990s, whereas the numbers employed in the
service industries were 12% lower.
Employment turnover factors for each grouped main industry sector were applied (by
multiplying) to the point estimates of numbers exposed8. The turnover factors were estimated
using LFS data taking into account both the length of time with current employer and length of
employment. Full details of the estimation method are in the Methodology Report. The estimates
used are for those employed for at least one year. The CAREX adjustment and turnover factors
are given in Table 2.
Table 2 Values for adjustment and turnover factors
Grouped Main Industry Sector
Men

A,B
C,D,E
F
G-Q

Women

A,B
C,D,E
F
G-Q

CAREX adjustment
factor

Turnover

Agriculture, hunting and forestry; fishing
Mining and quarrying, electricity, gas and water;
manufacturing industry
Construction
Service industries
Total

1
1.4

0.09
0.09

1
0.9
1

0.13
0.11
0.10

Agriculture, hunting and forestry; fishing
Mining and quarrying, electricity, gas and water;
manufacturing industry
Construction
Service industries
Total

0.75
1.5

0.10
0.14

0.67
0.8
0.9

0.16
0.15
0.15

Life table estimates of the proportions of the general population surviving to the target year
(2004) were used to adjust the estimates of numbers ever-exposed after using the turnover factors,
so that only the ever-exposed cohort members surviving to the target year would be counted. This
part of the estimation process assumes that there was an even distribution of ages across the
8

The ‘turnover equation’ used to calculate numbers ever exposed in the relevant exposure
period (Ne(REP)) was: Ne(REP) = n0 + {n0 * TO * t}
where n0 = numbers employed in the exposed job/industry at a mid-point in the REP,
TO = employment turnover rate,
t = length of relevant exposure period in years.
Adapted to include survivors to the target year only, the equation (in a simplified form,
allowing for entry into the cohort at age 15 only) becomes:
100

Ne(REP) =

!

i = 65

64

{li * n0/(R – 15)} +

!

{lj * n0 * TO}

j = 25

where li = proportion of 15-year-olds surviving to age i, summations for REP of 1955 to 1994
R = retirement age
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exposed cohort in its first year (1955 for the solid tumour REP for example), and that recruitment
to the cohort was across the age range of 15 to 24 only.
To obtain the proportion of the population exposed, this estimate was then divided by the total
population ever of working age during the relevant exposure period, which is based on population
estimates by age cohort in the target year.
Where no CAREX data were available (as was generally the case where an exposure was defined
by occupation rather than agent) the LFS was the source most commonly used. Data for 1979 (the
earliest year available and therefore closest to the ‘peak’ exposure period in the early to mid
1970s) were used for the solid tumours, and for 1993 for the shorter latency neoplasms such as
leukaemia. As the proportion of workers in an occupation exposed at different levels of exposure
was not usually known, occupations from the LFS were used that matched as closely as possible
the jobs in the population in the study from which the RR was obtained.
6.2 Population-based study
If the study chosen was population based, an estimate of the proportion of the population exposed
and of the proportion of cases exposed was derived directly from the study data. There was thus a
clear link between the risk estimate and ‘population exposed’ estimate. However, issues of
portability, including representativeness of the cases between the source and target populations,
remain.
7. Calculate the attributable fraction (AF)
If a population-based study was used for the estimate of risk Miettinen’s equation was used to
calculate the AF (Miettinen, 1974):
AF = Pr(E|D) * (RR – 1) / RR
where Pr(E|D) = proportion of cases exposed (E = exposed, D = case)
For risk estimates from an industry based study and where the proportion of the population
exposed comes from an independent source such as CAREX or the LFS, Levin’s equation was
used to calculate the AF:
AF = Pr(E) * (RR – 1) / {1 + Pr(E) * (RR – 1)}
where Pr(E) = proportion of the population exposed
For a few cancer/exposure pairings, in particular mesothelioma which is uniquely associated with
asbestos exposure, the occupational AF depends on the degree to which exposure to the substance
can be considered to be non-occupational.
In the case of lung cancer associated with asbestos exposure, the estimated attributable numbers
(AN) and hence the AF were derived directly from the ratio of lung cancer to mesothelioma cases
estimated amongst asbestos-exposed workers (see the Methodology Report for full details).
8. Combine AFs across exposures
Once AFs had been calculated for all the relevant exposures or overlapping exposure sets for the
cancer being considered, these were combined into a single estimate of attributable fraction for
that cancer. The mathematics of combining the AFs was determined by whether the exposures
overlapped or not in the exposed population, as illustrated in the exposure map, and whether the
exposures were independent of one another (no interaction effects). Only if they did not overlap
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(or, rarely, when the disease incidence rates were known to be additive) were they summed
directly.
If a set of overlapping exposures was thought to be independent and their joint effect on the
health outcome was multiplicative, the AFs for each overlapping exposure were combined by
taking the complement of the product of complements. For k exposures, the overall AF is given
by:
AFoverall = 1 – Πk(1-AFk) for the k exposures in the set.
9. Calculate a confidence interval
For each estimated AF based on a single estimate of RR, a CI that takes into account random
error only has been calculated. Where Levin’s equation has been used with independent estimates
of Pr(E), a random error CI has been obtained by applying the upper and lower confidence limits
of the RR to the equation for AF. This assumes no random variability in Pr(E). Formulae given
by Steenland & Armstrong (2006) have been used for Miettinen’s equation AFs. A methodology
has also been developed to calculate ‘credibility limits’ based on Monte Carlo methods, which
allow for estimates of bias as well as random error. This methodology is also applicable to the
calculation of CIs for a combined AF across different exposures. Details of the appropriate
formulae for the random error confidence intervals are given in the methodology technical report
(Estimation of the Burden of Cancer in Great Britain due to Occupation – Technical Report:
Methodology), and details of the calculation of credibility limits will be published with examples
in a separate report, as part of phase 2 of this project. In this report and the related technical
reports, random error CIs are presented where the estimate of AF allows.
10. Estimate deaths/registrations attributable to occupation
The combined AF for each cancer was multiplied by the number of deaths and/or registrations for
the target year i.e. 2004 for mortality and 2003 for cancer registrations, to give an estimated
number of cancer cases attributable to occupation. The ‘best studies’ chosen were very often
mortality studies only. However, in some cases RRs were estimated for incidence and mortality;
in some pooled case-control studies both alive and deceased cases were included and metaanalyses and reviews can include both types of study. Where RRs were only available for
mortality, AFs derived from these were applied to numbers of registrations to give estimated
attributable numbers due to the occupation or agent (and vice versa, although mortality RRs only
was the more usual scenario). As a first approximation it was considered appropriate to apply
AFs, which were derived from mortality data to incidence numbers although this assumes that
survival is independent of occupational exposures.
11. Overall occupational attributable fraction
Finally, the attributable numbers for each cancer were summed, and divided by total cancer
numbers to obtain an overall attributable fraction for cancer due to occupation nationally at the
target date. It should be noted however, that both absolute numbers and attributable fractions for
different risk factors, occupational and non-occupational, require consideration for setting targets
for the reduction of cancer incidence due to occupation and for the monitoring of change. For
example, if the non-occupational causes are reduced or removed, then the fraction attributed to
occupational causes will increase and vice versa.
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3 RESULTS
3.1 BLADDER CANCER
3.1.1 Overview of incidence, trends and aetiology
In 2004 in GB there were 4,742 deaths (3,113 male, 1,629 female) from bladder cancer (ICD-10
C67; ICD-9 188) and 9,913 (7,022 male, 2,891 female) registrations in 2003. In most European
countries, including England and Wales, bladder cancer is at least three times less frequent in
women than in men (worldwide ratio is about 3.5:1), which has been seen as an indication for an
occupational origin (Lilienfeld & Lilienfeld, 1980; Parkin & Muir, 1992). Whilst female
standardised rates have changed little from around 3.3 per 100,000 in the early 1970s to 2.9 in
2004, the male rates have shown a consistent fall from 12.2 in 1992 to 8.4 per 100,000 in 2004, a
fall of around 30%. The male:female ratio of age-standardised rates has consequently changed,
from 4.0:1 in 1975 to 1.9:1 in 20049. The higher incidence among men can be attributed, in part,
to the differences in smoking habits, with occupational exposures the second most important risk
factor in men. Population-based bladder cancer 5-year survival rates have risen from just over
40% in the early 1970s to between 58-67% in the late 1990s (Coleman et al., 2004). Although the
5-year survival rate is high, two-thirds of patients develop tumour recurrence within 5 years,
sometimes even with higher levels of malignancy and aggressiveness (Hung et al., 2004).
Substantial epidemiological evidence supports a relationship between bladder cancer and
cigarette smoking. It has been suggested that up to 40% of all male and 10% of female cases
might be ascribable to this exposure (ONS, 2004). The relative risks are around 2-4 fold (Ross et
al., 1988; Quinn et al., 2005; Vineis et al., 1995).
Early studies in the 1950’s established the association of bladder cancer with work in the British
dyestuffs and rubber industries (Case & Hosker, 1954; Case et al., 1954). Since then, many
studies have suggested approximately 40 potentially high-risk occupations (Silverman et al
.,1996). Despite this, the relations of many of these occupations to bladder cancer risk are unclear,
with strong evidence of an association reported for only a few occupational groups: aromatic
amine manufacturing workers, dyestuffs workers and dye users, painters, leather workers,
aluminium workers and truck drivers. Findings related to other occupations have tended to be
based on small numbers of exposed subjects and have been inconsistent.
The Occupational Health Decennial Supplement (Drever, 1995) examined mortality (1979-1980,
1982-1990) and cancer incidence (1981-1987) in men and women aged 20-74 years in England
and Wales. Industries and occupations for which high proportional registration rates were found
included rubber manufacture, coach painting, and plastic goods manufacture.
Bladder cancer has a very long latency, with a range in occupational studies of 15 – 50 years
(Cohen et al., 2000; Matsumoto et al., 2005). Although bladder cancer due to smoking shows
decreasing risks once smoking is stopped (Brennan et al., 2000), increased risk due to some
occupational causes is still found many years after exposure ceased (Golka et al., 2004).
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3.1.2 Data used for the calculation of the AFs
Table 3 shows the occupational agents, groups of agents and exposure circumstances classified by
IARC as group 1 or 2A carcinogens for bladder cancer, the main industries and use of these
agents and the evidence of carcinogenicity and strength of evidence to humans as judged by
IARC and Siemiatycki et al (2004) respectively.
The substances considered in the estimation of the AF for bladder cancer are also given in the last
column of Table 3. For the calculation of the AFs, PAHs and aromatic amines have been
considered primary agents. Aluminium production, coal gasification, coke production and
exposure to coal tar pitches, coal tars and soots have been included in PAHs; dyes, auramine
manufacture, and magenta manufacture have been included in aromatic amines.
With the exception of PAHs, diesel engine exhaust and aromatic amines still in use after 1962,
the exposure scenarios relevant to bladder cancer have been defined by industry or occupation
within each agent or exposure circumstance, to avoid double counting of numbers of workers
exposed. DEE exposure for drivers has also been excluded from the estimates for PAHs for this
reason.
The exposure map for bladder cancer is given in Figure 2 (see section 2.5).
Table 4 summarises the data sources used for the calculation of the bladder cancer AF, for both
the RR and the proportion of the population exposed
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Table 3 Occupational agents, groups of agents, mixtures, and exposure circumstances classified
by the IARC Monographs, Vols 1-96 (IARC, 1972-2006), into Group 1 and 2A, which have the
bladder as the target organ.
Agents, Mixture, Circumstance

Main industry, Use

Evidence of
carcinogenicity
in humans1

Strength
of
evidence2

Established
(E) or
uncertain(U)
carcinogen
or included
with another
agent

Production of refined chemicals and
coal tar products (patent-fuel); coke
production; coal gasification;
aluminium production; foundries; road
paving and construction (roofers and
slaters)
Production; used as lubricant by metal
workers, machinists, engineers: printing
industry (ink formulation); used in
cosmetics, medicinal and
pharmaceutical preparations
Production: dyestuffs and pigment
manufacture

Sufficient

Suggestive

Included with
PAHs

Sufficient

Suggestive

U

Sufficient

Strong

E

Sufficient

Strong

Included with
PAHs
Included in
aromatic
amines
Exposure up
to 1962
included with
aromatic
amines
Included with
PAHs
Included with
PAHs
Included with
aromatic
amines
U
Risk confined
to pre 1950 in
UK

Group 1: Carcinogenic to humans
Agents, groups of agents
Coal tars and pitches

Mineral oils, untreated and mildly
treated

Aromatic amine dyes
4-aminobiphenyl
Benzidine
2-naphthylamine
Exposure circumstances
Aluminium production

Suspected substance
Pitch volatiles; aromatic amines

Auramine manufacture

2-Naphthylamine; auramine; other
chemicals

Strong

Boot and shoe manufacture and repair

Leather dust; benzene and other
solvents

Suggestive

Coal gasification

Coal tar; coal-tar fumes; PAHs

Sufficient

Suggestive

Coke production

Coal-tar fumes

Sufficient

Suggestive

Magenta manufacture

Magenta; ortho-toluidine; 4,4’methylene bis(2-methylaniline); orthonitrotoluene

Painters
Rubber industry

Aromatic amines; solvents

Strong
Sufficient
Sufficient

Suggestive
Strong

Group 2A: Probably Carcinogenic to Humans
Agents & groups of agents
Polyaromatic hydrocarbons§:
Benz[a]anthracene
Benzo[a]pyrene
Dibenz[a,h]anthracene
Diesel engine exhaust

Work involving combustion of organic
matter; foundries; steel mills; firefighters; vehicle mechanics
Railroad, professional drivers; dock
workers; mechanics
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Limited

Suggestive

U

Suggestive

U

Agents, Mixture, Circumstance

Main industry, Use

Evidence of
carcinogenicity
in humans1

Strength
of
evidence2

Established
(E) or
uncertain(U)
carcinogen
or included
with another
agent

Production; curing agent for roofing
and wood sealing
Production; styrene glycol production;
perfume preparation; reactive diluent in
epoxy resin formulations; as chemical
intermediate for cosmetics, surface
coating, and agricultural and biological
chemicals; used for treatment of fibres
and textiles; in fabricated rubber
products

Inadequate

Suggestive

Inadequate

Suggestive

No human
evidence
No human
evidence

Production; used in textile, paper,
leather, rubber, plastics, printing, paint,
and lacquer industries
Dye and pigment manufacture; textile
industry

Inadequate

Suggestive

Limited

Suggestive

Production; manufacture of dyestuffs,
pigments, optical brightener,
pharmaceuticals, and pesticides; rubber
vulcanising; clinical laboratory reagent;
cleaners and janitors

Limited

Suggestive

Inadequate

Suggestive

U

Limited

Suggestive

Included with
PAHs

Intermediates in plastics and rubber
manufacture
4,4’-methylene bis(2-chloroaniline)
Styrene-7,8-oxide

Aromatic amine dyes
Benzidine-based dyes

4-chloro-ortho-toluidine

Ortho-Toluidine

Exposure circumstances

Suspected substance

Hairdressers and barbers

Dyes (aromatic amines, amino-phenols
with hydrogen peroxide); solvents,
propellants; aerosols
PAHs

Petroleum refining
1

Evidence for bladder cancer according to the IARC monograph evaluation; 2 taken from
Siamiatycki et al (2004); § Grading based on mechanistic evidence

E = ‘Established’ carcinogen
U = ‘Uncertain’ carcinogen
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Included in
aromatic
amines
Included in
aromatic
amines
Included in
aromatic
amines

Table 4 Sources of data for calculation of the AF
Agent/
Exposure
scenario

Mineral oils

Level of
exposure
Source study data
Reference
Study type

Higher

Tolbert
(1979)

Review

Mortality
/Cancer
incidence

Exposure
scenario

RR (95% CI) *

M+F

Mortality
and
Incidence

Metal machining,
print press operating
and cotton and jute
spinning

1.39 (1.20,1.61) Random
effects model average of
case-control and
population-based studies
1.00

LFS
1979

Cable manufacturing
industry

2.46 (1.20, 5.04) [A]

CoE
1971

Dyestuffs

1,215,812

78,198

1,294,010

65,384

4,936

70,320

34,325

12,132

46,457

2.61 (0.98, 7.00) [A]

24241

27433

51874

Textile printing and
dyeing

2.32 (0.98, 5.45) [A]

52842

21682

74524

Leather work

2.51 (1.44, 1.53) [A]

16,449

4,364

20,813

MOCA: Industrial
chemicals

1.70 (1.05, 2.76) [A]

10

3

13

Rubber products

1.89 (1.34, 2.66) [A]

168

53

221

Plastic products

1.73 (1.17, 2.55) [A]

154

48

202

Benzidine-based dye
manufacture

2.32 (0.98, 5.45) [A]

14

4

18

Lower &
no
exposure

Aromatic
amines

Sorahan et al
(1998)

West
Midlands
hospital-based
case-control
studies

Data for proportion of the population exposed
Source
Numbers: Numbers: Numbers:
Male
Female
Total

Male/
Female

M+F

Incidence
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CAREX

Painters

Bosetti et al
(2005)

Rubber

Veys (2004)

Higher

PAHs

Boffetta et al
(1997)

Laboratory
technicians

1.05 (0.60, 1.86) [A]

1405

1788

3193

Medical and nursing
occupations

1.62 (1.03, 2.55) [A]

151

193

344

261,128

23,119

284,247

Quantitative
review - all
studies,
industry
based
Industry
cohort

M+F

Mortality
and
Incidence

Painters, artistic
painters, spray
painters

1.17 (1.11-1.23) [A]

M

Mortality

Rubber industry

No excess risk

Narrative
review

M

Mortality
and
Incidence

Include aluminium,
coal gasification,
coke production,
coal tar, various
industries

1.44 (1.20,1.74), random
effects model average of
industry cohorts, men only

CAREX

52,743

0

52,743

RR set to 1, based on
population-based studies
with broader exposure
definition
1.24 (1.10, 1.41) [PA],
random effects model
average, all incidence
studies
1.03 (0.84, 1.26), fixed
effects model average,
JEM studies

CAREX

36,336

17,206

53,542

CAREX

269,293

25,397

294,690

CAREX

122,889

55,483

178,372

1.22 (0.98-1.51) for men;
1.09 (0.81-1.43) for
women [NA]

LFS
1979

22,988

105,578

128,566

Lower

Higher

Diesel
exhaust

Boffetta and
Silverman
(2001)

Meta-analysis
of industry
cohorts

M

Incidence

Truck, railroad, bus
drivers

Lower

Hairdressers
and Barbers

Czene et al
(2003)

Swedish
cohort study

M+F

Incidence

Hairdressers and
barbers

* Male and Female, unless otherwise stated
[A] Adjusted for smoking
[PA] Partially adjusted for smoking
LFS = Labour Force Survey
CoE = Census of Employment
# minimum variance weighted average calculated by the study team
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LFS
1979

The studies selected for obtaining the RR were, as previously indicated, chosen for their
portability to the GB situation and to cover the industries and circumstances noted in the IARC
classification and by Siemiatycki et al., (see Table 3), as follows:
Mineral oils: Tolbert (1997) was selected for the RRs because this was a fairly recent review and
covered metal machining, print press operating, and cotton and jute spinning. An overall RR was
estimated from the case-control and population-based studies (which include both incidence and
mortality) in Tolbert’s review (see Annex 1 of the bladder cancer technical report), assuming a
random effects model. An RR of 1 was assumed for jobs considered to have low or no exposure
to mineral oils. Recent studies have not supported an overall increased risk from bladder cancer in
the textile industry (Mastrangelo et al., 2002; Serra & Bonfill, 2000), with the main risk being
confined to the dyers (IARC, 1990b). The textile industry has thus been included in aromatic
amines. The LFS was used to obtain numbers exposed in the relevant industries with higher
exposures being assumed for those jobs with known exposure to soluble mineral oils in large
droplet form.
Aromatic amines: Sorahan et al., (1998) was chosen for derivation of the RR for aromatic
amines as this was a hospital based case-control study in the West Midlands and smokingadjusted RRs were available for relevant occupations; see Table 4 above. The numbers exposed to
benzidine-based dyes, MOCA, rubber, and plastic, and for laboratory technicians and medical and
nursing occupations were obtained from CAREX. The CoE was used for estimating numbers in
the cable manufacturing, dyestuffs, textile printing and dyeing, and leatherwork industries for
‘historic’ exposures to carcinogenic intermediates in the dyestuffs industries and for benzidene.
As the use of benzidine ceased in 1962 (Schottenfeld and Fraumeni, 2006), the relevant exposure
period in the cable manufacturing, dyestuffs, textile printing and dyeing and leatherwork
industries has been taken to be from 1955-1962 only; for the other exposures included in the
CAREX data, the period 1955-1994 was used.
Painters: As paint technology has changed since the IARC (1989) monograph, a recent
systematic review by Bosetti et al (2005) of all epidemiological studies on bladder cancer in
painters published between 1989 and 2004 was used for the RR estimate. The number of painters
employed in GB was obtained from the LFS.
Rubber industry: Straughan (1998) states “the problems of bladder cancer (in the UK) were
eliminated in the 1940s with the discontinued use of chemicals contaminated with betanaphthylamine”. Veys (2004) also showed that men first employed after 1950 had no significant
excess risk (SRR=102, 95% CI 72-139; SMR=94, 95% CI 53-156). The evidence thus suggests
that the risk ceased in the UK rubber industry after 1950. Thus no attributable fraction has been
calculated for rubber.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH): Boffetta et al (1997) reviewed the cancer risk from
occupational and environmental exposure to PAHs in aluminium production, coal gasification,
coke production, iron and steel foundry, diesel engine exhaust, and workers exposed to coal tars
and related products, which included tar distillation, shale oil extraction, creosote handling,
carbon black manufacture, carbon and graphite electrode manufacture, chimney sweeping, and
calcium carbide production. Results from all these sectors, with the exception of DEE exposure
(for which AFs are calculated separately), and coke production (for which no evidence was found
for a raised risk of bladder cancer), have been used to calculate a random effects weighted
combined estimate of RR (random effects model which has been used for the ‘higher’ exposed
group. Estimates of a combined OR from population based case control studies covered in the
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same review (again excluding DEE exposures and mineral oils (cutting fluids)) gave lower
relative risks for broader based definitions of workplace exposure, of 0.9 (95% CI 0.8-1.1) for a
large Montreal case control study, and 1.2 (95% CI 1.1-1.4) for a range of other smaller studies
(both random effects model). The RR for the ‘lower’ exposed group has been set to 1 to reflect
these results. The numbers of workers exposed to PAHs by industry have been obtained from
CAREX with industries such as manufacturing, mining, and petroleum being included in the
higher exposure group and industries such as construction, retail trade, land and water transport,
and various service industries being allocated to the lower exposure group. Workers employed in
‘manufacture of wearing apparel, except footwear’ in the period 1955 – 1962 have been excluded
from the estimate of numbers ever exposed to avoid overlap with aromatic amines to which they
may also have been exposed during this period.
Diesel: Boffetta & Silverman (2001) reviewed 35 epidemiological studies that provided
information on bladder cancer occurrence associated with exposure to diesel exhaust, including
railroad workers, garage maintenance workers, truck drivers, and drivers and operators of heavy
machines in ground and road construction. An estimate of RR for the calculation of AF has been
obtained by calculating an overall random effects weighted average of all RRs from the studies
included in Boffetta & Silverman’s review that were based on cancer incidence, excluding those
for overlapping categories. This has been used for the higher exposure group. For the lower
exposure group, a summary RR (fixed effect model) has been obtained from 6 incidence studies
that classified exposure using a Job Exposure Matrix in Boffetta and Silverman; these studies
were thought to reflect a wider range of DEE exposure scenarios than the industry cohorts used
for the ‘higher level’ RR. The numbers of workers exposed to diesel engine exhaust were
obtained from CAREX, with those in mining, construction and land transport being allocated to
the higher exposure group and all other manufacture, transport, retail and service trades being
allocated to the lower exposure group. As with PAHs, workers employed in ‘manufacture of
textiles’ and ‘manufacture of wearing apparel, except footwear’ in the period 1955 – 1962 have
been excluded from the estimate of numbers ever exposed to avoid overlap with aromatic amines
to which they may also have been exposed during this period.
Hairdressers and barbers: Czene et al., (2003) conducted a follow-up study from 1960 to 1998
of a cohort of 45,690 hairdressers from Sweden. The chemicals included in hair dye and other
hair products have changed over the last 40 years and a Standardised Incidence Ratio (SIR) of
2.56 was found in the Czene study for urinary bladder cancer in male hairdressers working in
1960 and followed up during 1960 to 1969 decreasing to 1.25 when the whole period of follow up
was included. Separate overall SIRs for men and women recorded as a hairdresser at any
decennial census between 1960 and 1990 were used for the RR estimates. The numbers of
hairdressers and barbers were obtained from the LFS.
3.1.3 Attributable fractions for individual agents and overall attributable fraction
For each exposure, Table 5 gives the number ever exposed in the REP, the proportion exposed,
the AF and 95% random error only confidence interval where it was possible to estimate this, and
the number of attributable deaths and cancer registrations.
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Table 5: Results for AFs and attributable numbers
Exposure

Established
/uncertain
evidence for
carcinogenicity

Numbers ever exposed
(1955-94) and age<85 in
2004
M

F

Proportion exposed

M

F

AF (95% CI)

M

Attributable deaths
(2004)

F

M

F

Attributable
registrations
(2003)
M

F

Mineral oils

U

4,426,581

466,252

0.231

0.022

0.078
(0.04,
0.12)

0.0088
(0.004,
0.013)

243

13

548

23

Aromatic
amines

E

101,654

93,934

0.005

0.004

0.007*

0.006*

22

10

50

17

Painters

U

1,191,015

131,598

0.062

0.006

0.010
(0.007,
0.016)

0.001
(0.0007,0.
0017)

32

2

73

3

PAHs

U

388,138

82,365

0.020

0.004

0.006
(0.003,
0.009)

0

18

0

40

0

Diesel engine
exhaust

U

1,657,153

453,483

0.086

0.022

0.015*

0.002*

47

3

107

6

Hairdressers
and barbers

U

96,041

631,937

0.005

0.030

0.001(0,
0.003)

0.003 (0.006,
0.013)

3

4

8

8

1.3%

0.6%

40

10

89

17

11.6%

2.0%

362

32

816

57

Established
carcinogens
Established +
uncertain
carcinogens

Overall AF**

* confidence interval to be estimated
** the numbers for the separate exposures do not sum to the combined exposure totals due to allowance made for overlapping exposures
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Figure 2 (see section 2.5) shows the overlap between agents in the exposed populations. It has
been assumed that there is no overlap between exposures to mineral oil, and work as painters, and
hairdressers and barbers. However mineral oils and diesel engine exhaust were assumed to
overlap with PAHs, and aromatic amines was assumed to overlap with all exposures except DEE.
This has been taken into account in the calculation of the overall AF as follows:
AFOverall

= 1- (1-AFAA) * {1-[(1- (1-(AFMO + AFDiesel))*(1- AFPAH)) + (AFOP + AFOHB)]}

Where AFAA
AFMO
AFDiesel
AFPAH
AFOP
AFOHB

= AF for Aromatic Amines
= AF for Mineral oils
= AF for Diesel Exhaust
= AF for PAHs
= AF for Occupation as a Painter
= AF for Occupation as a Hairdresser or Barber

Only the aromatic amine dyes, and the recently upgraded PAHs, may for the overall AF
estimation be considered in the ‘established’ group of occupational carcinogens. Mineral oils and
diesel engine exhaust, and occupation as a painter, hairdresser or barber are considered in the
‘uncertain’ group.
The overall AF for established exposures is 1.3% for men and 0.6% for women. The overall AF
including both established and uncertain agents from the above equation is 11.6% for men and
2.0% for women.
Exposure to mineral oils makes the largest contribution to the overall AF for men, followed by
exposure to diesel engine exhaust and work as a painter. It can be seen from Tables 3 and 4 that
although large numbers of workers were exposed over the REP to these agents or occupations, the
RR values were relatively low compared, for example, to those for aromatic amines. The majority
of bladder cancers were found amongst ‘higher’ level exposed workers (99.3% for men and
97.5% for women).
Figure 3 shows those industry categories, from CAREX and the CoE, and job categories from the
LFS, which accounted for the highest numbers of workers exposed during the period 1955-1994
to an occupational bladder carcinogen. Construction workers and those employed in land
transport and personal and household services were exposed to PAHs and diesel engine exhaust,
whilst the other occupations all had single exposures, as indicated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3

PAHs,
Painting ' Diesel
Mineral oils
'
'
Aromatic
amines

Industry /Occupation class

'

Industry /Occupation classes with over 150,000 ever exposed 1955-1994

CAREX
Construction
Land transport
Personal and household services
LFS 1979
133.3 Other Spray Painters
133.4 Painters & Decorators

Males

112.1 Press and Machine Tool Setters
112.2 Other Centre Lathe Turners
112.4 Machine Tool Operators
113.1 Press Stamping and Automatic Machine Operators
115.0 Toolmakers Tool Fitters Markers-Out
117.0 Metal Working Production Fitters and Fitter/Machinists
Hairdressers Barbers
CoE 1971
362 Insulated w ires and cables
893 Dry cleaning, job dyeing etc

Females

423 Textile finishing
0

500,000

1,000,000

1,500,000

Numbers ever exposed 1955-1994
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2,000,000

3.2 LEUKAEMIA
3.2.1 Overview of incidence, trends and aetiology
Leukaemia (ICD-10 C91 to C95; ICD-9 204-208), including both acute and chronic forms,
accounts for 2.5% of all cancers in England and Wales. Almost one-third of all cases are acute
myeloid leukaemia (AML) with around a further third chronic lymphoid leukaemia (CLL). In GB
in 2004 there were 2,267 deaths from leukaemia for men, and 1,839 for women aged 15 years or
more. In 2003 in GB, there were 3,698 registrations for leukaemia for men and 2,727 for women.
Leukaemia shows a childhood peak in the 1-4 year old age group, which is greater and occurs at
a slightly older age in boys than in girls. Rates remain about 2-3 per 100,000 until age 35-39
years after which they increase approximately exponentially (Swerdlow et al., 2001)10. Mortality
from leukaemia increased throughout the 1950s but levelled off between the late-1960s and mid1970s, and has since declined slightly. Little change has been seen in the incidence and mortality
among men and women under the age of 65 years.
One-year relative survival from all leukaemias was around 57% and five-year survival was
around 30% for patients diagnosed in the period 1996-1999 in England and Wales (ONS, 2004).
Survival rates have significantly improved since the 1970s, but differ between the subtypes of
leukaemia. For example, less than 10% of those diagnosed with AML will survive five years
compared with half those diagnosed with CLL.
The aetiology of leukaemia is not well understood. Ionising radiation has been recognised as a
cause of leukaemia for many years. However, it only accounts for a small proportion of cases,
10% in some communities, and appears to have no effect on the risk of CLL (Higginson et al.,
1992). Other agents that are accepted as causal risk factors are occupational exposure to benzene
and certain drugs used for cancer chemotherapy. It has also been thought that leukaemia may be
induced by viruses, including human T-cell lymphotropic virus, bovine leukaemia virus, EpsteinBarr virus and Hepatitis B virus. Recently, an association has been observed in a number of
studies with smoking for both myeloid and lymphoid types of acute leukaemia (Linet &
Cartwright, 1996).
In the Occupational Health Decennial Supplement for England, increased proportional
registration rates (PRRs) were found for butchers and farmers, who may both be potentially
exposed to animal viruses. Farmers may also be exposed to pesticides, leather and shoe workers,
who were historically exposed to high levels of benzene and plastic goods makers who are
exposed to numerous toxic chemicals (Drever, 1995). Teachers, both in schools and higher
education, were at a greater risk, excesses, which again are consistent with an aetiological role of
infections acquired as an adult through frequent contact with large numbers of young people.
The latency of leukaemia is estimated to be shorter than that of solid tumours occurring up to 20
years after exposure.

3.2.2 Data used for the calculation of the AFs
Table 6 shows the occupational agents, groups of agents and exposure circumstances classified
by IARC as group 1 or 2A carcinogens for leukaemia, the main industries and use of these agents

10

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/StatBase/Product.asp?vlnk=8843&Pos=&ColRank=1&Rank=224
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and the evidence of carcinogenicity and strength of evidence to humans as judged by IARC and
Siemiatycki et al., (2004) respectively.

The substances considered in the estimation of the AF for leukaemia are also given in the last
column of Table 6. For the calculation of the AFs, boot and shoe manufacture and repair,
petroleum refining, the rubber industry and work as a painter have been included in the
estimation of benzene.
The exposure map for leukaemia is given in Figure 4.
Figure 4 Leukaemia exposure map

Painters

Ionising radiation

Benzene
Boot and shoe
manufacture and repair
Petroleum refining
Rubber industry

Chemical and
rubber
industries

Electromagnetic fields

Formaldehyde
Boot and shoe
manufacture
Hospital,
medical lab
assistants

Ethylene oxide

1,3-Butadiene

Non -arsenical
pesticides

Table 7 summarises the data sources used for the calculation of the leukaemia AF, for both the
RR and the proportion of the population exposed.
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Table 6 Occupational agents, groups of agents, mixtures, and exposure circumstances classified
by the IARC Monographs, Vols 1-96 (IARC, 1972-2006), into Group 1 and 2A, which have
leukaemia as the target organ.
Agents, Mixture, Circumstance

Main industry, Use

Evidence of
carcinogenicity
in humans1

Strength
of
evidence2

Established
(E) or
uncertain(U)
carcinogen
or included
with another
agent

Sufficient

Strong

E

Sufficient

Strong

E

Sufficient

Strong

E

Exposure circumstances
Boot and shoe manufacture and repair

Production, Boot & shoe industry,
chemical, pharmaceutical & rubber
industries, printing, petrol additive
Radiologists, technologists, nuclear
workers, air craft crews; underground
miners;
Production, chemical industry,
sterilising agent (hospitals, spice
fumigation)
Suspected substance
Benzene & other solvents

Strong

Petroleum refining

Benzene

Suggestive

Rubber industry

Solvents

Suggestive

Painters

Benzene

Considered
within overall
estimation for
benzene
Considered
within overall
estimation for
benzene
Considered
within overall
estimation for
benzene
Considered
within overall
estimation for
benzene

Group 1: Carcinogenic to humans
Agents, groups of agents
Benzene

Ionising radiation

Ethylene oxide

Group 2A: Probably Carcinogenic to Humans
Agents & groups of agents
Formaldehyde

Production, pathologists, medical
laboratory technicians, plastics, textile
industry

Limited

Suggestive

U

1,3-Butadiene

Chemical & rubber industries

Limited

Suggestive3

U

Non-arsenical pesticides

Production, pest control & agricultural
workers, flour and grain mill workers

Limited

Suggestive

U

Exposure circumstances

Suspected substance

Electricity workers

Electromagnetic fields

U

1

Evidence according to the IARC monograph evaluation; 2 taken from Siemiatycki et al (2004); 3
for lymphohaematopoietic
E = ‘Established’ carcinogen
U = ‘Uncertain’ carcinogen (see section METHODS 2.5.1)
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Table 7 Sources of data for calculation of the AF
Agent

Benzene

Ionising
Radiation

Ethylene
oxide

Formaldeh
yde

Level of
exposure

Source study data
Reference Study type

Male/
Female

Mortality
/Cancer
incidence

Exposure
scenario

RR (95% CI) *

Higher

Collins et
al (2003)

Industry
cohort study

M+F

Mortality

US Chemical plant

2.17 (0.9 – 5.2)

Higher

Lewis et al
(2000)

Industry
cohort study

M+F

Mortality

Canadian petroleum
company cohort
(workers in
marketing and
distribution)

1.32 (0.49 – 2.88)

Lower

Bloemen
(2003)

Industry
cohort study

M

Mortality

US Chemical
industry (all
workers)

1.11 (0.3 - 2.83)

Higher

Blettner et
al (2003)

Multi-national
occupation
group cohort

M+
(<1%)F

Mortality

Aircraft pilots, flight
engineers, flight
attendants

1.12 (0.67 - 1.70)

Higher

Coggon et
al (2004)

Industry
cohort study

M+F

Mortality

Higher

Coggon et
al (2004)

Industry
cohort study

M+F

Mortality

Lower

Teta et al
(1999)

Meta-analysis

M+F

Mortality

Higher

Collins &
Lineker
(2004)

Meta-analysis
industry
cohorts

M+F

Mortality

Nuclear industry,
radiography, noncoal mining,
radiation protection
Hospital sterilising
units
Manufacture of EO
and derivatives

1.08 (0.03 - 6.19)

Data for proportion of the population exposed
Source
Numbers: Numbers: Numbers:
Male
Female
Total
CAREX

1,520

154

1,674

5,088

2,740

7,828

109,795

178,420

288,215

LFS
1991

26,125

30,206

56,331

CIDI
1990

23,040

5,100

28,140

878

1,074

1,952

990

0

1,923

1,141

3,064

1,337

1,635

2,972

CAREX

2.29 (0.64 - 6.02)

0.95 (0.64 - 1.35) [used
1.00]
Embalmers,
medical,
pathologists, etc
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1.6 (1.2 - 2.0)

CAREX

990

Lower

Collins &
Lineker
(2004)

Meta-analysis
industry
cohorts

M+F

Background

1,3Butadiene

Nonarsenical
pesticides
Electromag
netic fields

Higher

Delzell et
al (2001)

Lower

Delzell et
al (2001)

Higher

Acquavella
(1998)
Kheifets et
al (1997)

Mortality

Manufacturing use,
production, incl.
textiles

1.2 (0.8 - 1.8)

61,128

19,303

80,431

Mortality

All Other

1.00

9,297

1,763

11,060

318

0

318

2,553

0

2,553

Styrene-BD
rubber
industry
cohort (A)
Styrene-BD
rubber
industry
cohort (A)
Meta-analysis
industry
cohorts

M

Mortality

Rubber & chemical
industries

2.3 (0.6 - 8.3) [Males
only] [A]

M

Mortality

Rubber & chemical
industries

1.3 (0.4 - 4.3) [Males
only] [A]

M

Mortality

Farmers

1.10 (1.02 - 1.18)

LFS
1991

1,056,282

238,151

1,294,433

Meta-analysis

M+F

Mortality
&
Incidence

Electric utility
workers

1.18 (1.12 - 1.24)

LFS
1991

696,438

21,936

718,374

* Male and Female, unless otherwise stated
[A] Adjusted for smoking
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CAREX

Benzene: A review of exposure to benzene in different industries and occupations in the US and
Europe gives estimates of both long term and short term exposure levels in the mid 1980s and
1990s for those occupations where exposure has been measured, including the petrochemical
industry (values for many tasks and jobs), service station attendants, the coke oven industry,
motor mechanics, aviation workers and urban workers (Capleton & Levy, 2005). A typical
arithmetic mean (AM) value for long-term exposure is around 0.3mg/m3, approximately 0.1ppm
(1ppm = 3.25mg/m3), although values vary between much lower for urban workers such as traffic
police and bus drivers (0.20mg/m3), to much higher for workers in coke plants (1.79mg/m3). An
average cumulative exposure, assuming 30 or 40 years at 0.1ppm level, would be between 3 and
4ppm-years. Intermittent and short term exposures can be much higher than the average long term
exposures in several industries, with several jobs having AMs over 2mg/m3 and some having
maximum short-term exposure levels over 10mg/m3 (3ppm). These types of workers might thus
have had cumulative exposures between 5-10ppm-years. Historically it is thought that some
workers in the 1960s and 1970s might have been accumulating exposures much higher than this,
up to 100ppm-years.
The evidence for high and significant risks of AML with positive dose-response relationships is
strong across different study designs. Several studies have carried out quantitative estimation of
benzene exposure and the risks associated at different levels of cumulative exposure. For workers
in the industries considered by Capleton & Levy (2005) lifetime cumulative exposures from 3
and 4ppm years up to 10ppm years or above. (depending on the job and the frequency and
duration of exposure) produced risk estimates from about 1.5 to 2.5 (Rinsky et al., 2002; Hayes et
al., 2001). Crump (1994, 1996) gives a risk estimate for the acute non lymphocytic leukaemias
(ANLL, defined as acute myelogenous or acute monocytic leukaemia) for the same US pliofilm
cohort as reported by Rinsky et al., of RR=5.0 95% CI 2.5- 10.0, based on eight leukaemias of
known type. It should be noted that this estimate was for males and females and for all races. The
estimate from the Chinese cohort of Hayes et al for ANLL was RR = 3.0 (95% CI 2.0-4.6), based
on a broader range of exposure levels. However it is not possible from the CAREX data to
identify any GB workers who would have equivalent exposures to the US pliofilm industry. The
majority of the high exposed workers (82%) are in land transport. A cohort mortality study in a
large Canadian petroleum company (Lewis et al.,, 2000) gave an estimate of RR of 1.32 (95% CI
0.49-2.88) for ANLL for workers in marketing and distribution, an appropriate RR to apply to
this group. The mortality study of Collins et al., (2003) of men and women in a US chemical
manufacturing plant gives a relative risk estimate of 2.17 (95% CI 0.9-5.2) for ANLL for workers
with recorded exposure to benzene. This is therefore used as the risk estimate for this industry
group and for research and scientific institutes, which are also considered to be ‘high’ exposed,
(i.e. where exposures could be considered as potentially comparable to the studies from which the
risk estimates were obtained).
The excess risk for cumulative exposures below 1 or 2ppm-years is uncertain but probably greater
than zero. Bloemen’s overall RR of 1.11 (95% CI 0.3-2.83) for ANLL has been chosen for those
industry groups where benzene exposure is known to occur at low levels, for the ‘lower’ exposure
category (Bloemen et al., 2004). This included other manufacturing groups, other forms of
transport and service industries.
It should be noted that in the Global Burden study the risk estimates for leukaemia were 2 for low
and 4 for high exposures with countries such as the UK assumed to have 90% at the low level and
10% at the high level (Driscoll et al., 2005).
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Ionising radiation: Ionising radiation (IR) is a well established cause of leukaemia and has been
classified as a Group 1 carcinogen by IARC (IARC, 2000). Airline cockpit crews are
occupationally exposed to IR of cosmic origin. A European-wide study of crews from nine
countries found an SMR of 1.05 (95% CI 0.69-1.50) for all leukaemias and 1.12 (95% CI 0.671.70) for all leukaemias, excluding CLL (Blettner et al., 2003). The typical annual exposure of
aircraft crew in this study was between 2 and 6 mSv. This RR excluding CLL has been used for
the estimate of AF for aircraft crews (numbers obtained from the LFS).
There have been several papers reporting follow-up of cohorts of workers in the UK nuclear
industry (Smith & Douglas, 1986; Omar et al., 1999; Carpenter et al., 1994; Carpenter et al.,
1998). Although positive associations have been found in these studies between accumulated
external radiation dose and leukaemia mortality, no overall increase in risk for leukaemia has
been found. A positive association was observed with cumulative external radiation, assuming a
two-year lag between external radiation and increasing risk of death. Estimates of excess relative
risk per Sievert were estimated as +4.18 for leukaemia (95% CI +0.4 to +13.4). Data from the
HSE’s Central Index of Dose Information (CIDI, 1998) indicates that there were 43,805 people
exposed above 0.1mSv in GB in 1990, at an average dose of 1.9mSv, and 4,660 were exposed
above 5mSv. Using a linear interpolation from these data it is estimated that 28,140 workers in
these industries were exposed above 2.0 mSv. They include workers in the nuclear industry, noncoal mining, general industry, industrial radiography, radiation protection, medicine and
dentistry, transport, waste treatment and academic institutions.
Ethylene oxide: Ethylene oxide (EO) is used as a sterilising agent or intermediary in the
chemical synthesis of ethylene glycol, non-ionic surfactants and other derivatives in smaller
quantities. It has been classified by IARC as carcinogenic to humans (Group 1) based primarily
upon sufficient evidence in animals and genotoxic considerations (IARC, 1994). A series of
reports by Hogstedt and colleagues raised concern about the health risk of ethylene oxide (EO)
exposed workers (Hogstedt, 1988; Hogstedt et al., 1986; Hogstedt et al., 1979). Results of an
updated meta-analysis of the findings from 10 unique EO study cohorts from five countries,
including 33,000 workers, and over 800 cancers, indicated a meta-SMR of 0.95 (95% CI 0.641.35) excluding the initial work of Hogstedt, and 1.08 (95% CI 0.61-1.93) when these were
included (Teta et al., 1999). For the AF calculation the figure of 0.95 has been used for those at
lower risk (1.00 in practice, as it is unrealistic to work with a ‘protective’ effect for ethylene
oxide), and 1.08 has been used for medical workers. A study of British EO workers observed 5
deaths from leukaemia with 4.6 expected (Coggon et al., 2004). However, all five deaths were in
a subset of subjects with the greatest potential for exposure to EO, giving an SMR of 2.29 (95%
CI 0.64-6.02). This has been used for the risk estimate for the ‘higher’ exposed workers. CAREX
has been used for obtaining the numbers exposed. Just over 3,000 workers were estimated to be
exposed in 1990-93, most of these (60%) in hospitals (the higher category).
Formaldehyde: A meta-analysis of 18 epidemiological studies of workers exposed to
formaldehyde found a small increase in risk for embalmers (meta-RR 1.6, 95% CI 1.2-2.0) and
pathologists/anatomists (meta–RR 1.4, 95% CI 1.0-1.9) (Collins & Lineker, 2004). Industrial
workers, who have been reported to have the highest cumulative formaldehyde exposures, had a
meta-RR of 0.9 (95% CI 0.8-1.0). Two studies of industrial workers exposed to formaldehyde
found a positive association between exposure and leukaemia risk particularly in relation to peak
exposure (Hauptmann et al., 2003; Pinkerton et al., 2004); a recent update of a large British
cohort did not find any association even in the highest exposure categories (Coggon et al., 2003).
For estimating the AF, the decision was made to use the meta-RR for embalmers, for medical,
dental, other health and veterinary services, and research and scientific institutes. A meta-RR of
1.2 (95% CI 0.8-1.8) for high peak exposures was used for industries manufacturing and textiles
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and was taken from Collins and Lineker (2004). A RR of 1.0 was used for background exposure
levels. The numbers of workers exposed to formaldehyde were obtained from CAREX.
1,3-Butadiene: Epidemiological studies of 1,3-butadiene (BD) have focussed mainly on its use in
the styrene-BD rubber industry (SBRI). The evidence linking BD exposure and leukaemia is
based on one high quality cohort study of more than 15,000 SBRI workers which found a 40%
excess of leukaemia, and an exposure-response relationship (Delzell et al., 1995; Delzell et al.,
1996; Macaluso et al., 1996; Sathiakumar et al., 1998; Delzell et al., 2001; Delzell, 2006).
Mortality in the BD monomer industry does not show a relationship with BD exposure (Divine &
Hartman, 1996; Divine & Hartman, 2001). Irons and Pyatt (1998) hypothesised that another risk
factor must be correlated with BD exposure and suggested dimethyldithiocarbamate (DMDTC) as
a possible risk factor. However, subsequent analysis of the large cohort concluded BD and
DMDTC were independent risk factors for leukaemia, and that the association between DMDTC
and leukaemia was not as strong as that for BD and leukaemia because the relative mortality rate
for DMDTC did not increase linearly with cumulative exposure to DMDTC. The results of the
US study (Delzell et al., 2001) are given in Table 8.
Table 8: Leukaemia relative rate for cumulative exposure to BD,
from Delzell et al. (2001)
BD ppm-years

Model 1*

0

1.0

<86.3

1.3 (0.4-4.3)

<362.2

1.3 (0.4-4.6)

362.2+

2.3 (0.6-8.3)

* Adjusted for age, years since hire, styrene and DMDTC exposure
The highest adjusted risk estimate from Delzell et al (2001) (RR=2.30 95% CI 0.6-8.3) has been
selected for the AF calculation for the higher exposed group using a precautionary approach, and
1.30 (95% CI 0.4-4.3) has been selected for the lower exposure group. All the exposed workers
were assumed to be men.
BD is used very little in GB and the CAREX estimate gives only 2,871 workers potentially
exposed. All are assumed to be men.
Non-arsenical pesticides: There have been many studies suggesting a link between farming and
leukaemia (Linet & Cartwright, 1996). Acquavella et al. (1998) conducted a meta-analysis of 37
studies in the US, UK and New Zealand and obtained a meta-RR of 1.10 using a random effects
model, with 95% CI of 1.02-1.18. This figure is similar to those of the PRRs of 1.17 (95% CI
1.02-1.34) for all leukaemias (for farmers in the decennial supplement (Drever, 1995).) (ALL:
PRR = 1.28 95% CI 0.68-2.19; CLL: PRR = 1.27 95% CI 1.00-1.60; AML: PRR = 1.14 95% CI
0.89-1.46; CML: PRR = 1.12 95%CI 0.77-1.59).
There are also an increasing number of studies, particularly from the US Agricultural Health
Study, linking particular chemicals with an increased risk of leukaemia. It is currently not
possible to identify the proportion of the population in GB exposed to specific chemicals in
farming. For the AF estimation the meta-RR of 1.10 (95% CI 1.02-1.18) from Acquavella et al.,
(1998) has been used for farm and other agricultural workers, gardeners, pest control workers and
workers in pesticide manufacturing. The number of workers employed in these occupations has
been obtained from the LFS.
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Electromagnetic fields: Leukaemia has been linked, in studies of workers in the electricity
industry, to exposure to low frequency non-ionising electromagnetic fields (EMFs) (Linet &
Cartwright, 1996). In the decennial supplement, leukaemia mortality was elevated in a number of
electrical occupations, including: electrical and electronic engineers and production fitters;
telephone fitters; electrical engineers; and other electronic maintenance engineers (significantly)
(Drever, 1995). One difficulty in assessing any link between leukaemia and EMF is the wide
variability in field exposures among different types of electrical workers over time (Bowman et
al., 1988; Gamberale et al., 1989).
Kheifets et al. (1997) in a meta-analysis of 38 studies of individuals employed in all electrical
occupations, mostly in the US and Scandinavia, estimated an overall RR of 1.18 (95% CI 1.121.24) for all leukaemias. Incidence and mortality studies were included in the meta-analysis.
Separate estimates for AML, CLL, ALL and CML showed consistently raised risks from sub-sets
of the meta-analysis studies. The estimate of 1.18 for all leukaemias has been used for all workers
employed in occupations associated with the electrical industry. The numbers exposed have been
obtained from the LFS.

3.2.3 Attributable fractions for individual agents and overall attributable fraction
The association of the substances considered in the AF estimation with the subtypes of leukaemia
often point to acute leukaemias having a stronger relationship than other sub-types. However,
analyses are not always carried out separately for the sub-types and many studies only consider
total leukaemia because of limited numbers. Taking into account the uncertainties in the nature of
the relationship between these substances and different leukaemia sub-types it was decided to
assume a causal relationship for all types, i.e. leukaemia in aggregate. Deaths coded to ICD-10
C91 to C95 have been included, except for benzene (for which only AML C92.0, C92.4 and
C92.5 have been included) and IR (for which CLL C91.1 was excluded). Ages 15 and upwards
only were included (separate numbers of deaths are not available for 16 and upwards in the
national mortality statistics). Childhood leukaemias were excluded as not work-related. The AF
calculated therefore relates specifically to leukaemias only in those aged 15 and over.
Table 9 gives, for each exposure, the number ever exposed in the REP, the proportion exposed,
the AF and 95% random error only confidence interval (where it was possible to estimate this),
and the number of attributable deaths and cancer registrations.
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Table 9: Results for AFs and attributable numbers
Exposure

Established
/uncertain
evidence
for
carcinogenicit
y

Numbers ever
exposed (1955-94)
and age<85
in 2004

Proportion
exposed

AF (95% CI)

Attributable
deaths
(2004)

Attributable
registrations
(2003)

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

Benzene

E

342,042

703,450

0.01637

0.03553

0.0022*

0.00403*

2

4

3

5

Ionising
radiation
Ethylene oxide

E

145,509

137,084

0.00696

0.00692

0.00083 [0-0.0048]

0.00083 [0-0.0048]

1

1

2

2

E

5,301

4,429

0.00025

0.00022

0.00017*

0.00002 [0-0.0011]

0

0

1

0

Formaldehyde

U

186,888

83,441

0.00894

0.00421

0.00161*

0.00091*

4

2

6

2

1,3-Butadiene

U

7,450

Non-arsenical
pesticides
Electromagnetic
fields
Established

U

1,364,010

348,964

0.06526

0.01762

0.00648 [0.001-0.012]

0.00176 [0.0004-0.0032]

15

3

24

5

U

1,817,452

80,806

0.08696

0.00408

0.01541 [0.010-0.020]

0.00073 [0.0005-0.0010]
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1

57

2

0.32%*

0.49%*

4

5

5

6

2.68%*

0.83%*

58

11

93

15

0.00036

0.00015*

Overall AF**

Established +
Uncertain

0

1

* confidence interval to be estimated
** the numbers for the separate exposures do not sum to the combined exposure totals due to allowance made for overlapping exposures
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There is very little overlap in the working population between the exposures being considered for
leukaemia. Formaldehyde and ethylene oxide are treated as one coincident set of independent
exposures, and benzene, 1,3-butadiene and the formaldehyde/ethylene oxide set have been
considered as another overlapping set. This has been taken into account in the calculation of the
overall AF.
The formula used to calculate the overall AF for leukaemia, taking into account which exposures
can be summed where there is no overlap or using the ‘complement of the product of
complements’ where there is overlap (but the exposures are assumed to act independently in
causing disease), is as follows:
AFOverall = 1-(1-AFB)*(1-(1-(1-AFE)*(1-AFF)))*(1-AFBut) + AFI + AFP + AFEMF
where AFB is the AF for benzene, AFE is the AF for ethylene oxide, AFF is the AF for
formaldehyde, AFI is the AF for ionizing radiation, AFP is the AF for non-arsenical pesticides
and AFEMF is the AF for electromagnetic fields. As benzene and ethylene oxide exposure without
formaldehyde are not thought to overlap, the AFs for the three established exposures (benzene,
ethylene oxide and ionizing radiation) are summed for the overall AF for established exposures.
The overall AF for established exposures is 0.3% for men and 0.5% for women, resulting in 4
and 5 deaths, or 5 and 6 registrations, respectively. The overall AF including both established and
uncertain agents is 2.7% for men and 0.8% for women, leading to 58 deaths in men and 11 in
women, or 93 and 15 cancer registrations for leukaemia.
Exposure to electromagnetic fields in occupations associated with the electrical industry makes
the largest contribution to the overall AF for men, followed by exposure to non-arsenical
pesticides and benzene. It can be seen from Tables 7 and 9 that although large numbers of
workers were exposed over the REP to these electromagnetic fields and non-arsenical pesticides
the RR values were relatively low compared to those for benzene. The majority of leukaemias
(an estimated 101 of a total 108 registrations) were found amongst ‘higher’ level exposed
workers.
Figure 5 shows those industry or job categories, from CAREX and the LFS, which accounted for
the highest numbers of workers exposed during the period 1995-2004 to an occupational
leukaemogen. Large numbers of people were potentially exposed to low levels of benzene in the
services and retail trade industries.
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Figure 5
Industries /Occupations with >150,000 workers ever exposed to a leukaemia carcinogen, 19852004

Benzene,
Formaldehyde

CAREX

Personal and household services

Benzene
Non-arsenical pesticides

LFS 1991

Farm owners & managers horticulturists

Electromagnetic fields

Numbers ever exposed 1985-2004

Wholesale and retail trade and restaurants and hotels

521 Electricians elec. maintenance fitters

Males
Females
Gardeners groundsmen groundswomen

Farm workers

523 Telephone fitters

529 Other electrical electronic trades nec

0

200,000

400,000

600,000

800,000

1,000,000

Industry /Occupation class

3.3 LUNG CANCER
3.3.1 Overview of incidence, trends and aetiology
Lung cancer (ICD-10 C33, C34; ICD-9 162) includes malignant neoplasms of the trachea, lung
and bronchus. It was a rare disease until the early part of the 20th century, but has become the
most common malignant neoplasm among men in most countries, and a parallel increase in
incidence is now seen among women, notably in western countries. In 2004 there were 19,013
deaths from lung cancer in GB for men and 13,238 for women. In 2003 there were 21,271
registrations for lung cancer in GB for men and 15,023 for women. Among both men and
women, the incidence is low in individuals aged less than 40 years and increases up to age 70 or
75 (Quinn et al., 2001).
Lung cancer is usually fatal, so the trends in incidence and mortality are similar. Survival is poor;
for example in 1986-90 survival after one year was about 20% and only 5% after five years in
both men and women (Quinn et al., 2005).
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The overwhelming determinant of the occurrence of lung cancer is cigarette smoking, which is
now estimated to account for approximately 90% of the burden in developed countries, either
independently or via synergistic associations with other risk factors (Peto et al., 1994). The
effects of occupational hazards may thus be difficult to determine precisely because of the strong
confounding effects of smoking. The important role of specific occupational exposures in the
aetiology of lung cancer is well established in reports dating back to the 1950s (Boffetta &
Trichopoulos, 2002). Occupations that had a high PMR or PRR for lung cancer reported in the
Occupational Health Decennial Supplement (Drever, 1995) generally entailed exposure to known
lung carcinogens amongst workers. These included electroplaters (chromates), labourers in coke
ovens (PAHs), moulders and coremakers (metals or metal salts), other metal manufacturers,
metal polishers, fettlers and dressers (metals or metal salts), welders, other spray painters,
painters and decorators, bricklayers and tile setters, construction workers and boiler operators.

3.3.2 Data used for the calculation of the AFs
Table 10 shows the occupational agents, groups of agents and exposure circumstances classified
by IARC as group 1 or 2A carcinogens for lung cancer, the main industries and use of these
agents and the evidence of carcinogenicity and strength of evidence to humans as judged by
IARC and Siemiatycki et al., (2004) respectively.
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Table 10 Occupational agents, groups of agents, mixtures, and exposure circumstances classified
by the IARC Monographs, Vols 1-96 (IARC, 1972-2006), into Group 1 and 2A, which have the
lung as the target organ.
Agents, Mixture, Circumstance

Main industry, Use

Evidence of
carcinogenicity
in humans1

Strength
of
evidence2

Established (E) or
uncertain(U)
carcinogen or
included with
another agent

Group 1: Carcinogenic to humans
Agents, groups of agents
Arsenic & arsenic compounds

Glass, metals, pesticides

Sufficient

Strong

E

Asbestos

Asbestos product manufacturing,
installation and use of products,
particularly in construction,
asbestos removal and stripping

Sufficient

Strong

E

Beryllium

Aerospace

Sufficient

Strong

E

Bis(chloromethyl)ether &
chloromethyl methyl ether

Chemical intermediate

Sufficient

Strong

Small numbers
exposed

Cadmium & cadmium compounds

Dye/pigment

Sufficient

Strong

E

Chromium [VI] compounds

Metal plating, dye/pigment

Sufficient

Strong

E

Dioxin (TCDD)

Chemical industry

Limited

Suggestive

U

Nickel compounds

Metallurgy, alloy, catalyst

Sufficient

Strong

E

Ionising radiation

Medical, nuclear, aircraft crew

Sufficient

Strong

E

Radon & its decay products

Mining

Sufficient

Strong

E

Crystalline silica

Stone cutting, mining, glass, paper

Sufficient

Strong

E

Talc containing asbestiform fibres

Paper, paints

Sufficient

Strong

Environmental tobacco smoke

Office, bar, restaurant workers

Sufficient

Strong

E (Included with
asbestos)
E

Mineral oils

Metal workers, machinists,
engineers

Sufficient

Strong

Strong inorganic-acid mists containing
sulphuric acid

Pickling operations, steel,
petrochemical industries,
phosphate acid fertiliser
manufacturing
Suspected substance

Sufficient

Suggestive

Exposure circumstances
Hematite mining (underground)
with exposure to radon
Iron & steel founding
Painter (occupational exposure)

U (No evidence of
raised risk, except
printers)
U (Included with
chromium)

Sufficient

Small exposed
numbers

Sufficient
Sufficient

E
E

Coal-tar and pitches
Soots

Suggestive
Suggestive

Included with PAHs
Included with PAHs

Group 2A: Probably Carcinogenic to Humans
Agents & groups of agents
α-Chlorinated toluenes & benzoyl
chloride (combined exposure)

Chemical intermediate

Limited

Suggestive

Small exposed
numbers

Non-arsenical insecticides (occupational
exposures in spraying & application)

Production, pest control and
agricultural workers, flour and
grain mill workers

Limited

Suggestive

Included with dioxins
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Agents, Mixture, Circumstance

Main industry, Use

Polyaromatic hydrocarbons2:
Benzo[a]pyrene

Work involving combustion of
organic matter; foundries; steel
mills; fire-fighters; vehicles

-

Dibenz[a,h]anthracene

-

Cyclopenta[cd]pyrene,
Dibenzo[a,l]pyrene

Evidence of
carcinogenicity
in humans1

Epichlorohydrin

Production and use of resins,
glycerine and propylene based
rubbers

Diesel engine exhaust
Lead

Strength
of
evidence2

Established (E) or
uncertain(U)
carcinogen or
included with
another agent

Suggestive

U (AF calculation
includes workers
exposed to coal-tar
and pitches, soots,
aluminium
production, coal
gasification, coke
production)
Unknown number of
workers exposed

Inadequate

Suggestive

Railroad workers, professional
drivers, dock workers, mechanics

Limited

Suggestive

U

Lead smelters, plumbers, solderers,
occupations in battery recycling
smelters, production of lead-acid
batteries, printing press
occupations, pigment production,
construction and demolition
Production of cemented carbides
(hard metal industry), tool grinders,
saw filers, diamond polishers

Limited

Suggestive

U

Limited

Suggestive

U

Art glass, glass containers, & pressed
ware (manufacture)

Limited

Suggestive

Hairdressers and barbers

Limited

Suggestive

Isopropyl alcohol manufacture, strong
acid process

Limited

Suggestive

Rubber industry

Limited

Suggestive

Cobalt metal with
tungsten carbide

Exposure circumstances

1

Suspected substance
U (Included with
arsenic, asbestos,
silica, PAHs)
U (Included with
ETS, or confounded
with own smoking)
U (Included with
strong acids
/chromium)
U (Included with
PAHs, chromium,
cadmium, silica)

Evidence according to the IARC monograph evaluation; 2 taken from Siemiatycki et al. (2004)

E = ‘Established’ carcinogen
U = ‘Uncertain’ carcinogen (see section METHODS 3.5.1)
The substances considered in the estimation of the attributable fraction (AF) for lung cancer are
given in the last column of Table 10 and in the exposure map for lung cancer in Figure 6.
Table 11 summarises the data sources used for the calculation of the lung cancer AF, for both the
RR and the proportion of the population exposed.
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Figure 6 Lung cancer exposure map
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Beryllium

Nonarsenical
insecticides

Table 11 Sources of data for calculation of the AF
Agent/Exp
osure
Scenario

Arsenic

Level of
exposure
Source study data
Reference
Study type

Higher

Lee-Feldstein
(1986)

US Copper
smelter
cohort

Male/
Female

Mortality
/Cancer
incidence

Exposure
scenario

RR (95% CI) *

M+F

Mortality

Copper smelter

2.05 [1.43 - 2.85]

Lower

Asbestos

Higher

Data for proportion of the population exposed
Source
Numbers: Numbers: Numbers:
Male
Female
Total
CAREX

1.74 [0.75 - 3.43]

Darnton et al
(2005)

Ratio lung
cancer to
mesothelio
ma deaths
in asbestos
exposed
jobs

M+F

Mortality

Jobs with
significantly raised
PMRs for
mesothelioma

n/a

CAREX
[not used in
AF
estimation]

Lower

Beryllium

Higher

Ward et al
(1992)

US
Industry
cohort

M+F

Mortality

Beryllium
production plants

Lower +
Background

Cadmium

1.12 [0.99 - 1.26]

CAREX

1.00

Higher

Verougstraete
& Lison
(2003)

Review industry
studies

M+F

Mortality

Lower +
Background

Verougstraete
& Lison
(2003)

Review industry
studies

M+F

Mortality

Ni-Cd Batteries, UK

1.19 [1.09 - 1.29]

1.00
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CAREX

18,580

28

18,608

674

5,413

6,087

68,175

0

68,175

10,236

16,700

26,936

8,026

2,535

10,561

312

131

443

14,945

4,719

19,664

13,252

3,082

16,334

Higher

Cole and
Rodu (2005)

Metaanalysis

M+F

Mortality

Lower +
Background

Cole and
Rodu (2005)

Metaanalysis

M+F

Mortality

Dioxins

Lower

Kogevinas et
al (1997) and
others

IARC
multination
al cohort

M+F

Mortality

Pesticide
manufacturers and
sprayers

1.06 [0.89 - 1.26] #

LFS 1979

Nickel

Higher

Sorohan and
Williams
(2005)

Clydach
cohort

M

Mortality

Clydach nickel
refinery

1.39 [0.92 - 2.01]

Low

Seilkop and
Oller (2003)

Review industry
studies

M+F

Mortality

Mining and
smelting,

1.03 [0.97 - 1.10]

M+F

Mortality

M+F

Mortality

Indoor workers,
estimated as 70%90% of total
workforce

2,000 domestic lung
cancer deaths caused by
radon exposure

M+F

Mortality
and
Incidence

Quarry, mine,
pottery, ceramic,
sand and sandstone,
foundry, brick
workers etc

1.32 [1.24 - 1.41]

Chromium

Background

NRPB
estimates

ETS for
nonsmokers

1.18 [1.12 - 1.25]

CAREX

65,088

19,264

84,352

31,115

13,891

45,006

515,990

66,712

582,702

Clydach
cohort

812

0

812

CAREX

38,283

12,089

50,372

24,868

7,723

32,591

CAREX
[not used in
AF
estimation]

300,750

260,975

561,725

CAREX

537,133

33,458

570,591

10,354

5,131

15,485

127,234

243,761

370,995

1.00

1.00

Higher

Kurihara &
Wada (2004)

Attributabl
e domestic
death rates
applied to
employees
time at
work
Metaanalysis

Lower (0.4 2.0
mg/m3.years)

Steenland et
al (2001)

Cohort
pool

M+F

Mortality

1.00 [0.85 - 1.30]

Higher

Zhong et al.
(2000)

Metaanalysis

M+F

Mortality

1.29 [0.93 - 1.78]

Radon
(NRPB
estimate)

Silica

Occupational
exposure to CrVI
compounds
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CAREX.
Totals are
for all
workers
exposed.
Male and
female
counts are
for non-

smokers
only
Lower

1.00

Mineral
oils;Printe
rs

Higher

Leon et al
(1994) and
others

PAH

Higher (all
levels)

Armstrong et
al ((2004)
(URR),
Unwin et al
(2006)
(Exposure
levels)

Weighted
average of
industry
cohorts
Metaanalysis of
industry
cohorts

43,358

98,291

M+F

Mortality
and
Incidence

Newspaper
pressmen

1.58 [1.28 - 1.95] #

LFS 1979

99,410

19,214

118,624

M

Mortality
and
Incidence

Work in coke ovens,
coal gas production,
aluminium smelting,
carbon anode plants,
asphalt, tar
distillation, chimney
sweeps. carbon
black,
thermoelectric
power

URR = 1.31 [1.16 - 1.48]
[A]
used to derive
exposure level specific
RRs

CAREX

47,830

0

47,830

Higher 2.0+

1.25 [1.13 - 1.38]

50%

23,915

0

23,915

Higher 0.75 <2.0

1.08 [1.04 - 1.11]

40%

19,132

0

19,132

Higher 0.01 <0.75

1.02 [1.01 - 1.03]

5%

2,392

0

2,392

Higher <0.01

1.0003 [1.0001 - 1.0004]

5%

2,392

0

2,392

Lower
exposure

Diesel
engine
exhaust

54,933

M+F

Higher

Lipsett &
Campelman
(1999)

Metaanalysis

M+F

Mortality

Lower

Coggon et al
(1984)

Casecontrol
death
certificate

M+F

Mortality

Truck drivers

1.0003 [1.0001 - 1.0004]

CAREX

36,336

17,206

53,542

1.47 [1.29 - 1.67]

CAREX

269,293

25,397

294,690

122,161

55,254

177,415

1.10 [0.70 - 1.80]
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study

Steel
Foundry
Workers
Painters

Higher

Sorahan et al.
(1994)

UK
industry
cohort

M

Mortality

Steel foundries in
England and
Scotland

1.46 [1.34 - 1.58]

LFS 1979

15,733

567

16,300

Higher

Chen and
Seaton (1998)

M+F

Mortality

Painters in
occupational cohort
studies

1.21 [1.12 - 1.31]

LFS 1979

261,128

23,119

284,247

Tin miners

Higher

Hodgson &
Jones (1990)

Metaanalysis of
cohort
studies
Cornish tin
miners
cohort

M

Mortality

Underground miners

1.83 [1.48 - 2.28]

Cornish tin
miners
cohort

Welders

Higher

Ambroise et
al (2006)

Metaanalysis

M+F

Mortality

Shipyard, mild steel
and stainless steel
welders

1.26 [1.20 - 1.32]

LFS 1979

Lead

Higher

Steenland and
Boffetta
(2000)

Metaanalysis

M+F

Mortality
and
Incidence

Smelter and battery
workers

1.14 [1.04 - 1.73]

CAREX

Lower

Cobalt

1.00

Higher

Moulin et al
(1998)

Lower

Moulin et al
(1998)

Nested
casecontrol
study,
French
industry
cohort
Industry
cohort

M+F

Mortality

Hard-metal industry
workers exposed to
cobalt and tungsten
carbide

1.93 [1.03 - 3.62]

All workers,
exposed and
unexposed

1.30 [1.00 - 1.66]

* Male and Female, unless otherwise stated
[A] Adjusted for smoking; [PA] Partially adjusted for smoking;
LFS = Labour Force Survey

CoE = Census of Employment; # minimum variance weighted average calculated by the study team
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CAREX

2,059

2,059

157,898

14,520

172,418

55,798

9,457

65,255

125,589

54,854

180,443

16,545

4,408

20,953

10,526

3,547

14,073

The studies selected for obtaining the RR were, as previously indicated, chosen for their
portability to the GB situation and to cover the industries and circumstances noted in the IARC
classification and by Siemiatycki et al.(see Table10).
Arsenic: Inorganic arsenic has been known to be carcinogenic since the late 1960s and was
classified as Group 1 by IARC in 1980 and 1987 (IARC, 1980; IARC, 1987). The main
occupations with substantial historical exposure levels include hot copper smelting,
manufacturing of arsenical pesticides and sheep-dip compounds, fur handlers and vineyard
workers and some miners (Hayes, 1997). A clear dose-relationship has been demonstrated with
cumulative exposure, with an almost ten-fold increase in carcinogenic risk in the most heavily
exposed (Lee-Feldstein, 1986).
The ATSDR toxicological profile of arsenic concluded “in general, studies reporting long-term
exposure to 0.07 mg As/m3 or greater have shown an increased incidence of lung cancer, while at
low exposure levels, the association has been less clear or not present” (ATSDR, 2005). LeeFeldstein (1986) estimated an SMR for low exposed groups (<5 mg/m3.months) of 1.74 (95% CI
0.75-3.43); this has been used for the lower exposure group. For exposures above this level the
SMR was 2.05 (95% CI 1.43-2.85), which has been used for the higher exposure group.
Numbers of workers exposed have been obtained from CAREX (excluding those employed in the
iron and steel industry to avoid double counting steel foundry workers). Manufacture of wood
products, industrial chemicals, glass products and electrical equipment, the non-ferrous metal
industries and construction are included in the higher exposure group. The lower exposure group
includes manufacture of other chemical products, other non-metallic mineral products, transport
equipment and some service industries.
Asbestos: All forms of asbestos, serpentine (chrysotile) and amphiboles (crocidolite, amosite,
tremolite, etc.) are carcinogenic to humans (IPCS, 1998; IARC, 1987). A recent meta-analysis of
asbestos-exposed occupational cohorts demonstrated meta-SMRs for lung cancer of 163 and 148
with and without latency of at least 10 years, respectively, with significant heterogeneity of
results even after stratification according to occupational groups (Goodman et al., 1999). The
study also showed a dose-response effect with the proportion of mesothelioma deaths in each
study. Asbestos-related lung cancer has been estimated to account for 2-3% (11,500-16,500
deaths) of all lung cancer deaths among males in GB over the last two decades of the 20th century
(Darnton et al., 2006). However, the number of asbestos related lung cancers will have increased
substantially over this period in a similar way to the number of mesotheliomas, whereas the
overall number of lung cancers has declined slightly; this may potentially lead to an
underestimate of the number of lung cancers due to asbestos in 2004.
The attributable fraction for lung cancer due to asbestos exposure has been estimated by
considering the number of excess deaths for lung cancer and for mesothelioma in job categories
where there is known to have been exposure to asbestos, based on the incidence of mesothelioma
amongst workers in those job categories. The ratio of these excess lung cancers to mesotheliomas
can then be taken as an indication of the numbers of lung cancers, which could be attributable to
the exposure. A recent analysis of lung cancer mortality for the whole of the GB by occupational
group in relation to indices of asbestos exposure and smoking habits suggested that the ratio of
asbestos related lung cancer to mesothelioma deaths is between two-thirds and one (Darnton et al,
2006). A best current estimate of the ratio of mesothelioma to lung cancer deaths in jobs exposed
to asbestos used here is 1:1 although this ratio, estimated for the period 1980-2000, may be
decreasing as smoking and asbestos exposure levels both fall.
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Beryllium: Beryllium exposure occurs mainly in mining, refining and in the manufacture of
ceramics, and electronic and aerospace equipment. Cohort mortality studies at beryllium
extraction, production and fabrication facilities in the USA show a consistent significant excess of
deaths from lung cancer, with the excess increasing with time since first exposure (Ward et al.,
1992). The SMR for lung cancer was 1.26 (95% CI 1.12-1.42; 280 observed (obs), 221.5
expected (exp)) but significant excesses were only seen at two of the seven plants (in the towns of
Lorain and Reading). The smoking-adjusted SMR for the entire cohort was 1.12 (95% CI 0.991.26) and this has been used for the higher exposure group. For the lower or background
exposure group an SMR of 1.0 has been used. Numbers exposed have been obtained from
CAREX with the higher group including manufacture of glass and glass products, fabricated
metal products, machinery, transport equipment and instruments, photographic and optical goods,
and the lower group including manufacture of textiles, rubber products and industrial chemicals
and air transport.
Bis(chloromethyl)ether and chloromethyl methyl ether (BCME): Since the 1970s the use of
bis(chloromethyl) ether (BCME) and chloromethyl methyl ether (CMME) in the production of
ion exchange resins has been restricted and safer handling procedures developed (IARC, 1974).
A UK study found an SMR of 2.00 (95% CI 1.06-3.79) (McCallum et al., 1983). Only a few
people in Britain have worked in the production of ion-exchange resins, and consequently been
exposed to BCME and CMME. Based on industrial injury awards it appears that the annual
number of attributable cases is two or less (HSC, 2001). An AF calculation has therefore not been
carried out.
Cadmium: Cadmium is principally used in electroplating, in compounds that serve as stabilisers
for plastics, as pigments, in electrodes in batteries, and in alloys (IARC, 1993b; Schaller &
Angerer, 1992). Exposures mainly occur via inhalation. Verougstraete et al., (2003) reviewed
seven independent occupational cohorts (three UK, two Swedish, one US, one Chinese) totalling
more than 12,000 workers. The studies are summarised below in Table 12.
Table 12: Summary statistics of occupational cadmium cohorts.
Study

Latest update

SMR (95%CI)

Obs/Exp

Ni-Cd Batteries, UK

Sorahan (1987)

1.30 (1.07-1.57)

110/84

Ni-Cd Batteries, SW

Jarup et al. (1998)

1.76 (1.01-2.87)

16/9.1

Cu-Cd Alloys

Sorahan et al. (1995)

1.01 (0.60-1.59)

18/17.8

Cd Recovery (Globe cohort)

Stayner et al. (1992)

1.49 (0.95-2.22)

24/16.07

Cd processing

Kazantis & Blanks (1992); Kazantis et al. (1992)

1.12 (1.00-1.24)

339/304.1

Inverse variance weighted average

1.19 (1.09-1.29)

Using a random effects model the inverse variance weighted average SMR was 1.19, which has
been used in the estimate of the AF for the higher exposed workers. Verougstraete et al. (2003)
also summarised the dose-response results for the five cohorts. The RR appears to be 1.0 or <1.0
for low-exposed groups. An RR of 1 has therefore been assumed for the lower and background
exposure group. The numbers of workers exposed to cadmium have been obtained from CAREX
with the higher exposure group including manufacture of chemicals, plastics, pottery, glass,
machinery, metal and non-metal products, and the lower exposure group including manufacture
of textiles, footwear, apparel, rubber, and transport equipment, and transport and several service
industries.
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Chromium: Chromium adds rust and acid resistance properties as well as hardness to alloys.
Stainless steel manufacture accounts for a significant proportion of all chromium used. Worker
exposures occur in its production, as well as the production of other alloys, chrome-containing
pigments, chrome-plating and welding (of stainless steel) (IARC, 1990a). Cole and Rodu (2005)
reviewed 84 papers of 49 epidemiologic studies published since 1950, and undertook a range of
meta-analyses relating chromium VI (CrVI) exposure to mortality. The conclusion was that CrVI
was a weak lung carcinogen, when examining the studies that controlled for smoking. It has been
postulated that the relationship is weak because of the lung’s capacity to reduce CrVI to the noncarcinogenic CrIII (De Flora, 2000). A meta-analysis of 26 studies that controlled for smoking
gave a meta-SMR of 1.18 (95% CI 1.12, 1.25). This has been used for the RR estimate for the
higher group.
Crump et al. (2003) also concluded that CrVI is a weak carcinogen, estimating that the lifetime
additional risk of lung cancer mortality associated with 45 years of occupational exposure to
1µg/m3 CrVI was 0.002. This is only about 5% of the minimum exposure (1.0 1µg/m3/year) that
consistently was associated with an increased lung cancer risk. This corresponds to a RR of about
1.0, which has been used for the lower and background exposure group.
The numbers of workers exposed to chromium has been obtained from CAREX (excluding those
employed in ‘Iron and steel basic industries’ to avoid double counting of steel foundry workers).
The industries in the higher exposure group include manufacture of textiles, footwear, apparel,
wood products, chemicals, rubber, pottery, plastics and metal machinery, construction and the
electricity gas and steam industries. The industries in the lower exposure group include service
and transport industries, printing, manufacture of paper products and the food and beverage
industries.
Dioxins: IARC classified TCDD (2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin, the most potent dioxin
congener) as a group 1 carcinogen based on limited evidence in humans, sufficient evidence in
animals, and extensive mechanistic information, a classification that produced some controversy
(IARC, 1997b). IARC established a register of workers exposed to phenoxy acid herbicides and
chlorophenols, substances that are known to be contaminated with dioxins (especially TCDD) and
furans. The cancer mortality in the total cohort as well as in various subcohorts has been reported
(Kogevinas et al., 1997; Saracci et al., 1991). The risks for lung cancer in the IARC cohort, and
for extended follow-up in some of its sub-cohorts are given below:
Kogevinas et al(1997) [IARC cohort]
Flesch-Janys et al (1998)
Steenland et al (1999)
Hooiveld et al (1998)
Bodner et al (2003)
Mannetje et al (2005)
Production workers
Sprayers

SMR = 1.12
SMR = 1.51
SMR = 1.06
SMR = 1.0
SMR = 0.8
SMR = 1.37
SMR = 0.45

95% CI 0.98-1.28
95% CI 1.07-2.08
95% CI 0.88-1.26
95% CI 0.6-1.7
95% CI 0.6-1.1
95% CI 0.71-2.39
95% CI 0.15-1.05

The results from these six studies have been used to calculate a random effects inverse variance
weighted combined estimate of RR of 1.06 (95% CI 0.89, 1.26), which has been used for the
calculation of the AF. The numbers of workers possibly exposed to dioxins as farmers, forestry
workers and gardeners have been obtained from the LFS for 1979. No data are available on the
proportion of these workers who are actually exposed to the relevant herbicides, so the AF
estimate must be considered an upper limit. Numbers exposed in the production of pesticides
were not available for 1979.
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Nickel: Nickel and nickel salts are mainly used in the production of stainless steel, non-ferrous
alloys, electroplating, and in the manufacture of batteries (IARC, 1990c). An increased risk of
lung cancer has been shown in studies of nickel miners, smelters, electrolysis workers and highnickel alloy manufacturers (Hayes, 1997; ICNCM, 1990). In the UK a substantial excess lung
cancer risk was found among hydrometallurgy workers at one nickel refinery (the Clydach
refinery), due at least partly to exposure to soluble nickel (Sorahan & Williams, 2005). The risk
has greatly reduced since changes in the raw material used and processes were introduced. The
recent update by Sorahan and Williams (2005) of the Clydach refinery gave an SMR for lung
cancer of 1.39 (95% CI 0.92, 2.01) and this has been used for the AF for these workers.
Seilkop and Oller (2003) reviewed 25 epidemiological studies that had been conducted on
workers employed in the production and use of nickel. These workers, particularly those in
refineries, were exposed to several forms of nickel. The International Committee on Nickel
Carcinogenesis in Man (ICNCM) (1990) were able to divide the different nickel operations into
“low” and “high” exposure groups, which corresponded reasonably well with “low” and “high”
levels of lung cancer risk. The “high” exposure, “high” risk nickel cohorts were workers in
refineries and historically have had the highest workplace exposures to nickel. In all other
workplaces, including mining and smelting, workers employed at hydrometallurgical refineries, at
nickel alloy and stainless steel production facilities, as stainless steel welders, involved in nickelcadmium electroplating and at a barrier production facility, exposures were low. Seilkop and
Oller (2003) extrapolated the lung cancer risk in high risk cohorts to low exposure cohorts. The
weighted average of these SMRs (SMR=1.03 95% CI 0.97,1.10) has been used for all exposed
workers apart from the nickel refiners at Clydach and those determined to have very low or
background exposure.
Those individuals determined to have very low or negligible background have been assumed to
have no excess risk of lung cancer (RR=1).
The number of workers first employed in the period 1953-1992 with at least five years of
employment at Clydach was 812 (Sorahan & Williams, 2005). This has been used for the number
considered to be highly exposed. All were male. Numbers of other workers exposed to nickel
have been obtained from CAREX and include workers in metal ore mining, non-ferrous basic
industries, manufacture of metal products and machinery and transport equipment. Numbers
employed in ‘Iron and steel basic industries’ have been excluded from the total of exposed
numbers to avoid double counting of steel foundry workers.
Ionising radiation: Occupational exposure to ionising radiation (IR) occurs in a number of
occupations including healthcare workers, especially radiographers and radiologists, aircrew and
in the nuclear industry. Several studies have found no excess lung cancer risk amongst healthcare
workers (Berrington et al., 2001). Laboratory scientists are also exposed to IR but a recent review
did not observe any excess lung cancer risk (Rachet et al., 2000). A meta-analysis of flight
personnel also found no excess risk for lung cancer (meta-SMR = 0.39 95% CI 0.29-0.52; metaSIR = 0.78 95% CI 0.45-1.36) (Ballard et al., 2000). Studies of employees within the UK nuclear
industry, who are exposed to radiation of different types, have also generally found the risk for
lung cancer to be lower than expected (Cardis et al., 1995; Carpenter et al., 1994; Carpenter et al.,
1998; Omar, 1999). These studies indicate that there is no raised risk from lung cancer for
medical and laboratory staff and air crews, nor for workers in the UK nuclear industry on the
basis of current evidence. No AF has thus been calculated for ionising radiation.
Radon: Occupational exposure to radioactive radon and its progeny occurs in underground
mining for uranium and other metals, and in processing ores and radioactive materials. There are
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now very few workers in metal ore mining in GB. Exposure to radon, which emits α-particles, has
been consistently found to increase the risk of lung cancer (Lubin, 1994; Samet, 1989). High
levels of radon in the workplace occur in similar areas to those of concern in residential dwellings
in the UK and it has been estimated that about 560,000 workers are exposed to radon and its
decay products in GB, through working in sites located in areas of high radon exposure
(NRPB/M386, Regional variations in the potential for occupational exposures to radon, NRPB).
The counties most seriously affected by radon are Cornwall and Devon. However, surveys of
radon levels indicate substantially increased radon levels in Northamptonshire and parts of
Derbyshire, Somerset, Wales, Grampian and the Highlands of Scotland. The UK Health
Protection Agency (HPA), formerly the National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB), have
estimated that approximately 2,000 lung cancer deaths per year are attributable to exposure to
radon in the home and at work (NRPB, 2000). The HPA estimates that approximately 93 to 276
of the 2,000 deaths result from workplaces situated in areas with high radon levels (see Annex 1
of the lung cancer technical report). The AF has been calculated directly from the upper and
lower estimates of attributable numbers suggested by the NRPB. Assuming men and women are
equally affected, the AF for both is therefore between 0.29% and 0.86%. A mid-point estimate
between these two figures has been used to calculate radon’s contribution to overall lung cancer
AF for men and for women.
Silica: Exposure to silica occurs in many industries including the construction industry,
(manufacture of non-metallic mineral products, pottery, china and earthenware, machinery,
quarrying, mining, masonry and stonework, concrete and gypsum, foundries, diatomaceous earth
mining and brick making). Exposure is also a concern among miners where the ore has high silica
content. The risk of lung cancer has been shown to be consistently increased in the presence of
silicosis (IARC, 1997a; Steenland & Stayner, 1997). Some uncertainty remains as to the
magnitude of the risk of lung cancer in the absence of silicosis.
A review of occupational carcinogens by Steenland et al., (1996) included 13 cohort and casecontrol studies of silica-exposed workers and obtained a combined RR of 1.33 (95% CI 1.211.45). The same authors also conducted a pooled exposure-response analysis of 10 silica-exposed
cohorts to investigate lung cancer (Steenland et al., 2001) and estimated an average SMR of 1.2
(95% CI 1.1-1.3). Categorical analysis of cumulative exposure resulted in an increasing
monotonic trend with ORs. The OR for the second quintile of cumulative exposure (between 0.4
and 2.0 mg/m3.years) was 1.0 (95% CI 0.85-1.30).
Kurihara & Wada (2004) carried out a meta-analysis of 17 cohorts and 13 case-control studies
published between 1966 and 2001. The analysis included more studies than Steenland’s review
and pooled analysis, and also took into account the presence/absence of silicosis:
•

Overall:

•

Lung cancer in the presence of silicosis based

RR = 1.32 (95%CI 1.24-1.41)

on 11 cohort and 5 case-control studies:
•

RR = 2.37 (95% CI 1.98-2.84)

Lung c ancer in the absence of silicosis based on

non-silicotic subjects from 6 cohort + 2 case-control studies:

RR = 0.96 (95% CI 0.81-1.15)

Pelucchi et al., (2006) undertook a systematic review of studies published since the 1997 IARC
monograph (IARC, 1997a) which included 28 cohort, 15 case-control and two PMR studies.
Their pooled RR, calculated using random effects models from all the cohort studies was 1.34
(95% CI 1.25-1.45). From case-control studies the pooled RR was 1.41 (95% CI 1.18-1.67) and
for PMR studies was 1.24 (95% CI 1.05-1.47). Results for studies where silicosis status was
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known and unknown were similar to those found by Kurihara & Wada (2004). Kurihara and
Wada’s overall estimate (which was for men) was therefore used for the higher exposed group;
the lower exposed group were assumed to have a RR of 1.0 from the study of Steenland et al.,
(2001). The numbers of workers exposed to crystalline silica were obtained from CAREX. The
higher exposure group included mining, manufacture of chemicals, rubber, pottery, glass,
machinery and equipment, and construction. Workers employed in ‘Iron and steel basic
industries’ have been excluded from the total of exposed numbers to avoid double counting of
steel foundry workers.
Talc containing asbestiform fibres: IARC concluded that there was inadequate evidence for the
carcinogenicity to humans of talc not containing asbestiform fibres but there was sufficient
evidence for talc containing the fibres (IARC, 1987). A recent review of the epidemiological
evidence concurred with these statements and found no excess lung cancer mortality among talc
millers exposed to high levels in the absences of other potential carcinogens (Wild, 2006). An
AF has thus not been calculated for talc.
Environmental tobacco smoke: ETS has been established as a serious cause of disease in both
adults and children (SCOTH, 1998; SCOTH, 2004). The prevalence of exposure to ETS amongst
men at work has been estimated to be 11% for men and 4% for women 11, over a third of whom
are employed in the wholesale and retail trade, restaurants and hotels. Construction and
financing, insurance, real estate and business services also have significant numbers exposed.
Zhong et al., (2000) carried out a meta-analysis of 35 case-control and five cohort studies
published between 1981 and 1999 giving the following meta-ORs for lung cancer for nonsmokers exposed at work:
Women:

14 case-control studies

OR = 1.15 (95% CI 1.04-1.28)

Men:

5 case-control studies

OR = 1.29 (95% CI 0.93-1.78)

Total:

OR = 1.16 (95% CI 1.05-1.28)

A pooled analysis of two large case-control studies of never smoking lung cancer cases, one from
the US and the second from Europe (Germany, Italy, Sweden, Spain, France, Portugal, UK)
found an adjusted OR for ‘ever exposed’ to ETS from the workplace of 1.16 (95% CI 0.99-1.36)
(Brennan et al., 2004). Another meta-analysis also obtained a similar meta-RR of 1.17 (95% CI
1.04-1.32) (Boffetta, 2002). These two studies give results similar to the meta-analysis by Zhong
et al., (2000). Estimates from the latter have thus been used for non-smoking men and women,
for the higher exposure groups. For the lower exposure groups an OR of 1 is assumed.
The numbers of workers exposed to ETS have been obtained from CAREX with the higher
exposure group including construction, retail, service and transport industries and the lower
exposure group including the manufacturing industries. Only non-smokers have been considered
as being at risk from lung cancer due to occupational exposure to ETS. The numbers exposed
have therefore been adjusted using estimates of those who have ‘never or only occasionally
smoked cigarettes’, by sex for 1974 from the General Household Survey (Goddard & Green,
2005).

11

http://www.ash.org.uk/html/factsheets/html/onsworkplacefigures2004.html
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Mineral oils: Mineral oils are used in a variety of occupational settings and applications. Those
in which inhalation exposure occurs include metalworking, print press operations and cotton and
jute spinning. IARC have classified the evidence of carcinogenicity in humans as sufficient to
indicate that exposure to mineral oils causes cancer (IARC, 1987). However, the evidence is
generally negative from studies of metalworkers but positive from studies of printing pressmen
(Tolbert, 1997).
A review of the literature carried out by the research team also found relative risks to be about 1
for most industries. However, the RR for printers is slightly higher, as seen below in the studies
of newspaper pressmen:
Lynge et al.(1995)

SIR = 2.0

95% CI 1.3-3.0

Leon et al. (1994)

SMR = 1.8

95% CI 1.4-2.2

Paganini-Hill et al. (1980)

SMR = 1.5

95% CI 0.9-2.2

Menck & Henderson (1976)

SMR = 2.8

95% CI NS

Lloyd et al. (1977)

PMR = 1.1

95% CI NS

Malker & Gemne (1987)

SIR = 1.8

95% CI 1.3-2.9

The results from these seven studies have been used to calculate a random effects inverse
variance weighted combined estimate of RR of 1.6 (95% CI 1.3-1.9), which has been used for the
calculation of the AF.
Tolbert (1997) suggested that the primary constituent that distinguishes newspaper printing ink
from metalworking fluids is carbon black, which is known to be contaminated with benz[a]pyrene
and other PAHs, plausible aetiologic agents for any association of printing ink with lung cancer.
The number of printers and workers in allied trades has been obtained from the LFS and has been
restricted to that involving exposure to printing inks.
Strong inorganic acid mists containing sulphuric acid: A review of the literature on the
relationship between mists containing sulphuric acid and lung cancer concluded that there was
little evidence in support of a causal relationship (Sathiakumar et al., 1997). A UK study of
workers exposed to chromic acid mist did show an excess of lung cancer but these workers have
been considered under chromium (Sorahan et al., 1998a). A separate AF for strong inorganic acid
mists has not been calculated.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH): PAHs are a complex and important group of
chemicals formed during the incomplete combustion of organic material. PAHs are widespread
in the environment, diet and tobacco smoke being two important sources of exposure. Exposure
occurs in a number of industries and occupations including use of coke ovens, coal gas
production, aluminium smelting, carbon anode plants, asphalt, tar distillation, chimney sweeps,
thermoelectric power and carbon black. A recent meta-analysis of studies of the industries above
estimated a range of meta-RRs (Table 13) (Armstrong et al., 2004).
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Table 13: Relative risks at 100 µg/m3 Benzo-a-pyrene (BaP) years from Armstrong et al., (2004)
Industry

Mean Unit Relative Risk

Coke ovens

1.17

(1.12-1.22)

Gas workers

1.15

(1.11-1.20)

Aluminium smelter

1.16

(1.05-1.28)

Above 3 combined

1.17

(1.12-1.22)

Carbon anode

4.30

(0.81-22.79)

Asphalt

17.50 (4.21-72.78)

Tar distillery

12.28 (0.48-314.4)

Chimney sweep

16.24 (1.64-160.7)

Power

>1000 (0->1000)

Carbon black

0

(0->1000)

The risk estimate used for the AF was an adaptation of the Unit Relative Risk (URR) estimate for
all the industrial cohorts from Armstrong et al’s (2004) meta-analysis, adjusted for smoking. This
is 1.31 (95% CI 1.16-1.48), the mean RR at 100 µg / m3 BaP years. Assuming a 20 year exposed
working lifetime, a RR is given by [(URR) to the power of (x * 20/100)] where x is the mean BaP
level (e.g. 8 hour time weighted average (TWA)) in µg / m3 for the exposed.
Unwin et al (2006) gave an indication, from airborne monitoring of PAHs in a cross-industry
occupational hygiene survey, of the 8 h TWA levels of BaP in a range of workplaces. 8 h TWA
BaP levels ranged from <0.01 to 6.21 µg / m3, with 50% of the samples below 0.01 µg / m3, 90%
below 0.75 µg / m3, and 95% below 2.0 µg / m3. Applying the above calculation to derive a RR
estimate at the mean (class mid-point) exposure levels gives the following:
Table 14: PAH and RR estimates from Unwin et al., (2006)
8 h TWA category (µg / m3)
3

Mid-point BaP level (µg / m )

<0.01

0.01 - <0.75

0.75 - <2.0

2.0+

0.005

0.38

1.375

4.105

RR estimate

1.00

1.02

1.08

1.25

Proportion exposed

50%

40%

5%

5%

23915

19132

2392

2392

CAREX numbers for ‘higher’
exposed (men)

The AF is obtained by calculating a separate AF for each 8 hour TWA category from the
estimated RR and numbers exposed given above, and summing these across exposure levels.
The numbers of workers exposed to PAHs by industry have been obtained from CAREX. The
higher exposed group includes all the mining and manufacturing sectors. The total numbers in the
higher category have been assigned to the 8 hour TWA categories in the same proportions as
those in Unwin et al (2006), see Table 14. The lower exposed category is assumed to have a RR =
1.0, corresponding to <0.01 µg / m3 BaP 8 h TWA. Numbers employed in iron and steel basic
industries have been excluded from the calculation to avoid double-counting their risk with steel
foundry workers.
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Diesel engine exhaust: Diesel engine exhaust (DEE) is a complex mixture of substances
characterised by PAHs surrounding an elemental carbon core. The gas phase includes carbon
monoxide and nitrogen oxides, but it is the particulate phase of the exhaust that appears to be
implicated as the lung carcinogen. Approximately half a million workers in GB were exposed to
DEE in the early 1990s (CAREX).
Lipsett & Campleman (1999b) carried out a meta-analysis of 30 studies to investigate the
relationship between occupational DEE and lung cancer. There was substantial heterogeneity in
the pooled risk estimates for all studies combined and for most subsets. However, a metaanalysis of 12 studies (20 risk estimates) that had adjusted for smoking showed little evidence of
heterogeneity. The pooled smoking-adjusted RR was 1.47 (95% CI 1.29-1.67), and has been used
for the higher exposure risk estimate. For the lower estimate the RR from a large UK-based
death-certificate study of 1.1 (95% CI 0.7-1.8) has been used (Coggon et al., 1984) The numbers
of workers exposed to DEE has been obtained from CAREX, with the higher exposure group
including mining, construction, land transport and services allied to transport.
Hematite mining (underground) with exposure to radon: The number of workers involved in
iron ore mining is very small. The LFS surveys of 2000 and 2003 indicated that there were 173
and 299 people employed, respectively. The AF calculation has not been undertaken because of
the small numbers involved.
Iron and steel foundry workers: The iron and steel foundry industry has been classified by
IARC as implying a carcinogenic risk (IARC, 1987). Exposures in the industry include silica,
cobalt, airborne PAHs, chromium and nickel, phenol, formaldehyde, isocyanates and various
amines. Cohort studies have identified relative risks ranging from 1.5 to 2.5 (IARC, 1984). A
meta-analysis/pooled-analysis of foundry workers could not be identified. However, a UK study
of nine steel foundry workers found an SMR for lung cancer of 1.46 (95% CI 1.34-1.58), not
adjusted for smoking as the data were not available (Sorahan & Esmen, 2004). This result is
similar to the results of other European studies (Adzersen et al., 2003; Hansen, 1997; Rodriguez
et al., 2000) and has been be used for the risk estimate. The number of workers employed in UK
foundries was obtained from the LFS. For all other exposures with the exception of ETS (to
which a different set of workers in iron and steel basic industries are likely to be exposed), steel
foundry workers have been excluded from the estimates of numbers exposed to avoid double
counting.
Painters: Thousands of chemicals are used in paint products such as pigments, extenders,
binders, solvents and additives. Painters are commonly exposed by inhalation to solvents and
other volatile paint components; inhalation of less volatile and non-volatile compounds is
common during spray painting (IARC, 1989). Titanium dioxide and chromium and iron
compounds are used widely as paint pigments. Painters may also be exposed to other substances
such as asbestos, silica, DEE and PAHs. IARC have classified occupational exposure as a painter
as Group 1 and studies of painters consistently show an excess of lung cancer of about 40% that
cannot be explained by smoking alone.
Chen and Seaton (1998) carried out a meta-analysis of studies of workers exposed to paints
published between 1966 and 1995. The combined SMR for lung cancer among painters from
occupational cohort studies was 1.21 (95% CI 1.12-1.31) and has been used for the AF. The
follow-up period for these studies ranged from 1954-62 to 1970-87, indicating that the source
relevant exposure periods would have pre-dated these periods; the SMRs could represent the
effect of exposures up to 50 years, but most probably around 35 years, prior to follow-up. The
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number of painters employed in the UK in 1979 has been obtained from the LFS and included
painters and decorators, coach painters and spray painters.
α-Chlorinated toluenes and benzoyl chloride (combined exposure): Small cohort studies of
occupational combined exposure to αCTs and BC in the US and England each found an
approximately three-fold excess of lung cancer (Sorahan et al., 1983; Sorahan & Cathcart, 1989;
Wong, 1988). The number of workers exposed to these chemicals together is hard to determine,
but is likely to be very small. The AF calculation has not therefore been carried out.
Non-arsenical insecticides (occupational exposure in spraying and application): A review of
the literature on cancer incidence and mortality among pesticide manufacturers and applicators
found that the SMR/SIR for lung cancer ranged from 0.4 to 3.2, with an inverse-variance
weighted average of 0.99 (95% CI 0.91-1.08) (Burns, 2005). As the RR is 1 and would result in
an AF of 0, and the possible individuals exposed to non-arsenical pesticides are the same as those
given under dioxins, a separate AF has not been calculated.
Epichlorohydrin: Epichlorohydrin (ECH) is an important industrial chemical widely used as an
intermediate for various synthetic products. The cancer epidemiology data for ECH are
unconvincing. Two groups of workers have been studied, one of workers at two US chemical
plants (Enterline et al., 1990; Tsai et al., 1990; Tsai et al., 1996) and the other of workers at a dye
and resin manufacturing plant (Barbone et al., 1992; Barbone et al., 1994; Delzell et al., 1989;
Sathiakumar & Delzell, 2000). In the first cohort no excess lung cancer risk was observed. In the
second, an increased OR was observed but exposure levels were not determined and it was
possible the workers were exposed to other lung carcinogens. CAREX data indicate the number
of workers that may be exposed to ECH in GB is very low (2906 in 1990-93). No AF calculation
has been carried out.
Art glass: An Italian study found a small excess for lung cancer (SMR = 1.23, 90% CI 1.001.51), which remained when taking account of latency, time since first exposure and adjusting for
smoking (Pirastu et al., 1998). However, in a more recent study in Sweden no excess was
observed (Wingren, 2004), compared to a previous analysis (Wingren & Englander, 1990), which
was attributed to the introduction of preventive actions. Exposures in this industry include
arsenic, asbestos, silica and PAHs and therefore as very few are employed in this industry in GB
it has been included within these other exposures.
Hairdressers and barbers: An overall relative risk for lung cancer of about 1.3 was found
among male and female hairdressers in cohort studies (IARC, 1993a). However, the higher
prevalence of smoking among hairdressers and barbers (including ETS exposure) in some studies
is consistent with the overall excess of lung cancer. They have therefore been included under
ETS.
Isopropyl alcohol manufacture, strong acid process: The manufacture of isopropyl alcohol by
the strong acid process is classified by IARC as a Group 1 carcinogen (IARC, 1987), although a
recent review stated the evidence for an increased risk of lung cancer was only suggestive
(Siemiatycki et al., 2004). Recent, suitable epidemiological studies could not be identified to
obtain a risk estimate. The only study found was published in 1980 and reported significantly
fewer lung cancer cases than expected (Alderson & Rattan, 1980). A US study found an absence
of major risks among strong-acid workers that they explained was due to the initiation of
engineering controls and health monitoring that took place after the original medical observations
of a previous study (Teta et al., 1992). The number of workers involved in the manufacture of
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isopropyl alcohol by the strong acid process could not be estimated for GB and the AF has not
been calculated.
Tin miners: Underground miners, notably tin miners in Cornwall, are known to be at high risk of
exposure to radon. The SMR for lung cancer shows a consistent relationship with duration of
underground exposure, rising from 0.83 (O/E = 8/9.6) for surface workers to 4.47 (O/E = 15/3.4)
for workers with more than 30 years underground exposure (Hodgson & Jones, 1990). An
estimated overall SMR for the underground workers of 1.83 (95% CI 1.48-2.28) was used in this
calculation. 2,535 tin miners, 2,059 working underground, represented a complete cohort of
those employed since 1941 in the two Cornish mines that survived through to 1984 and were
included in the above study, and probably represent the total of exposed workers in this industry
during the relevant exposure period. 166 lung cancer deaths were recorded between 1951 and
1999 in this cohort, of which 91 occurred from 1980-1999. The small numbers exposed result in
an AF of 0.008% (95% CI 0.005%-0.012%) and an estimated 2 deaths from lung cancer in 2004.
Rubber industry: Employment in the rubber industry is classified by IARC as a Group 1
carcinogenic risk (IARC, 1982; IARC, 1987). Working in the industry gives rise to possible
exposure to rubber process dust and fume, that may lead to workers being exposed to many
chemicals, including PAHs, Cr VI compounds, lead and lead compounds, crystalline silica,
cadmium and cadmium compounds, cobalt and cobalt compounds, acrylonitrile, styrene, 1,3butadiene and n-nitrosodimethylamine. In a review of studies of the rubber industry, excess risks
of between 1.7 and 3.3 were found in four cohort studies (Kogevinas et al., 1998b). A study of
UK workers found a decrease in mortality and incidence (Sorahan et al., 2000), especially in
those first employed after 1982 (SMR=0.87, 95% CI 0.43-1.55; SIR=0.75, 95% CI 0.28-1.63)
(Straughan & Sorahan, 2000). An AF has not been calculated separately for workers in the rubber
industry as their risk has been covered in the estimates for chromium, cadmium, silica and PAHs.
Welders: Welders are exposed to a variety of fumes and gases. Fume particles contain a mixture
of oxides and salts of metals and other compounds. Fumes from welding stainless steel and other
alloys contain nickel compounds and chromium VI and III. Other exposures include ozone,
oxides of nitrogen, PAHs, and welders in shipyards may also be exposed to asbestos dust.
Ambroise et al., (2006) reviewed a total of 59 studies published between 1954-2004 that included
shipyard, mild steel and stainless steel welders. Combined RRs were calculated using fixed and
random effects models. Their overall CRR after partial control for publication bias was 1.26
(95% CI 1.20-1.32), for both fixed and random effects and has been used for the AF calculation.
There was little difference in the CRR between the types of welders, type of study, or statistic
calculated. Smoking did not appear to be a marked confounder in the relationship between lung
cancer and welding. The number of workers employed as welders has been obtained from the
LFS.
Lead: Lead exposure among smelters and battery manufacturing has been suggested to cause a
small increase in the risk of lung cancer, although there is a possibility that this might be
accounted for by other occupational exposures (e.g. arsenic) and smoking (Cooper et al., 1985;
Gerhardsson et al., 1986; Malcolm & Barnett, 1982; Selevan et al., 1985). Studies of US cohorts
suggest the relative risk of lung cancer to be about 1.5. Lead was originally classified as a Group
2B carcinogen (IARC, 1987), but a recent working group re-evaluated it to 2A (IARC, 2006b). A
review of eight industry studies, mostly of smelter and battery workers (Steenland and Boffetta,
2000), indicated a relative risk of 1.30 (95% CI 1.15-1.46, 675 observed deaths) for lung cancer.
Exclusion of one study with the highest RR and where confounding with arsenic was thought to
be an issue, the combined relative risk was 1.14 (95% CI 1.04-1.73). This value has been used for
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the estimate for the higher exposed workers. A RR of 1 has been assumed for the lower
(background) exposed groups.
The number of workers exposed to lead has been obtained from CAREX. The higher exposed
group for the AF calculation is those industry categories defined by CAREX as having frequent
high exposure (NTP ROC Substance Profile, lead), including battery production, battery
recycling, foundry, lead chemical, lead smelter and refinery, leaded-glass, pigment, and radiator
repair workers, and those defined in CAREX as having moderately frequent high exposures,
including house renovators, lead miners, newspaper printers, plastics and rubber workers and
steel welding and cutting workers. Other CAREX exposures are assumed to be at a background
level. Numbers employed in ‘Iron and steel basic industries’ were excluded from the total of
exposed numbers to avoid double counting with steel foundry workers.
Cobalt: In a recent re-evaluation by IARC, cobalt metal with tungsten carbide was classified as
Group 2A, although cobalt metal without tungsten carbide, cobalt sulphate and other soluble
cobalt II salts remain in Group 2B (Rousseau et al, 2005). Cobalt metal is used to make corrosionand wear-resistant alloys for aircraft engines, magnets and high-strength steels and other alloys. It
is also added to metallic carbides, especially tungsten carbide, to prepare hard metals for metalworking tools. Cobalt is used in the manufacture of cobalt-diamond grinding tools, cobalt discs
and other cutting and grinding tools. Occupational exposure to cobalt occurs predominantly
during refining of cobalt, in the production of alloys, and in the manufacture and maintenance of
hard-metal tools and the use of diamond-cobalt tools (IARC, 2006a).
A nested case-control study in a French hard-metal industry cohort covering 10 facilities found a
significantly raised risk of lung cancer associated with simultaneous exposure to cobalt and
tungsten carbide (OR = 1.93, 95% CI 1.03-3.62). The odds ratio increased with cumulative
exposure (first quartile OR = 1.00, second quartile OR = 2.64, third quartile OR = 2.59, fourth
quartile OR = 4.13) and with duration of exposure. Adjustment for smoking did not alter the odds
ratio estimates (Moulin et al, 1998). The two-fold raised risk found was confirmed in a further
study of the largest production site of the ten, for which individual job histories were available,
with an SMR = 2.02 (95% CI 1.32-2.96) for exposure to hard metal dust (defined as an exposure
score >1, on a scale of 1 to 9) (Wild et al, 2000). The industry-wide OR of 1.93 for those with
these exposure scores has been used for the estimate of AF for the higher exposure group. For the
lower exposure group, the overall cohort SMR for lung cancer (i.e. including those exposed at a
score of 0 or 1) of 1.30 (95% CI 1.00-1.66) has been used.
The number of workers possibly exposed to cobalt has been obtained from CAREX with those
potentially exposed to higher levels of cobalt or cobalt compounds being in hard-metal, coal and
metal mining, smelting and refining, cobalt dye painting and cobalt chemical production
industries, plus limited exposure from cobalt containing paint driers. Numbers employed in ‘Iron
and steel basic industries’ have been excluded from the total of exposed numbers to avoid double
counting of steel foundry workers.

3.3.3 Attributable fractions for individual agents and overall attributable burden
Table 15 gives, for each exposure, the number ever exposed in the REP, the proportion exposed,
the AF and 95% random error only confidence interval where it was possible to estimate this, and
the number of attributable deaths. Attributable registrations have not been calculated as numbers
of registrations and deaths are very similar.
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Table 15: Results for AFs and attributable numbers

Exposure

Established
/uncertain
evidence for
carcinogenicity

Numbers ever exposed
(1955-94) and age<85 in
2004

Proportion exposed

AF (95% CI)

Attributable deaths
(2004)

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

0.005
[0.002 0.008]
0.087*

0.002
[0.001 0.004]
0.020*

95

21

1,650

270

0.0002
-0.00002 0.00053]
0.001
[0.0003 0.0011]
0.003
[0.0020 0.0041]
0.006
[0 - 0.024]

0.0001
[0 0.00031]
0.0004
[0.0002 0.0006]
0.001
[0.0009 0.0019]
0.001
[0 0.0034]
0.0001
[0 0.0005]
0.0057*

5

2

13

5

56

18

109

11

6

2

185

185

797

53

144

110

195

40

Arsenic

E

93,153

44,714

0.005

0.002

Asbestos

E

368,324**

79,968**

0.019*

0.004*

Beryllium

E

40,180

22,142

0.002

0.001

Cadmium

E

133,170

58,854

0.007

0.003

Chromium

E

445,942

243,113

0.023

0.012

Dioxins

U

1,782,765

273,532

0.09

0.01

Nickel

E

305,626

166,676

0.016

0.008

0.0003*

Radon

E

1,250,620

1,383,257

0.065

0.066

0.0057*

Silica

E

2,667,589

289,653

0.14

0.014

ETS for nonsmokers

E

768,128

1,525,150

0.04

0.07

0.042
[0.031 0.054]
0.008
[0 - 0.020]

Mineral oilsPrinters

U

343,465

107,760

0.018

0.005

57

0.010
[0.005 0.017]

0.004
[0.003 0.006]
0.008
[0.002 0.015]
0.003
[0.001 0.005]

PAH

U

373,077

82,354

0.019

0.004

0.0003*

Diesel engine
exhaust

U

1,655,303

452,530

0.09

0.02

Steel foundry
workers

E

54,358

3,180

0.003

0.0002

Painters

E

1,191,015

131,598

0.06

0.006

Tin miners

E

416

Welders

U

545,544

81,434

0.028

0.004

Lead

U

805,090

405,766

0.04

0.02

Cobalt

U

130,035

64,856

0.007

0.003

0.030
[0.025 0.056]
0.001
[0.0010 0.0016]
0.013
[0.007 0.019]
0.00002
[0.00001 0.00003]
0.007
[0.006 0.009]
0.002
[0.001 0.010]
0.005

Established
carcinogens

0.00002

Overall AF***

Established +
uncertain
carcinogens

0.000001
[0.000000
60.0000015
]
0.005*

0.000
[0.00005 0.00009]
0.0029
[0.0008 0.0023]

6

0

566

60

25

1

244

17

0

0.001
[0.0008 0.0012]
0.0005
[0.0001 0.0027]
0.002

139

13

38

7

88

27

16.5%

4.5%

3,137

599

21.6%

5.5%

4,106

728

* confidence interval to be estimated ** Estimated from CAREX data, not used in the calculation of AF
*** the numbers for the separate exposures do not sum to the combined exposure totals due to allowance made for overlapping exposures
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Figure 6 shows the overlap between agents in the exposed populations. Tin miners, steel foundry
workers, mineral oils (printers only) and cobalt have been treated as mutually exclusive groups.
The exposures circled in bold are defined as ‘product sets’. Asbestos, silica, DEE, PAHs and
occupation as a painter overlap as potential cancer causing exposures in the construction,
quarrying and pottery industries and amongst drivers and those employed in personal and
household services. These exposures have therefore been treated as a set, with the component
exposures assumed to act independently of one another. Similarly, arsenic, nickel, chromium,
lead and cadmium are all found in the smelting, refining, alloys, plating and battery industries,
and are also assumed to act independently of one another, but are not found in the industries listed
for the asbestos-silica-DEE-PAHs-painters set. (Lead exposure, in plumbers, which overlaps with
asbestos exposure in construction, printers with mineral oils, and exposure to silica and to arsenic
in the glass industry are exceptions, but transfer to another set does not affect the results
substantially). Welders overlap with both the above product sets but it was not possible to identify
and exclude welders specifically from the industry categories used by CAREX. Welders have
therefore been treated as mutually exclusive. ETS and indoor radon exposure at work also overlap
in high radon areas, so have been treated as a third product set.
Based on the above and from the exposure map, the overall AF for lung cancer for the established
plus uncertain occupational carcinogens was therefore calculated as follows:
Product set 1: Asbestos, Silica, DEE, PAHs, Occupation as Painter
AF1 = 1-(1-AFAsb)* (1-AFS)* (1-AFDEE)* (1-AFPAH)* (1-AFOP)
Product set 2: Arsenic, Nickel, Chromium, Cadmium, Lead
AF2 = 1-(1-AFArs)* (1-AFN)* (1-AFChr)* (1-AFCad) * (1-AFL)
Product set 3: ETS and Radon
AF3 = 1-(1- AFETS ) * (1- AFR)
Summable: Dioxin, Beryllium, ETS, Radon, Steel Foundry, Mineral Oils, Welders, Tin Miners,
Cobalt
AF4 = AFDiox+ AFB + AFETS + AFR + AFSF + AFMO + AFW + AFTM
AFoverall = AF1 + AF2 + AF3+ AF4
To calculate the AF for the established carcinogens only, the following equations were used:
AF1* = 1-(1-AFAsb)* (1-AFS)* (1-AFPAH) * (1-AFOP)
AF2* = 1-(1-AFArs)* (1-AFN)* (1-AFChr)* (1-AFCad)
AF3* = 1-(1- AFETS ) * (1- AFR)
AF4* = AFB + AFETS + AFR + AFSF + AFTM + AFCob
AFoverall* = AF1* + AF2* + AF3** + AF4*
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For the above, radon has been counted as an established carcinogen, but welding has not.
The overall attributable fraction for lung cancer due to occupation is 21.6% for men and 5.5%
for women, resulting in 4,106 and 728 deaths respectively in 2004.
If only the established occupational carcinogens are included, the overall AF becomes 16.5% for
men and 4.5% for women, resulting in 3,137 and 599 deaths for men and women respectively in
2004.
Figure 7 shows the AFs estimated for each agent or occupation for men and women.
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Figure 7
Lu n g can cer: Occu pation al attribu table fraction s
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Asbestos (based on mesothelioma deaths)
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From Table 15 and Figure 7 it can be seen that exposure to asbestos, silica and diesel engine
exhaust and employment as a painter or welder make the largest contributions to the overall AF.
Large numbers of workers were exposed over the REP to these agents or occupations. The
majority of lung cancers were found amongst ‘higher’ level exposed workers (about 84%; all
exposures to radon and dioxins were assumed to be in the lower group).
Figure 8 shows those industry categories, from CAREX and job categories from the LFS, which
accounted for the highest numbers of workers exposed during the period 1955-1994 to an
occupational lung cancer carcinogen.
Figure 8
Industries /Jobs accounting for over 200,000 ever exposed to an occupational lung carcinogen

Industry /Job

CAREX industries:
Construction
Manufacture of transport equipment
Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except
Manufacture of machinery except electrical
Land transport
Personal and household services
Financing, insurance, real estate and business services
Public administration and defence
W holesale and retail trade and restaurants and hotels
LFS occupations:
Farmers, horticulturalists, farm managers
Farm W orkers
Gardeners Groundsmen
Printing Machine Minders and Assistants
Printers (So Described)
Painters & Decorators
W elders

Males
Females

0

1,000,000

2,000,000

3,000,000

4,000,000

Numbers ever exposed 1955-1994

Construction workers were exposed to twelve different substances (see Figure 9 below). There
were eleven relevant exposures in the manufacture of transport equipment (notably chromium
and nickel plus radon and ETS), nine in manufacture of machinery except electrical (notably
nickel and chromium, plus silica and also radon) and seven each for land transport (most notably
diesel engine exhaust), and personal and household services (chromium in the lead plus DEE,
PAHs and asbestos, and also ETS and radon and a small number exposed to cadmium). ETS and
radon were the main exposures in finance and insurance, public administration and defence, and
in wholesale and retail trades and restaurants and hotels (plus diesel exhaust in this industry).
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Figure 9

Lung Cancer Deaths attributable to work in Construction, 2004, Male
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Asbestos (based on mesothelioma deaths)
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3.4 MESOTHELIOMA
3.4.1 Overview of incidence, trends and aetiology
The most comprehensive source of information on mesothelioma (ICD-10 C45) in Great Britain
is the British Mesothelioma Register, set up in the late 1960s in response to reports associating
the disease with asbestos exposure; only deaths are recorded but mesothelioma is usually rapidly
fatal following diagnosis (McElvenny, 2005). The number of mesothelioma deaths each year has
increased dramatically since the late 1960s. In 2004 there were 1969 mesothelioma deaths, more
than 1% of all malignant cancer deaths in GB, compared with 153 in 1968, the first full year for
which data are available from the mesothelioma register. The majority of mesothelioma cases
affect the pleura and a smaller number affect the peritoneum.
Mesothelioma is much more common in males who account for about 85% of deaths each year.
The long latency of the disease, typically 30-40 years, also means that most cases occur at older
ages, with around two-thirds of cases occurring at ages 60-80 years. Deaths rates at ages below
55 have been decreasing since the mid 1990s while rates in older age groups are still increasing,
with the most rapid increases seen in the oldest age groups. The latest available projections of the
future burden of mesothelioma in Britain, based on mortality from 1968-2001, suggest that the
annual number of deaths will peak somewhere between current levels and 2450 deaths in the year
2015 (Hodgson et al., 2005). The projections model suggests that for men in the highest risk
birth cohorts – that is, those born in the late 1930s or early 1940s – mesothelioma may account
for around 0.7% of all deaths in these cohorts. Though highly uncertain, long-range predictions
suggest that around 65,000 mesothelioma deaths may occur over the next 50 years.
Inhalation of asbestos fibres has been recognised as the main cause of mesothelioma for many
years. Analyses of the mesothelioma register by occupational group and geographical area show
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that (despite the limitations of these analyses) those with the highest mesothelioma risks are
clearly associated with heavy past asbestos exposures, for example, within industries such as
shipbuilding, railway engineering, asbestos product manufacture, and construction. However,
analyses of trends in risk over time are consistent with mortality due to specific high risk
industries of the past levelling off, or falling recently, as other sources of exposure have
developed over a wider range of geographical areas and occupations (particularly within the
construction industry). Workers with the highest risks today are likely to be those subject to
incidental exposures during the course of their work, for example, building maintenance workers.
Non-occupational asbestos exposures, cases caused by other agents, and spontaneous cases may
contribute to the overall burden to some extent. Several reviews of mesothelioma in relation to
non-occupational asbestos suggest that paraoccupational (or familial) asbestos exposures,
neighbourhood asbestos exposures due to residential proximity to industrial sites where asbestos
was used, and true environmental asbestos exposures due to naturally occurring deposits can
present a risk of mesothelioma (Orenstein & Schenker, 2000; Gardner & Saracci, 1989; Ilgren &
Wagner, 1991).
3.4.2 Data used for the AF estimation
Mesothelioma at currently occurring levels in Britain has essentially only one cause i.e. asbestos
exposure. In addition, although mesothelioma risk will depend on the totality of cumulative
exposure across different settings, where occupational exposures have occurred, these are likely
to account for most of the exposure accrued. Thus, one way of estimating the proportion of
mesothelioma cases attributable to occupational asbestos exposure is simply to identify the
number of cases with evidence of occupational asbestos exposure. However, the validity of this
approach will depend on how judgements about occupational exposures are made. For example,
if employment in certain occupations is used as a marker for occupational asbestos exposure,
some of the cases among those classified as occupationally exposed on this basis will not actually
be due to such exposures. Thus, the total number of cases in these occupations may be an
overestimate of the AF due to occupational exposures. Conversely, Miettenen’s formula may
lead to an underestimate of the AF since some genuine occupational cases may be missed if they
arise from occupational groups not classified as exposed. A further concern relates to using AF
estimates from studies based in other countries or those where cases are selected from particular
regions within GB, since these studies may not be representative of the overall situation in GB.
The approach adopted therefore is to make an informed judgement about the likely proportion of
mesothelioma cases in GB attributable to occupational asbestos exposures drawing on evidence
from previously published studies from GB and a recent, but as yet unpublished, populationbased case-control study of mesothelioma in GB.
From a case series of 272 mesothelioma cases occurring in 1987 in the south east of England,
236 (86.8%) were judged to have definite or probable occupational asbestos exposure on the
basis of an assessment by experienced occupational respiratory physicians of occupational
histories constructed from a variety of sources (Yates et al., 1997). The authors conclude that the
study may have overestimated the proportion attributable to asbestos exposure because of the
way the cases were selected. The high proportion of male cases (93%) may also have led to this
being an overestimation of the overall AF. In a mesothelioma case-control study in the Yorkshire
region of England, 82% of the 185 cases (74% male) occurring in the period 1979-1991 were
classified as having likely or possible occupational exposure on the basis of occupational
histories reported by next-of-kin at interview or from coroner’s reports (Howel et al., 1997).
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In a population-based case-control study of mesothelioma cases in GB diagnosed during 20002005, 94% of male cases had worked in occupations likely to be associated with asbestos
exposure, or had specifically reported substantial asbestos exposures – such as sawing amosite
board. Application of Miettenen’s formula suggested an AF for occupational exposures in males
of 85% (Julian Peto, personal communication). Only 35% of the female cases in this study had
worked in occupations likely to be associated with asbestos exposure or had reported substantial
exposures, and the equivalent AF for occupational exposures in females was 22%. There was
evidence of an increased risk among men and women with paraoccupational exposure before age
30: 3% of men and 34% of women never employed in occupations likely to be associated with
asbestos exposure and not reporting any substantial exposure, reported domestic exposure before
age 30 (AF: 1.3% and 16% respectively for males and females).
An annual background rate for spontaneous mesothelioma cases of around 1-2 per million has
been suggested based on observations of mesothelioma mortality in industrialised countries
before 1950 and rates among children (McDonald & McDonald, 1994). Under the assumption
that the background rate is the same in both sexes, and that there is no difference in
mesothelioma risk due to asbestos exposure between the sexes, the intercept of a straight line
fitted on a plot of annual female deaths against annual male deaths may be used to estimate the
background rate. Applying this technique to the annual mortality data from the mesothelioma
register for 1968-2004 suggests a background rate of around 1 per million per year in Great
Britain, which is consistent with the rate suggested by McDonald and McDonald (1994). A rate
of 1 per million is equivalent to about 30 cases each year in males and the same in females.
3.4.3 Attributable Fraction Estimation
In the British studies considered here, between 82% and 94% of male mesothelioma cases were
classed as occupationally exposed, and the recent mesothelioma case-control study by Peto and
coworkers (taken as being most representative of the situation in Great Britain) gave an AF for
occupational asbestos exposure of 85% (95% CI 82-88%). Collectively, these results suggest an
estimate of the proportion of mesothelioma cases in males due to past occupational exposures of
85-90%, or about 1400-1500 deaths in 2004, is reasonable. If there are, in addition, around 30
background cases each year in males, this would suggest between about 150 and 250 male deaths
remaining in 2004 due to past paraoccupational and environmental asbestos exposures.
The AF for occupational asbestos exposure in females based on the study by Peto and coworkers
was 22% (95% CI 14-30%) (Hodgson et al., 2005). Combining the results of Peto and coworkers
with those from two studies in which results were reported separately for females (Golberg et al.,
2006; Spirtas et al., 1994) gives an average AF of 29% (95% CI 23-35%). Collectively (but
informally assigning more weight to the results of Peto and coworkers as this is a GB-based
study) these results suggest that a reasonable estimate would be that around 20-30% of female
cases are due to past occupational exposures, or about 60-90 deaths in 2004. If there are also 30
background cases each year in females, this would suggest between about 180 and 210 deaths in
2004 due to past paraoccupational and environmental asbestos exposures, an estimate which
shows some consistency with the result for males.
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Table 16: Estimated attributable fractions and attributable numbers for mesothelioma, Great
Britain, 2004
Potential causes
of mesothelioma

Men
Women

Background

Paraoccupational
/environmental

AF (%)

Attributable
Number

AF (%)

Attributable
Number

2%
10%

30
30

10-15%
60-70%

150-250
180-210

Occupational

AF (%)

2004
Total

Attributable
Number

85-90%
20-30%

1400-1500
60-90

1,674
295

For our estimate of the attributable fraction for mesothelioma, we have used the estimates of 8590% for men and 20-30% for women for mesothelioma due to asbestos exposure as an
‘Established’ carcinogen. When combining results with the other cancers, we have used the midpoints of these ranges to calculate overall estimates. For the estimate of the attributable fraction
due to the ‘Established plus Uncertain carcinogens’, we have included cases described as due to
paraoccupational or environmental exposure to asbestos, resulting in AFs of 98% and 90%
respectively for men and women. This is a rather different interpretation of ‘uncertainty’ in this
wider-based estimate, as it reflects our uncertainty over whether it is correct to attribute
paraoccupational/environmental exposures to occupation, rather than any uncertainty over the
causal link between asbestos exposure and mesothelioma. True environmental exposures
occurring because of naturally occurring asbestos in the environment are unlikely to account for
any cases in GB. With the possible exception of any cases arising purely because of domestic
exposures, other cases in this group arguably have at least some link to work activities, and
therefore can be thought of as ‘occupational’. However we acknowledge that this is a somewhat
wider definition of the concept than used for other carcinogens.
3.5 NON-MELANOMA SKIN CANCER
3.5.1 Overview of incidence, trends and aetiology
Non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) (ICD-10 C44; ICD-9 173) is the most common malignant
neoplasm in Caucasian populations around the world. There are two forms of the cancer, basal
cell carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), of which the former is by far the
most common malignancy in white people (Miller, 1995). Based on 2003 Scottish registration
data, 71% of male and 78% of female NMSC are basal cell carcinomas. NMSC is rarely fatal,
with cure rates being close to 99% (if caught early), with only a small percentage being
metastatic or resulting in death (Preston & Stern, 1992). In 2004 in GB there were 526 deaths
(323 male, 203 female) from NMSC, and 62,427 (33,766 male, 28,661 female) registrations in
2003 (excluding Wales, data are not available for Welsh registrations after 1995). ONS note that
NMSC is greatly under-registered 12 partly because many cases can be treated in primary care.
NMSC has a 20-30 year latency.
The incidence of NMSC shows a marked geographical variation and is increasing rapidly in
white populations in Europe, the US, Canada and Australia; the average increase of NMSC is 38% per year since the 1960s (Diepgen & Mahler, 2002). The rise in rates has been attributed to a
combination of increased sun exposure or exposure to UV light, increased outdoor activities,
changes in clothing style, increased longevity, and ozone depletion. The incidence in white
12

ONS, 2005. Cancer statistics: registrations. Series MB1 No 34, section 4.2
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populations increases proportionally with proximity to the equator, with the incidence of SCC
doubling for each 8-10 degree decline in latitude (Giles et al., 1988).
The most well established cause of NMSC is ultraviolet radiation (UVR) from exposure to
sunlight (IARC, 1992; Kricker et al., 1994). Associations between NMSC and occupation are
often confounded by concurrent exposure to UV light experienced at work and also from leisure
pursuits. For example, from 1,608 cases of skin cancer reported to the HSE-funded occupational
skin disease surveillance schemes, EPIDERM and OPRA, all but 4% of cases could be attributed
to UV radiation (Cherry et al., 2000). Three-quarters of these worked in agriculture, construction
or the armed forces. Other causes of NMSC (each accounting for less than 1% of reported cases)
included tar and tar pitches, mineral oils, infrared radiation, burns and trauma, cutting oils,
ionising radiation and bipyridyl/paraquat.
Occupations that had a high PMR and/or high PRR for NMSC in the Occupational Health
Decennial Supplement (Drever, 1995) were also predominantly occupations involving outdoor
work including farmers, seafarers, construction (managers, builders, carpenters, bricklayers) and
mains service layers.

3.5.2 Data used for the calculation of the AFs
Table 17 shows the occupational agents, groups of agents and exposure circumstances classified
by IARC as group 1 or 2A carcinogens for NMSC, the main industries and use of these agents
and the evidence of carcinogenicity and strength of evidence to humans as judged by IARC and
Siemiatycki et al (2004) respectively.
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Table 17 Occupational agents, groups of agents, mixtures, and exposure circumstances classified
by the IARC Monographs, Vols 1-96 (IARC, 1972-2006), into Group 1 and 2A, relevant to
NMSC.
Agents, Mixture, Circumstance

Main industry, Use

Evidence of
carcinogenicity
in humans1

Strength
of
evidence2

Established
(E) or
uncertain
(U)
carcinogen
or included
with
another
agent

Group 1: Carcinogenic to humans
Agents, groups of agents
Arsenic & arsenic compounds

Nonferrous metal smelting; production,
packaging, and use of arsenic-containing
pesticides; sheep dip manufacture; wool
fibre production; mining of ores
containing arsenic

Sufficient

Strong

Mineral oils, untreated and mildly
treated

Production; used as lubricant by metal
workers, machinists, engineers; printing
industry (ink formulation); used in
cosmetics, medicinal and
pharmaceutical preparations
Mining and processing; used as fuels or
chemical-plant feedstocks; lubricant in
cotton textile industry

Sufficient

Suggestive

E

Sufficient

Strong

Considered
under
mineral oils

Shale oils or shale-derived lubricants

E but
dominant
exposure is
solar
radiation

Solar radiation

Outdoor workers

Sufficient

Strong

E

Coal-tar and pitches

Production of refined chemicals and coal
tar products (patent fuel); coke
production; coal gasification; aluminium
production; foundries; road paving and
construction (roofers and slaters)

Sufficient

Strong

E

Soots

Chimney sweeps, work involving
burning organic materials

Sufficient

Strong

Considered
under coaltar & pitches
as a group

Exposure circumstances
Coal gasification

Suspected substance
Coal tar; coal tar fumes; PAHs

Sufficient

Strong

Coke production

Coal-tar fumes

Sufficient

Strong

Benzo[a]pyrene

Work involving combustion of organic
matter; foundries; steel mills;
firefighters; vehicle mechanics

Suggestive

Suggestive

Considered
under coaltar & pitches
as a group
Considered
under coaltar & pitches
as a group
Not
considered

Suggestive

Suggestive

Group 2A: Probably Carcinogenic to Humans
Agents & groups of agents
Benz[a]anthracene

Work involving combustion of organic
matter; foundries; steel mills;
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Not
considered

Agents, Mixture, Circumstance

Main industry, Use

Evidence of
carcinogenicity
in humans1

Strength
of
evidence2

Established
(E) or
uncertain
(U)
carcinogen
or included
with
another
agent

firefighters; vehicle mechanics
Dibenz[a,h]anthracene

Work involving combustion of organic
matter; foundries; steel mills;
firefighters; vehicle mechanics

Creosotes

Brickmaking; wood preserving

Exposure circumstances

Suspected substance

Not
considered
Limited

Suggestive

Considered
under coaltar & pitches
as a group

None identified
1

Evidence according to the IARC monograph evaluation (1992); 2 taken from Siemiatycki et al.,
(2004)
E = ‘Established’ carcinogen
U = ‘Uncertain’ carcinogen (see section METHODS 2.5.1)
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The substances considered in the estimation of the attributable fraction (AF) for NMSC are also
given in the last column of table 17. PAHs have been considered the primary agent in exposure to
coal-tar and pitches, soots, coal gasification, coke production and creosotes. AFs for these
exposures and industries have been estimated under PAHs (coal tar and pitches).
The exposure map for NMSC bladder cancer is given in Figure 10.
Figure 10 Exposure map for non-melanoma skin cancer

Dermal or ingestion exposure
to: Wood preservatives
Arsenical pesticides
(farmers)

Solar radiation

Paviors
Roofers
Asphalt workers

Coal-tar and pitches
Soots
Creosote
Coal gasification
Coke production

Arsenic and
arsenic compounds
Copper smelting
Mining ores
containing arsenic

Benzo[a]anthracene

Mineral oils, shale oils
and shale -derived
lubricants

Benzo[a]pyrene
Dibenz[a,h]anthracene

Machinists exposed
to Metal -working
fluids

Table 18 summarises the data sources used for the calculation of the AF for NMSC, for both the
RR and the proportion of the population exposed.
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Table 18 Sources of data for calculation of the AF
Agent

Level of
exposure

Source study data
Reference
Study type

Dermal
exposure to
soluble
metal
working
fluid
(Higher)
Lower &
no
exposure

Eisen et al
(2001)

PAHs
(Coal tars
and
pitches)

Higher
(All)

Partanen and
Boffetta
(1994)

Solar
Radiation

Agricultural
work

Freedman et
al (2002)

Mineral
oils

Other
outdoor
work

Cohort
mortality
study in US
automobile
industry

Male/
Female

Mortality
/Cancer
incidence

Exposure
scenario

M+F

Mortality

Exposure to metal
working fluids in
automobile industry

RR (95% CI) *

1.20 [0.67 - 2.15]

Data for proportion of the population exposed
Source
Numbers: Numbers: Numbers:
Male
Female
Total
LFS
1979

1,515,547

79,469

1,595,016

65,384

4,936

70,320

LFS
1979

87,445

485

87,930

1.00

Meta-analysis
of cohort
studies in
asphalt
workers
Death
certificate
based casecontrol study,
US

Not
stated

Mortality
and
Incidence

Asphalt workers

1.74 [1.07 - 2.65]

M+F

Mortality

Farmer

1.15 [1.00 - 1.32] [A]

CAREX

139,738

37,734

177,472

Outdoor occupation

1.30 [1.14 - 1.47] [A]

CAREX

770,136

330,377

1,100,513

* Male and Female, unless otherwise stated
[A] Adjusted for age, sex, race, place of residence and birth, physical activity,socio-economic status and smoking
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The studies selected for obtaining the RR were, as previously indicated, chosen for their
portability to the GB situation and to cover the industries and circumstances noted in the IARC
classification and by Siemiatycki et al., (2004) (see Table 17).
Arsenic: For arsenic to give rise to NMSC it must be ingested or come into direct contact with
the skin, for example in the treatment of certain skin conditions and in contaminated drinking
water. This has occurred in work in wood preservation and in the historical use of arsenical
pesticides and sheep dips. The use of arsenic in pesticides and sheep dip has long ceased; the
dominant exposure leading to an increased risk for NMSC in agricultural workers would be
expected to be solar radiation. Epidemiological studies of workers exposed to wood preservatives
containing arsenic have not been found in the literature (chromated-copper-arsenate) (Huff,
2001). An AF for arsenic has therefore not been estimated.
Mineral oils: Metal working fluids (MWF) appear to be the dominant type of minerals oils in
relation to NMSC. A cohort study of mortality for workers in the US car industry that examined
exposure response found a significant deficit of NMSC overall (Eisen et al., 2001), but an
association between soluble MWF exposure and NMSC (an increase in RR of 1.48, 95% CI 1.171.53) for each one standard deviation (30 mg/m3 years) change in cumulative exposure). A nonsignificant excess was found in workers exposed to straight MWFs (change in RR=1.22, 95% CI
0.97-1.53 per one SD (13 mg/m3 years)), but none was found for those using synthetic MWFs. A
weighted average RR of 1.20 (95% CI 0.67-2.15) (estimated by the research team) for exposure
to soluble MWF has been used for the AF calculation for jobs with potential exposure to soluble
MWF. An RR of 1 has been used for workers at low or background exposure levels. These risk
estimates are for mortality, however, and thus the cancer incidence burden from mineral oils will
probably be underestimated. The numbers of workers exposed to MWF have been taken from the
LFS with the ‘higher’ exposure group including those involved in tool setting, lathe turning and
work as mechanics and fitters.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) – coal tars and pitches: In general, there is little
evidence of a direct association between human dermal exposure to individual PAHs and NMSC
as exposure to PAHs is mainly through inhalation and this route does not increase the risk of
NMSC, neither does ingestion (ATSDR, 1995). However, NMSC has occurred among
individuals exposed to mixtures of PAHs in certain industrial processes/exposures (coal tar and
pitches, soots, coal gasification, coke production, asphalt workers and roofers, and creosotes)
where dermal contact could occur. A meta-analysis of asphalt workers and roofers giving a
combined RR of 1.74 (95% CI 1.07-2.65) has been used for the AF calculation (Partanen &
Boffetta, 1994). Numbers of those exposed has been obtained from the LFS and included road
workers, roofers and labourers in coke oven works.
Solar Radiation: The risk of NMSC due to exposure to solar radiation experienced during work
is difficult to estimate because of the contribution of exposure during leisure time activities. A
US-based case-control study that investigated the occurrence of NMSC among occupations with
predominantly indoor work, work that combined indoor and outdoor work, outdoor work by nonfarmers, and farming has thus been used to provide the RRs for the calculation of the AF
(Freedman et al., 2002). The estimate from this study for mainly outdoor work has been used for
the higher group and the estimate for farmers has been used for those exposed in agriculture,
hunting, forestry and fishing. The numbers exposed to solar radiation have been obtained from
CAREX.
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3.6.3 Attributable fractions for individual agents and overall attributable fraction
Table 19 gives, for each exposure, the number ever exposed in the REP, the proportion exposed,
the AF and 95% random error only confidence interval where it was possible to estimate this, and
the number of attributable deaths and cancer registrations.
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Table 19: Results for AFs and attributable numbers for NMSC
Exposure

Established
/uncertain
evidence for
carcinogenicity

Numbers ever exposed
(1955-94) and age<85 in
2004

Proportion
exposed

AF (95% CI)

Attributable
registrations
(2003)

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

0.052
(-0.10, 0.24)
0.016
(0.002, 0.03)
0.054*

0.004
(-0.007, 0.02)
0.0001
(0.0000, 0.0002)
0.026*

17

1

1,745

122

5

0

547

3

17

5

1,824

733

11.8%*

3.0%*

38

6

3992

855

Mineral oils

E

5,462,177

473,380

0.28

0.02

PAHs - Coal
tars and pitches
Solar Radiation

E

427,385

3,086

0.02

0.0001

E

3,895,305

1,887,673

0.20

0.09

Established
carcinogens

Attributable
deaths (2004)

Overall AF**

* confidence interval to be estimated
** the numbers for the separate exposures do not sum to the combined exposure totals due to allowance made for overlapping exposures
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Figure 10 shows the overlap between agents in the exposed populations. There is no overlap
between workers exposed to mineral oils and to coal tars and pitches. It has been assumed that
solar radiation acts independently of and multiplicatively with the other two exposures in the
causation of NMSC. This has been taken into account in the calculation of the overall AF. The
overall AF has been calculated using the following equation:
AFOverall = 1-(1-AFS)* (1-(AFM + AFPAH))
where AFS is the AF for solar radiation, AFM is the AF for mineral oils and AFPAH is the AF for
PAHs.
All the exposures for which an AF has been calculated are considered to be established
carcinogens for NMSC. The overall AF for these exposures is 11.8% for men and 3.0% for
women.
Exposure to mineral oils and solar radiation make the largest contribution to the overall AF for
men, with solar radiation making the dominant contribution for women. Although the RR for
PAHs was higher than that of solar radiation and mineral oils, fewer workers were exposed to
PAHs, particularly women (Table 19).
Figure 11 shows the contribution of different industries and jobs to the numbers ever exposed
during the period 1955-1994 to the three carcinogens, for men and women combined.
Figure 11

NMSC: Numbers exposed 1955-1994
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Radiation
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Armed Forces
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8,000,
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Other Service Industries (G-Q)

3.6 SINONASAL CANCER
3.6.1 Overview of incidence, trends and aetiology
Cancer of the nose and paranasal sinuses (sinonasal cancer, SNC) (ICD-10 C30/C31; ICD-9 160)
is a relatively rare disease with 70 deaths in GB in men and 59 in women in 2004 and 218
registrations for men and 167 for women in 2003. The annual incidence of sinonasal cancer has
remained at around 0.8 per 100,000 males and 0.5 per 100,000 females for many years. Since this
tumour type has few non-occupational causes, the stable time trends indicate that the major risk
factors have been present in work places in a relatively unchanged form for more than ten years.
The five-year relative survival rate is about 50% (Roush, 1996) but this varies according to the
stage and histological type. The mean latent period (time of first exposure to time of cancer
incidence) appears to be about 43 years (range 27-69) (Roush, 1996), and following termination
of exposure the risk of SNC may persist for many years.
In the Occupational Health Decennial Supplement (Drever, 1995) elevated risks were found for
jobs related to the furniture and cabinet making industry, and for leather and shoe workers. Other
exposures that have been shown to be associated with SNC include chromium, nickel, welding,
flame cutting and soldering, and lacquers and paints (Hernberg et al., 1983a; Hernberg et al.,
1983b).
3.6.2 Data used for the calculation of the AFs
Table 20 shows the occupational agents, groups of agents and exposure circumstances classified
by IARC as group 1 or 2A carcinogens for sinonasal cancer, the main industries and use of these
agents and the evidence of carcinogenicity and strength of evidence to humans as judged by
IARC and Siemiatycki et al (2004) respectively.
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Table 20 Occupational agents, groups of agents, mixtures, and exposure circumstances classified
by the IARC Monographs, Vols 1-96 (IARC, 1972-2006), into Group 1 and 2A, which have the
nasal cavity and paranasal sinuses as the target organ.
Agents, Mixture, Circumstance

Main industry, Use

Evidence of
carcinogenicity
in humans1

Strength
of
evidence2

Established (E)
or uncertain(U)
carcinogen or
included with
another agent

Group 1: Carcinogenic to humans
Agents, groups of agents
Wood dust

Logging & sawmill workers; pulp,paper
& paperboard industry; woodworking
trades (e.g. furniture industries, cabinet
making, carpentry & construction); used
as filler in plastic and linoleum
production

Sufficient

Strong

E

Chromium VI

Chromate production plants’ dyes &
pigments; plating and engraving;
chromium ferro-alloy production;
stainless-steel welding; in wood
preservatives; leather tanning; water
treatment; inks; photography;
lithography; drilling muds; synthetic
perfumes; pyrotechnics; corrosion
resistance

Sufficient

Suggestive

Nickel compounds

Nickel refining and smelting; welding

Sufficient

Strong

U

Mineral oils

Production; used as lubricant by metal
workers, machinists, engineers; printing
industry (ink formulation); used in
cosmetics, medicinal and pharmaceutical
preparations

Sufficient

Suggestive

E

Boot & shoe manufacture & repair

Leather dust; benzene & other solvents

Sufficient

Strong

E (Considered as
leather dust)

Furniture & cabinet-making

Wood dust

Sufficient

Strong

E (Considered
under wood dust)

Isopropanol manufacture, strong acid
process

Diisopropyl sulphate; isopropyl oils;
sulphuric acid

Sufficient

Strong

E (no data)

U (Processed
changed in the UK
in 1958-60, so
included for pre1960 exposures
only)

Exposure circumstances

Group 2A: Probably Carcinogenic to Humans
Agents & groups of agents
Formaldehyde

Production; pathologists; medical
laboratory technicians; plastics; textile
industry

Limited

Suggestive

U

Group 2B: Possibly Carcinogenic
to Humans
Textile manufacturing industry

Textile dust in manufacturing
process;dyes and solvents in dyeing and
printing operations

1

Evidence according to the IARC monograph evaluation,2 from Siemiatycki et al., (2004);
E = ‘Established’ carcinogen; U = ‘Uncertain’ carcinogen
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U

The substances considered in the estimation of the attributable fraction (AF) for sinonasal cancer
are also given in the last column of Table 20. Furniture and cabinet making have been included
under wood dust.
The exposure map for sinonasal cancer is given in Figure 12. PAHs have not been considered in
the current calculation of attributable fraction for nasal cancer as recent evaluation of the
evidence for nasal cancer has not yet been published by IARC.
Figure 12 Sinonasal cancer exposure map

Textile dust,
textile manufacturing
industry
Wood dust,
furniture and
Cabinet making

Plywood
manufacture,
varnishing

Textile
finishing

Leather dust,
boot and shoe
manufacture

Formaldehyde
Wood
preservatives

Leather tanning

Chromium VI

Mineral oils

Isopropanol
manufacture
Nickel

Metal working
industries

PAHs

Table 21 summarises the data sources used for the calculation of the sinonasal cancer AF, for
both the RR and the proportion of the population exposed.
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Table 20 Sources of data for calculation of the AF
Agent

Wood dust

Level of
exposure

Higher (>5
mg/m3 8hr
TWA)

Source study data
Reference
Study type

Demers et al
(1995b)

Pooled
populationbased casecontrol
studies

Male/
Female

Mortality
/Cancer
incidence

Exposure
scenario

M+F

Mortality
and Cancer
incidence

Sawmills,furniture,a
nd other wood
products, carpentry

5.8 (4.2-8.0) [M]
1.0 (0.2-4.0) [F]

Forestry workers,
logging workers and
pulp and paper
workers

Moderate
(1-5
mg/m3)
Low (<1
mg/m3 8hr
TWA)

Formaldeh
yde

Higher

Mannetje et al
(1999b)

Lower

Coggon et al
(2003)

Pooled
populationbased casecontrol
studies
UK industry
cohort

High

Fu et al
(1996)

English shoe
manufacturin
g workers

Data for proportion of the population exposed
Source
Numbers: Numbers: Numbers:
Male
Female
Total
CAREX

339,930

38,311

378,241

1.2 (0.9-1.6) [M]
2.0 (0.5-7.8) [F]

11,766

3,429

15,195

0.8 (0.4-1.5) [M -set to 1]
1.6 (0.6-4.7) [F]

28,928

11,470

40,398

1,337

1,635

2,972

M+F

Mortality
and Cancer
incidence

JEM used to classify
occupations

1.66 (1.27-2.17) [M],
0.83 (0.41-1.69) [F]

M

Mortality

British chemical
workers in six
companies
producing and/or
using formaldehyde
for resins and
adhesives or
exporting as
formalin,
paraformaldehyde or
alcoforms

0.87 (0.11-3.14) [M],
0.83 (0.41-1.69) [F - from
Mannetje et al (1999)] set to 1

61,128

19,303

80,431

0.87 (0.11-3.14) [M],
0.83 (0.41-1.69) [F - from
Mannetje et al (1999)] set to 1
7.41 (3.83-12.94)

8,798

1,606

10,404

62,753

68,492

131,245

Backgroun
d

Leather
dust

RR (95% CI) *

M+F

Mortality

Shoe manufacturers
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CAREX

CoE
1971

cohort

Clydach
cohort

Nickel

Grimsrud &
Peto (2006)

Clydach
refinery
cohort

M

Mortality

Clydach nickel
carbonyl factory

Low

Backgroun
d

Chromium
VI

Higher

9.8 (1.05-31.4)

Clydach
cohort

812

4.85 (1.03-16.21)#

CAREX

39,543

12,487

52,030

24,868

7,723

32,591

1.00#

Rosenbaum
and Stanbury
(1996)

US industry
cohort

Lower

M

Mortality

Chromate producing
facilities

M

Textile
dust

Higher

Luce et al
(2002)

Mineral
oils

Higher

Roush et al
(1980)

Pooled
population
/hospital
based casecontrol
studies
Single casecontrol study

812

5.18 (2.37-11.30)

CAREX

65,605

19,427

85,032

1.00 #

CAREX

31,115

13,891

45,006

M+F

Mortality
and Cancer
incidence

JEM used to classify
occupations

1.15 (0.9-2.12) [M] #,
1.38 (0.94-2.02) [F] #

CoE
1971

309,767

271,405

581,172

M

Mortality

Work entailing
airborne exposure to
cutting oils

2.8 (1.4-5.7)

LFS
1979

1,215,812

78,198

1,294,010

1.00 #

LFS
1979

65,384

4,936

32,861

Lower +
Backgroun
d

* Male and Female, unless otherwise stated
# estimated by the study team
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Wood dust: Occupational exposure to fine particulate wood dust is a well-known cause of SNC,
and has been classified as carcinogenic to humans (IARC, 1995). The evidence seems to be
strongest for exposure to hardwood dust and adenocarcinoma of the nose and sinuses; and fine
particulate dust generated by grinding seems to be more carcinogenic than coarse dust generated
by sawing. Tobacco smoking and other life-style factors seem to play a minor role, if any, in the
aetiology of SNC (Roush, 1996). Although wood dust levels in the UK have been shown to
decrease (Creely et al., 2006), a survey carried out in 2000 found that exposure in nearly 30% of
47 small businesses surveyed was in excess of the 5mg/m3 MEL (Dilworth, 2000). Concomitant
exposures include solvents and formaldehyde in glues and surface coatings, phenol, wood
preservatives, engine exhausts and fungal spores.
An excess nasal cancer risk was demonstrated over 30 years ago amongst woodworkers in the
furniture industry in England (Acheson, 1968; Acheson, 1972; Acheson, 1976). A study of
furniture workers in England followed up between 1954-1968 found SRRs in excess of 1000
(Rang & Acheson, 1981). Two pooled analyses have been published. An analysis of five cohorts
published between 1984 and 1994 gave an overall summary SMR of 3.1 (95% CI 1.6, 5.6) for
SNC, for woodworkers in all industries (Demers et al., 1995a). However, all deaths occurred
amongst furniture workers (SMR = 4.3, 95% CI 2.2-7.8). There was also a positive doseresponse relationship:
•

Possible exposure

SMR = 0.8, 95% CI 0.0-4.6

•

Probable exposure

SMR = 1.2, 95% CI 0.0-6.5

•

Definite exposure

SMR = 8.4, 95% CI 3.9-16.0

The second was an analysis of 12 case-control studies, published between 1982 and 1993
(Demers et al., 1995b). The relative risk for all men in any wood-related job was 2.0 (95% CI
1.6-2.5); for women it was 1.6 (95% CI 0.9-2.8). The RRs for workers in sawmills, furniture,
carpentry and other wood products were 2.5, 4.5, 2.9 and 2.8, respectively. Again a doseresponse relationship was observed (Low – <1 mg/m3 8hr TWA, RR=0.8 (95% CI 0.4-1.5);
Moderate – 1-5 mg/m3, RR = 1.2 (95% CI 0.9-1.6); High – >5 mg/m3, RR = 5.8 (95% CI 4.2-8.0)
for men). The low, moderate and high RRs for men and for women have been used for the AF
calculation using Levin’s formula and CAREX exposed numbers for the proportion of the
population exposed (Pr(E)). The low RR estimate for men however has been set to 1 in this
calculation (as a negative AF, implying a ‘protective’ effect of low level wood dust exposure, is
not realistic). The RRs for women used were low 1.6 (95% CI 0.6-4.7), moderate 2.0 (95% CI
0.5-7.8), high 1.0 (95% CI 0.2-4.0). The number of workers exposed was obtained from CAREX,
with the higher group including manufacture of wood products and furniture, and the moderate
group including forestry and logging, and manufacture of paper and paper products. Exposure in
construction has also been allocated to the ‘higher’ category, as it has been assumed that these
were all carpenters/joiners.
Formaldehyde: Formaldehyde is used mainly in the production of phenolic, urea, melamine and
polyacetal resins. These have wide uses as adhesives and binders for the wood products, pulp and
paper, and synthetic vitreous fibre industries and in the production of plastics and coatings and in
textile finishing. It is also used extensively as an intermediate in the manufacture of industrial
chemicals, and directly in aqueous solution (formalin) as a disinfectant and preservative in many
applications. Occupational exposure occurs in a wide range of occupations and industries, the
highest being observed during the varnishing of furniture and wooden floors, in the finishing of
textiles, the garment industry, the treatment of fur and in certain jobs within manufactured board
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mills and foundries. Short-term high exposures have been reported for embalmers, pathologists
and paper workers.
A recent review of the evidence by an IARC working group concluded there is limited evidence
that formaldehyde causes SNC in humans (IARC, 2005). A cohort of British chemical workers
exposed to formaldehyde was established in the early 1980s and a follow-up between 1941 and
2000 gave an SMR for SNC of 0.87 (95% CI 0.11-3.14), with only two cases observed (Coggon
et al., 2003). In a pooled analysis by IARC of 12 case-control studies a non-significant elevated
risk, increasing with level of exposure to formaldehyde, was observed among individuals with no
or low exposure to wood dust (Luce et al., 2002). Luce et al estimated ORs for adenocarcinomas
and for squamous cell carcinomas separately. Mannetje et al. (1999b) give ORs from a subset of 8
European studies of Luce’s original 12, for sinonasal cancer as a whole, which were adjusted for
the effect of other occupational exposures. The ORs were 1.66 (95% CI 1.27-2.17) for men and
0.83 (95% CI 0.41-1.69) for women for occupational exposure to formaldehyde and these have
been used for the AF estimate, for the high level exposure group and for women at all exposure
levels (for which it is set to 1). Coggon’s RR has been used for the lower and background
exposure levels for men, again taken as RR = 1. The number of workers exposed to formaldehyde
has been obtained from CAREX with the higher group consisting of research and technical
institutes and medical, dental, other health and veterinary services. Clothing retail workers may
also be exposed to formaldehyde. This category is not included in the CAREX estimates of
exposed workers, and clothing retail was not noted as a high risk occupation in the pooled
Mannetje study. However the high proportion of study controls recorded as exposed to
formaldehyde in this study may include these workers.
Boot and shoe manufacture and repair (leather dust): In 1980, and again in 1987, IARC
concluded that there is an excess risk of cancer among people employed in the boot and shoe
manufacturing and repair industry (IARC, 1981; IARC, 1987). An increase risk of nasal cancer
in the boot and shoe industry was noted over 30 years ago in Northamptonshire (Acheson et al.,
1970a; Acheson et al., 1970b). Relative risks well in excess of ten-fold have been reported from
studies in England and Italy (Acheson et al., 1982; Merler et al., 1986). A further study of over
500 men in three UK towns showed a significant risk to those in the dustiest operations within the
industry (Pippard & Acheson, 1985). In two cohorts of shoe manufacturers (one in Italy and one
in England), an SMR of 7.41 (95% CI 3.83-12.94) was observed among the English cohort (Fu et
al., 1996). The SMR for those probably exposed to leather dust was 8.05 (95% CI 4.16-14.10),
and in those with a high exposure was 11.7 (95% CI 5.34-22.2). The English cohort RR estimate
from Fu et al has been used in the calculation of AF. The number of people working in leather
and related trade has been obtained from the Census of Employment.
Nickel: Nickel has many uses in industry because of its properties of corrosion resistance, heat
resistance, hardness, and strength. The main uses are in the production of stainless steel, coppernickel alloys, and other corrosion-resistant alloys. Exposure by inhalation, ingestion and skin
contact occur to airborne fumes, dusts and mists in nickel and nickel alloy production plants as
well as in welding, electroplating, grinding and cutting operations.
Early studies of industrial cohorts suggested that the risk of SNC associated with nickel exposure
arose in the course of the nickel refining process (Brinton et al., 1984; Hernberg et al., 1983b;
Roush et al., 1980). Most of the observations of elevated risk appear to be in workers exposed to
high levels of soluble nickel compounds through processes that have not been used in GB for
many years. The only group of workers with any significant exposure to nickel refining are those
that have been employed at the Clydach nickel carbonyl refinery in South Wales (n = 812)
(Sorahan & Williams, 2005). The most recent study of this cohort found an SMR for SNC of 8.7
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(95% CI 1.05-31.4), which was based on only two cases, one of which started work after 1930
but before the refining process changed in the early 1950s, and the other after 1950. This is the
estimate that has been used in the calculation of AF for the Clydach cohort. For the lower
exposure group, an RR of half of this (4.85) has been assumed due to lack of availability of other
estimates. An RR of 1 has been assumed for industries judged to have background exposure only.
The number of workers first employed in the period 1953-1992 with at least five years of
employment at Clydach was 812, all men (Sorahan & Williams, 2005). The numbers of workers
exposed to nickel in the other groups have been obtained from CAREX, with the lower group
including metal ore mining, non-ferrous basic metal industries, manufacture of fabricated metal
products, iron and steel basic industries, and manufacture of transport equipment.
Chromium: Chromium VI (CrVI) has been widespread in commercial use for over 100 years
because of its property as a corrosion inhibitor. Early uses included chrome pigments and tanning
liquors. More recently it has been widely used in chromium alloys and chrome plating. The steel
industry is the major consumer of chromium. SNC has been associated with hexavalent chromate
in primary studies of chromate production workers in Japan, the UK and the USA, of chromate
pigment production workers in Norway and of chromium platers in the UK.
A study at three UK chromate producing factories found a significant excess of deaths from nasal
cancer (SMR=15.4 95% CI 4.2-39.4) up to 1988 (Davies et al., 1991). However, all of these
deaths occurred in men starting work before major plant and process changes were completed
during 1958-1960. Another study of a cohort of workers known to have been employed between
1937 and 1971 in four former chromate producing facilities in the US found a PMR of 5.18 (95%
CI 2.37-11.30) (Rosenman & Stanbury, 1996). This has been used for the higher exposed group.
An RR of 1 has been assumed for the lower exposed group. The numbers exposed have been
obtained from CAREX, with the higher group including mining and many manufacturing
industry groups, and the lower group including construction and the retail and service industries.
Estimates from the LFS of numbers working with chrome/chromium from 1983 and 2003,
together with estimates from the Health and Safety Laboratory of the numbers of welders who
may be exposed to CrVI compounds arising from welding fumes, workers in foundries likely to
incur chrome exposures, and workers at chrome-electroplating businesses in the UK, were similar
to the numbers given in CAREX for the manufacturing industries.
As the processes involved are known to have ceased by 1960, only exposure in the five years
from 1955 to 1959 inclusive has been counted as contributing to the estimate of AF.
Textile dust: The textiles and clothing industries employ around 189,000 in the UK across
10,700 businesses, many of which are small. Textile workers are exposed to a range of substances
including dyes, optical brighteners, organic solvents, fixatives, formaldehyde, flame-retardants
and antimicrobial agents. Several studies have shown an association between textile work and
SNC including in GB (Acheson et al., 1972; Acheson et al., 1981) and a possible association with
textile dust (including cotton) dust has been suggested (Acheson, 1972; Brinton et al., 1985).
IARC concluded there is limited evidence that working in the textile manufacturing industry
entails a carcinogenic risk, and that any risk is due to exposure to dusts from fibres and yarns
(IARC, 1990b).
In a population-based case-control study in France, exposure to textile dust gave an OR for
squamous cell sinonasal carcinomas of 0.90 (95% CI 0.33-2.43) for men and 2.45 (95% CI 0.857.06) for women compared to individuals with no exposure (Luce et al., 1997). A dose-response
relationship was observed in men and women. In a pooled analysis of 12 population based casecontrol studies of which this formed a part, a raised risk for women only was found for
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adenocarcinomas, of 1.7 (95% CI 0.4-7.9), 3.5 (95% CI 1.2-10.7) and 2.5 (95% CI 0.7-9.0) for
the low, medium and high levels of cumulative exposure respectively. To cover both of these
histology types, plus all exposure levels, an inverse-variance weighted average has been
estimated by the study team as 1.15 (95% CI 0.82-1.61) for men and 1.38 (95% CI 0.94-2.02) for
women. The numbers exposed were obtained from the Census of Employment.
Mineral oils: Mineral oils are primarily used as lubricant base oils to produce further refined oil
products, which are used in manufacturing, mining, construction and other industries. Tolbert
(1997) reviewed the relationship between mineral oil and cancer, covering metal machining, print
press operating, and cotton and jute spinning. He reported a single case-control study using the
Connecticut Tumour Registry which supported an association of sinonasal cancer with work
entailing exposure to machining fluid, with an OR of 2.8 (95% CI 1.4-5.7) (Roush et al., 1980).
Only men were included in this study, and no smoking data were collected. This has been used
for the AF calculation. The numbers of metal machinists potentially exposed to mineral oils
(metal working fluids) in GB were obtained from the LFS. The higher exposure group included
jobs with known exposure to soluble metal working fluid as a fine mist spray such as tool setters,
lather turners, machine tool operators, tool fitters and machinists.
3.6.3 Attributable fractions for individual agents and overall attributable fraction
Table 22 gives, for each exposure, the number ever exposed in the REP, the proportion exposed,
the AF and a 95% random error only confidence interval where it was possible to estimate this,
and the number of attributable deaths and cancer registrations.
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Table 22: Results for AFs and attributable numbers
Exposure

Established
/uncertain
evidence for
carcinogenicity

Numbers ever
exposed (1955-94)
and age<85 in 2004

Proportion exposed

M

F

M

F

Wood dust

E

1,832,450

404,929

0.10

0.02

Formaldehyde

U

343,319

176,209

0.018

0.008

216,814

384,133

0.01

0.02

Leather dust
Nickel –
Clydach

E
E

311,721

F

M

F

M

F

0.29*

0.003*

21

0

64

0

0.0002
(0.0001-0.0003)
0.07
(0.03-0.12)

0
(0-0.006)
0.11
(0.05-0.18)

0

0

0

0

5

6

15

18

Chromium IV

66,742

Mineral oils
Established
carcinogens

U

0

0.02
(0.0001-0.07)

3

1

8

3

0.002

0.010
(0.003-0.025)

0.005
(0.002-0.013)

1

0

2

1

0.03
(0-0.069)

1

2

2

4

0.02

0.01

39,428 #

0.003

U

Textile dust

0

0.04*

170,024

U
#

Attributable
registrations
(2003)

M

U

Nickel – all

Attributable
deaths (2004)

0.0001
(0-0.0003)

0.00001

164

AF (95% CI)

1,070,257

1,522,157

0.06

0.07

0.008
(0-0.059)

4,426,581

466,252

0.23

0.002

0.28
(0.08-0.51)

0.04
(0.008-0.090)

20

2

62

6

34%

11%

24

6

74

18

64%*

18%

45

11

140

31

Overall AF**

Established
uncertain
carcinogens

* confidence interval to be estimated ** the numbers for the separate exposures do not sum to the combined exposure totals due to allowance
made for overlapping exposures
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This combined AF for established and uncertain carcinogens includes a study-based estimate for
formaldehyde of AF = 0.20, rather than the independent data estimate of AF = 0.0002 quoted for
men in Table 22. For formaldehyde the AF estimate is very uncertain. Using the pooled study RR
estimate of 1.66 across all exposure levels with an estimate of exposed numbers for GB from
CAREX, an AF of 1% for men was determined. The same RR applied to an estimate of exposed
numbers from the study by Mannetje et al., (1999b) (a much higher estimate of numbers exposed,
34% versus 2% from the GB CAREX data) which gave an AF of 20% for men. This has been
used in the combined AF for established plus uncertain carcinogens to reflect the uncertainty
about the result for formaldehyde.
Figure 12 shows the overlap between agents in the exposed populations. Assuming that all the
exposures act independently and multiplicatively in causing nasal cancer, an overall AF is
calculated by taking the complement of the product of complements for each exposure AF. The
results are an overall attributable fraction of 34% for men and 11% for women for the
established occupational carcinogens, increasing to 64% and 18% respectively when the
uncertain group is also included. As stated above, for formaldehyde in the uncertain group the
source study data based estimate of 20% has been used for the proportion exposed rather than the
independent data estimate. This reflects a much higher proportion of the population likely to have
been exposed than the CAREX based estimate.
For the established plus uncertain sinonasal cancer carcinogens, about 94% of the attributable
registrations in men occurred in the 86% of the ever exposed who were exposed at the higher
level. The figure for women is 88% of nasal cancers in the 85% who were exposed at the higher
level.
Amongst the established occupational carcinogens for nasal cancer, wood and leather dust
accounted for virtually all current cases, with wood dust causing four times as many cancers as
leather dust in men. In women nearly all the occupation attributable sino-nasal cancers are due to
leather dust exposure. When the uncertain occupational carcinogens are also considered, mineral
oils account for over half the attributable deaths and registrations. Depending on the estimate for
AF used, formaldehyde also appears to be responsible for more cases in men (44 registrations, for
an AF =20%) than the established dusts combined, but no cases in women. This finding for
formaldehyde needs to be treated with some caution as the evidence is contradictory, and it is
particularly difficult to separate the effects of this exposure from wood, leather and indeed textile
dust with which it is often associated. The preferred, conservative, estimate for formaldehyde is
therefore that quoted in Table 22, 0.02%. The high proportion of the male population exposed to
mineral oils in metal machining occupations is the reason this AF estimate is so high.
Figure 13 shows those industry categories, from CAREX and the CoE, which accounted for the
highest numbers of workers exposed during the period 1955-1994 to a SNC carcinogen. The
industries accounting for the highest numbers of those exposed to a nasal cancer carcinogen
(established or uncertain categories) are textiles, from exposure to textile dust, the furniture and
wood product industries, through exposures to wood dust, formaldehyde and chromium IV salts,
and construction and the manufacture of machinery and fabricated metal products, through
exposures to those three plus nickel. These results largely reflect the numbers employed,
historically, in these industries in Great Britain.
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Figure 13

W, W, W,
W, W, F, F, F,
F , F , C, C, C,
C C N N N

CAREX
Construction
Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment
Manufacture of machinery except electrical
Males

Manufacture of furniture and fixture, except primary of metal

Females
Manufacture of wood and wood and cork products, except furniture
CoE 1971

Textile
dust '

Industry /Occupation class

Industry /Occupation classes with over 150,000 ever exposed 1955-1994

Textiles
0

250,00
0

500,00 750,00 1,000,0 1,250,0 1,500,0 1,750,0
0
0
00
00
00
00

Numbers ever exposed 1955-1994 and <85 in 2004

Exposures:
W = Wood dust
F = Formaldehyde
C = Chromium IV #
N = Nickel

#

1955-1959 only

3.7 COMBINED RESULTS FOR THE SIX CANCERS
3.7.1. Overall attributable fraction by cancer site
Table 23 summarises the overall occupational AFs for the six cancers investigated so far. 6.0% of
cancer deaths in men and 1.0% in women in GB have been estimated to be due to occupation
when taking into account established carcinogens only (total deaths due to occupation for the six
cancers over all cancer deaths). The estimates are 8.0% and 1.5% respectively for established
plus uncertain carcinogens and an overall estimate of 4.9% based on deaths. The combined male
and female estimate is diluted by the small fraction for women. These will increase as further
cancers are added. 5.4% of cancer registrations in men and 1.0% in women in GB have been
estimated to be due to occupation, taking account of the established carcinogens only (total
registrations due to occupation for the six cancers over all cancer registrations). This rises to
6.7% and 1.2% respectively when uncertain carcinogens are included, and both will also increase
as further cancers are added. The estimates of AF based on attributable deaths and on attributable
registrations are different because the overall AFs are influenced by the ratios of deaths to
registrations between the six cancers. For example, the high number of registrations influences
the overall AF for registration data for NMSC, which is rarely fatal and occurs in relatively large
numbers.
Confidence limits for the combined AFs will be provided in phase 2 of this project. However, the
AF for the established carcinogens only may be considered as a conservative estimate, and the
AF for the established plus uncertain carcinogens as a more realistic estimate; the latter may still
represent an underestimate – see section 4. All the exposures that we have considered,
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established and uncertain, are classified by IARC as group 1 or 2A, with one exception (textile
dust as a cause of nasal cancer, which is group 2B, see the Sinonasal Cancer Technical Report).
Table 23: Estimated attributable fractions, deaths and registrations by cancer site
Cancer site:

Attributable Fraction
Male

Attributable
Deaths
Male
Female

Total
(based
on
deaths)
Established carcinogens only (IARC Group 1 and 2A, strong human evidence)
Bladder
Leukaemia
Lung
Mesothelioma
NMSC
Sinonasal

1.3%
0.3%
16.5%
85-90%
11.8%
34.1%

Female

Attributable
Registrations
Male
Female

0.6%
0.5%
4.5%
20-30%
3.0%
10.8%

1.0%
0.2%
11.6%
74-80%
8.4%
23.4%

40
4
3,137
1,450
38
24

10
5
599
75
6
6

89
5
3,509
1,450 #
3,992
74

17
6
680
75 #
855
18

AFs for six
cancers
combined
6.0%
1.0%
5.4%
1.0%
Established + Uncertain carcinogens (IARC Group 1 and 2A, strong human evidence)
Bladder
Leukaemia
Lung
Mesothelioma
NMSC
Sinonasal

Total
Total all
cancers in
GB
AFs for six
cancers
combined
(out of all GB
cancers)

11.6%
2.7%
21.6%
98% *
11.8%
64.3%

2.0%
0.8%
5.5%
90% *
3.0%
18.4%

8.3%
1.7%
15.0%
97%*
8.4%
43.3%

4.9%

362
58
4,106
1,650
38
45
6259

32
11
728
270
6
11
1058

816
93
4,594
1,650 #
3,992
140
11284

57
15
826
270 #
855
31
2054

78,237

71,666

167,506

164,586

8.0%

1.5%

6.7%

1.2%

*Includes cases described as due to paraoccupational or environmental exposure to asbestos.
#
Taken as equal to attributable deaths for this short survival cancer.

3.7.2 Overall attributable fraction by exposure
The numbers of deaths and registrations attributable to each of the exposures contributing to the
six cancers are listed in Table 24, together with the proportion these cases represent of all GB
cancers in 2004 (for deaths, 2003 for registrations) (proportions under 0.05% not shown). A
breakdown by cancer site for registrations is given in Table 1 in Annex 1.
For the six cancers evaluated so far, asbestos contributes the largest numbers of deaths and
registrations (mesothelioma and lung cancer), followed by mineral oils (mainly NMSC), solar
radiation (NMSC), silica (lung cancer) and diesel engine exhaust (lung and bladder cancer).
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Table 24: Attributable cancer deaths and registrations by exposure or occupation
Attributable deaths
Exposure:

M
Number

% of
all GB
cancer

Number

Arsenic
Asbestos
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium
Dioxins
Nickel
Radon
Silica
ETS for non-smokers

95
3300
5
13
57
109
8
185
797
144

0.12%
4.22%

21
540
2
5
19
11
3
185
53
110

Mineral oils - metalworkers
Mineral oils- printers
PAH
PAHs - Coal tars and pitches
Diesel engine exhaust

279
195
23
5
613

0.36%
0.25%

Steel foundry workers
Painters
Tin miners
Welders
Lead
Cobalt
Aromatic amines
Hairdressers and barbers
Solar radiation
Wood dust
Formaldehyde
Leather dust
Textile dust
Benzene
Ionising radiation
Ethylene oxide
1,3-Butadiene
Non-arsenical pesticides
Electromagnetic fields
Based on combined exposure AFs:
Established exposures only *
Established + Uncertain exposures
*

25
277
0
139
38
88
22
3
17
21
4
5
1
2
1
0
0
15
35
4,692
6,259

Attributable registrations
M
F

F

0.07%
0.14%
0.24%
1.02%
0.18%

16
40
0
0
63

0.78%

% of
all GB
cancer
0.75%

0.26%
0.07%
0.15%
0.06%

0.09%

1
19
0
13
7
27
10
4
5
0
2
6
2
4
1
0
0
3
1

0.35%
0.18%
0.11%

6.00%
8.00%

701
1,058

Number

% of
all GB
cancer

Number

107
3300
5
15
65
122
14
185
892
161

0.06%
1.97%

24
540
2
5
22
12
5
185
55
125

2354
219
46
547
740

1.41%
0.13%

28
347
0
156
42
99
50
8
1824
64
6
15
2
3
2
1
1
24
57
0.98%
1.48%

9,120
11,284

0.07%
0.11%
0.53%
0.10%

0.33%
0.44%
0.21%
0.09%
0.06%

1.09%

5.44%
6.74%

151
41
0
3
74
1
21
0
14
7
28
17
8
733
0
2
18
4
5
2
0
0
5
2
1,652
2,054

* The numbers for the separate exposures do not sum to the combined exposure totals due to allowance
made for overlapping exposures in the estimation of the overall AFs for each cancer site.
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% of
all GB
cancer
0.33%

0.11%
0.08%
0.09%

0.45%

1.00%
1.25%

3.7.3 Attributable Fraction for the Construction Industry
Table 25 is similar to Table 24 but only includes exposures and occupations in the construction
industry and is also illustrated in Figure 14. Male mesothelioma cases were allocated to the
construction industry according to the proportion of CAREX numbers of workers exposed to
asbestos who were in that industry. No female mesothelioma cases were assumed to be exposed
in the construction industry. Exposure to asbestos, silica, coal tars and pitches, diesel engine
exhaust and solar radiation, and work as a painter are of most concern.
Table 25: Occupation attributable cancer deaths and registrations by exposure or occupation:
Construction Industry only
Attributable deaths
Exposure:
Number

Arsenic
Asbestos
Chromium
Silica
ETS for nonsmokers
PAHs
PAHs - Coal tars
and pitches
Diesel engine
exhaust
Painters
Lead
Cobalt
Solar radiation
Wood dust
Formaldehyde
Based on combined
exposure AFs:
Established
exposures only *
Established +
Uncertain
exposures *

14
2024
4
667

M
% of all
GB
cancer

Attributable registrations
F

Number

% of all
GB
cancer

Number

M
% of all
GB cancer

Number

0
0
0
4

16
2024
4
747

33

2

37

2

0

0

0

0

5

0

544

0.32%

3

2.59%
0.85%

1.21%
0.45%

F
% of all
GB
cancer

0
0
0
4

258

0.33%

1

312

0.19%

2

228
18
12
8
15
0

0.29%

2
0
0
0
0
0

286
21
13
805
47
0

0.17%

3
0
0
55
0
0

2808

3.59%

8

0.01%

4388

2.62%

68

0.04%

3211

4.10%

10

0.01%

4878

2.91%

70

0.04%

0.48%

% reported if at least 0.05%
* The numbers for the separate exposures do not sum to the combined exposure totals due to
allowance made for overlapping exposures in the estimation of the overall AFs for each cancer
site.
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Figure 14
Occupation Attributable Cancer Deaths and Registrations in the Construction Industry: Male
Arsenic
Asbestos
Chromium
Silica
ETS for non-smokers
PAHs
PAHs - Coal tars and pitches
Exposure

Diesel engine exhaust
Painters

Attributable deaths M
Attributable registrations M

Lead
Cobalt
Solar Radiation
Wood dust
Formaldehyde

Based on combined exposure AFs:
Established exposures only
Established + Uncertain exposures
0

1,000

2,000

3,000
Number of cases
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4,000

5,000

6,000

3.7.4 Numbers ever exposed by job or industry
Table 26 shows the jobs and industries that had the highest estimated numbers of workers ever
exposed to an occupational carcinogen in GB for five of the six cancers studied (lung, bladder
and sinonasal cancer, leukaemia and NMSC). All had more than 500,000 workers exposed
(300,000 for the LFS job classes). The jobs or industries are ranked on the basis of numbers of
workers exposed during the relevant exposure periods for the five cancers (last column). It is not
possible to compare numbers of workers estimated from the CAREX data directly with numbers
estimated from job/industry classes used for the Labour Force Survey or Census of Employment;
the former include only those thought to have been exposed to the relevant carcinogen; the latter
include all workers in the category. The jobs/industries from these two sources are therefore
ranked separately.
The jobs/industries have also been grouped into their broad industry sectors. Construction
employs the greatest numbers of exposed workers, as well as potentially exposing them to the
largest number of occupational carcinogens. However, some areas of the service sector also
involve multiple exposures as well as large numbers of exposed workers, taking the next three
highest rankings in the CAREX group. Some of these exposures are quite widely distributed
across occupations; radon and ETS affect indoor workers generally; solar radiation affects
outdoor workers. PAHs and DEE are also found in this sector affecting a large number of
workers as well as in manufacturing.
The first column gives the number of different exposures to which workers in each of these jobs
/industries have been exposed. The numbers exposed from the CAREX data are approximate, as
the numbers of workers recorded for each exposure have simply been summed and overlap is
possible. For example, in agriculture and forestry there will be overlap between those exposed to
ETS and radon, and possibly solar radiation as well. For the LFS and CoE data, workers within
each code have been counted only once, although these include all workers in the respective
codes at all levels of exposure. A ranking based on attributable numbers (and AF) may thus differ
from a ranking based on numbers exposed. The attributable numbers and fractions for metal
machinists (mineral oils in metalworkers), painters (spray and construction) and welders,
however, are in the top ten for exposures for men; hairdressers and barbers and textile workers
(textile dust) are also given in Table 26.
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Table 26: Jobs and Industries with over 500,000 estimated to have been ever exposed to an
established or uncertain carcinogen in the relevant exposure periods for five cancers (lung,
bladder and sinonasal cancer, NMSC and leukaemia)
Number of
exposures
represented

List of exposures

Job or Industry class

Numbers ever exposed in
REP*
Males

Females

Rank

6,640,000

200,000

1

1,100,000

1,200,000

2

720,000

1,270,000

3

1,330,000

510,000

4

270,000

480,000

9

520,000

240,000

10

750,000

450,000

5

710,000

410,000

6

620,000

330,000

7

520,000

290,000

8

400,000

230,000

11

450,000

110,000

12

5,460,000

470,000

1

1,890,000

40,000

1,160,000

280,000

640,000

10,000

340,000
210,000
550,000

110,000
120,000
80,000

9
10
8

1,070,000

1,520,000

2

440,000

370,000

6

CAREX (Construction)
14

(see Table 25)

Construction

CAREX (Service Sector)
11

3

Asb, Ca, Ch, Pb,PAH, D,
Bz, F, R, ETS, Sr
Asb, Pb, R, PAH, ETS, D,
Bz, Sr
Asb,Pb, Ch, R, Si, ETS,
PAH, D, W, Bz, Sr
R, ETS, Sr

6

Pb,R, ETS, PAH, D, Sr

8
11

Personal and household services
Wholesale and retail trade and
restaurants and hotels
Land transport
Financing, insurance, real estate
and business services
Public administration and defence

CAREX (Manufacturing
Industry)
13
15

14

Be, Ca, Ch, N, Pb,Co,R, Si,
ETS, PAH, D, W, F
Ar, Asb, Be, Ca, Ch, N,
Pb,Co,R, Si, ETS, PAH, D,
W, Sr
Be, Ca, Ch, N, Pb,Co,R, Si,
ETS, PAH, D, W, F, Sr

8

Ar, Ch, Co,R, Si, D, W, F

12

Ar, Ca, Ch, Pb,Co,R, ETS,
PAH, D, W, F, Sr

Manufacture of machinery except
electrical
Manufacture of transport
equipment
Manufacture of fabricated metal
products, except machinery and
equipment
Manufacture of furniture and
fixture, except primary of metal
Manufacture of wood and wood
and cork products, except
furniture

CAREX (Agriculture and
Forestry)
3

Sr, R, ETS

Agriculture and hunting

LFS 1979 (Manufacturing
Industry)
1

1
1

Mineral oils – MWF

Mineral oils
Exposure as a painter
Exposure as a welder

Total metal machinists
Metal working production fitters
and fitter/machinists
Machine tool operators
Toolmakers tool fitters markersout
Total printers
Total spray painters
Total welders

CoE 1971 (Manufacturing
Industry)
1
1

Textile dust
Aromatic amines

Textiles
Total insulated cables, textiles,
leather, dyestuffs, dry cleaning

LFS 1991 (Manufacturing
Industry)
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1

EMF

Total electrical engineers etc
Electricians, electrical
maintenance fitters

1,820,000

80,000

4

770,000

30,000

1,780,000

270,000

730,000

240,000

720,000

70,000

980,000

20,000

5

100,000

630,000

7

LFS 1979 (Agriculture and
Forestry)
2

Dioxins, non-arsenical
pesticides

Total farmers, foresters,
horticulture, gardeners
Farm workers
Farmers, horticulturalists, farm
managers

3

LFS 1979 (Construction,
Service Sector)
1
1

Exposure as a painter
Exposure as a hairdresser or
barber

Total painters and decorators
Total hairdressers and barbers

Exposures represented:
Asb = Asbestos (Lung)
Ar = Arsenic (Lung)
Be = Beryllium (Lung)
Ca = Cadmium (Lung)
Ch = Chromium IV (Lung, Nasal)
Co = Cobalt
N = Nickel (Lung, Nasal)
PAH = PAHs (Lung, Bladder)
Pb = Lead
D = DEE (Lung, Bladder)
R = Radon (Lung)
ETS = ETS (Lung)
Si = Silica (Lung)
Bz = Benzene (Leukaemia)
F = Formaldehyde (Nasal, Leukaemia)
W = Wood dust (Nasal)
Sr = Solar radiation (NMSC)
* rounded to nearest 10,000
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4 DISCUSSION
Comparison with other studies
The aim of this project is to produce an updated estimate of the current burden of occupational
cancer in Great Britain. In the first phase of the project a robust methodological approach has
been developed and estimations of the attributable fractions, deaths and cancer registrations have
been made for six cancers. The results give an updated estimate of the burden of cancer due to
occupational causes for six cancers and also highlight those carcinogenic agents, industries and
occupations where the burden is greatest. Irrespective of whether the evidence for carcinogenicity
in humans was strong or suggestive, the agents contributing most to deaths and/or registrations in
these six cancers include asbestos, silica, mineral oils, solar radiation, coal tars and pitches and
diesel engine exhaust. However, arsenic, dioxins, radon, and ETS in non-smokers contribute over
100 deaths and/or registrations. In addition employment as a painter or welder is highlighted.
Table 27 compares the estimates of AFs due to occupation obtained for GB in this project with
those obtained by other authors.
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Table 27 AF estimates for GB from this and other studies

Reference

Cancer
site:
Location

GB cancer
burden
project
(E+U)
(Doll &
Peto, 1981)
(Vineis et
al., 1988)
(Silverman
et al.,
1989a;
Silverman
et al.,
1989b)
(Landrigan
&
Markowitz,
1989)
(Vineis &
Simonato,
1991)
(Morabia et
al., 1992)
(Steenland
et al., 1996)
(Dreyer et
al., 1997)

GB

(Leigh et
al., 1997)
(Gustavsson
et al., 2000)

US

US

Lung

Bladder

Skin

Nasal

Leukaemia

All cancers

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

21.6%

5.5%

11.6%

2.0%

11.8%

3.0%

64.3%

18.4%

2.7%

0.8%

8.0%

1.5%

15%

5%

10%

5%

10%

2%

25%

5%

10%

5%

#

#

7%

1.2%

3 - 17% 1

US
US

21 – 25%

10% 1

US and
Europe

1 – 5 (asbestos only) –
40% 1

US

9% 1

US

9% (excluding radon) 1

Nordic
countries

Sweden

5%
asbestos
only
13% other
exposures.
10% - 33%

<1% other
exposures

0-24%1

2%

<1%

30%

<2%

1%

<1%

<0.1%

3%

6%-10% 1

21%27%

9.5% (DEE, asbestos and
combustion products only)
1

6.3 – 13.0% 1

(Steenland
et al., 2003)

US

(Nurminen
&
Karjalainen,
2001)
GBD
(Driscoll et
al., 2005)
(Kogevinas
et al.,
1998a)

Finland

29%

5%

EUR-A

7%

2%

Europe

13%
known lung
carcinogens
17.8%
known +
suspected
lung
carcinogens

3% known
lung
carcinogens
7.0%
known +
suspected
lung
carcinogens

(Mannetje
et al.,

Europe

7%19%

3%19%

1.5%6.0%

14%

1%

13%

410% *

0.8%-2.8% 1

33%46%
4%

24%

7%

09% *

41% *

7% *

8%*

39%*

11%*
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18%

2%

3%

3%

3.3%7.3%

0.8%1.0%

8% 1

35,000-45,000
deaths/yr =
4%-5% 1

1999a)
(Kogevinas
et al., 2003)

Europe

510%*

#

Based on attributable deaths
* Based on same pooled studies
1
Male and female, or sex not specified
There are no directly comparable figures for GB. Some of the differences between this GB study
and the others shown in Table 27 can be explained by differences in the numbers of agents
considered. For example, Steenland et al., (2003) consider eight agents in the estimation of lung
cancer whereas this current study used 17. Other differences may be due to differences between
countries in the occupational situations, in which exposures occur,. Different methodological
approaches were also used for some of the studies in the table. However, although the magnitude
of the AFs differ, the patterns are generally similar. With the exception of leukaemia and bladder
cancer in women, all the new estimates are greater than those of Doll and Peto (1981). The steep
rise in asbestos-related deaths from lung cancer and mesothelioma since 1981 has made a major
contribution to the increase; for men, over half of both the attributable fraction (4.22%) and
numbers (3300) of all occupationally-related cancers were due to asbestos exposure.
Uncertainties and limitations
As described in section 2.2 there have been a number of different methodological approaches to
calculating the burden of disease, all with various limitations, including lack of data. The
approach used in this project also has some limitations and the burden estimates produced should
be considered in the light of these, as discussed below. Table 28 gives some of these, discussed
below, and the direction of the impact of these on the estimation of the burden due to occupation.
With the advice of workshop participants, the HSE and other scientific advisers, priorities were
set regarding the methodological approach, data to be used and choice of cancers and potential
occupational causes.
At the two workshops held during the first year of the project the evaluations and classifications
produced by IARC were considered as an appropriate source of the weight of evidence of
carcinogenicity. The advice from the workshop participants was therefore to prioritise initially on
occupations for the calculation of the AF if they were classified by IARC as Group I and 2A
carcinogens and taking into account the strength of evidence as described by Siemiatycki et al
(2004). Other substances are thus not included in the estimates presented in this report. For
example, IARC group 2B carcinogens, many of which may be treated as if they were human
carcinogens in regulatory settings, have not yet been considered in the estimate of the burden for
GB. IARC are constantly assessing and evaluating additional evidence for suspect carcinogens
and the numbers of class 1 and 2A agents continues to grow.
In addition there are likely to be unknown carcinogens, including cancer promoters. Methods
used in occupational epidemiology such as models, which impose lags between exposure and risk
are fairly effective at identifying early stage carcinogens. More sophisticated methods for
identifying promoters, such as looking at the timing of exposure and risk, are less often
employed.
Much
of
the
difference
in
cancer
rates
between
different
countries/industries/occupations cannot be explained by known factors. The known occupational
carcinogens are likely to contribute to a fraction of the total occupational causes of cancer.
Exposures to the few well-known occupational carcinogens have declined in many British
workplaces; however, little is known about the impact these controls have had on the total cancer
burden due to occupation.
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The focus was on reviews, pooled analyses, meta-analyses and GB studies for sources for the risk
estimates, with an emphasis on the portability of the studies to the GB situation. Time and
resources did not allow for a systematic review of the literature for each cancer and
agent/occupation. Where possible a justification has been given for the choice of the study or
studies but there is inevitably some element of subjectivity in this. However, uncertainty or bias
may have been introduced in the choice of the study. The data for the risk estimates were
obtained from a variety of epidemiological study designs all of which have inherent limitations
and potential sources of bias. Non-portability of risk estimates from the source material may also
have occurred, for example if the exposures in the source study did not reflect those experienced
in GB or were historic high exposures resulting in very high risk estimates or distributions of
confounders differed between the source population and GB. Imprecision in the source study risk
estimates could have impacted on the attributable fraction and numbers. For most of the
carcinogens considered risk estimates in the source studies were related to some estimate of
cumulative exposure. In assigning ‘higher’ and ‘lower’ categories to the industry groups for the
calculation of the proportions exposed e.g. using CAREX, implicit assumptions were made
regarding the similarity of durations and intensities of exposure between the source and target
(national) populations.
A major gap in available information was a lack of risk estimates for women and/or cancer
incidence. The use of risk estimates for women derived from studies of men,and the use of
mortality risk estimates for incidence may have biased the AFs. Epidemiological studies of
occupational groups often result in a ‘healthy worker effect’ i.e. a reduced overall risk estimate
compared to the general population. In addition, misclassification of exposure is often a major
limitation leading generally to an underestimation of effect.
There is relatively good employment data for GB going back 30 to 40 years including self
reporting (LFS) and employer information by industry and occupation (CoE). Ideally data on the
proportions of those exposed at different levels of exposure were required, particularly when
dose-response information was available for the risk estimates. National data are not available to
construct this more detailed information, for example a GB Job Exposure Matrix (JEM), and thus
CAREX was used most of the time. This uses the Finnish JEM (FINJEM) and US figures to give
estimates of numbers in broad industry groups (International Standard Industry Codes). The
numbers used in this project had been adjusted for the GB situation, although the exact method of
doing this is not known. A comparison of estimates from CAREX with HSE reviews of
hazardous substances or other official sources found that the estimates from CAREX for
exposure to lead were higher than the HSE estimate whereas the opposite was found for exposure
to x-rays or gamma rays (Cherrie et al. In press). The authors suggest that CAREX provides
prevalence data intermediate between identifying the most heavily exposed workers and
including all workers that might be exposed. The numbers are thus comparable to the assignment
of exposure that is typically made in population-based case-control studies.
Where CAREX data were not available, and LFS or CoE employed numbers were used, the
numbers exposed and therefore AFs tended to be higher than when CAREX was used (mineral
oils and bladder cancer for example). The definition of exposure groups that could potentially
have experienced similar exposure patterns to that of the study population using the CAREX
industry classifications was problematical and equivalence was probably not achieved in all
situations. Advice on this categorization was sought from GB occupational hygienists but
exposure misclassification could have occurred. For example it may be easier to identify where
frequent high exposures occur in medium to large industries but more difficult to identify where
large numbers of workers may be exposed to low exposures that also incur a low risk of disease.
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In addition information on patterns of exposure may be limited in small and less well regulated
workplaces.
In situations where no risk estimate could be identified for very low/background/environmental
levels of exposure, an RR of one was arbitrarily assigned, giving a zero attributable burden. This
could be thought of as assuming that a threshold existed in the dose-relationship between
exposure and effect. However, risk assessment guidelines generally do not assume a threshold
effect for carcinogens. Time and lack of data did not allow for full evaluation of the shape of the
exposure-risk relationship for all the cancer/exposure pairings evaluated. However, it is
acknowledged that this arbitrary assumption may have contributed to an underestimation of the
burden of disease. A large number of people at a small risk will probably give rise to more cases
of disease than a small number who are at high risk.
In most occupational epidemiological studies, very short term workers, e.g. those with a duration
of employment less than a year, are excluded from the study. To account for this in the estimation
of workers ever exposed in the risk exposure period, the turnover factor was calculated also
excluding workers with less than 1 of year employment. Inclusion of these would have increased
the numbers ever exposed considerably. For example, for construction industry, the annual
turnover would increase from 13% excluding workers with under one year of employment to
22% when they are included. The overall effect would be to increase the attributable fractions
and numbers.
There was a general lack of information on the latency of the cancers, particularly in relation to
the occupational exposures. Assumptions were thus made about the length of the latency period
and the relevant exposure period, e.g. 40 years for solid tumours. This assumption has influenced
the numbers ever exposed giving high estimates in some cases. It assumes a uniform distribution
of cancer induction between the maximum and minimum latency, although reality may be a
distribution that peaks in the early 1970’s and tails off towards more recent periods. However, it
should be noted that the turnover factor estimates, from which the numbers exposed in the REP
were calculated, are in line with those used in the GBD project (Driscoll, 2005).
As described in the methodology section there are several formulae for the calculation of the AF.
The use of the wrong formula can lead to a biased AF estimate, specifically the use of Levin’s
formula when the risk estimates are adjusted for confounders. The direction of the bias incurred
requires knowledge of the distribution of confounding variables in the target (GB) population, for
example if exposed workers are disproportionately smokers. In this case, where the adjusted RR
is likely to be lower than the RR unadjusted for smoking, AF bias will be downwards.
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Table 28: Uncertainties and limitations of the methodology and their potential impact on the
estimate of the burden of disease due to occupation.
Source of Uncertainty

Potential impact on burden
estimate

Exclusion of IARC group 2B and unknown carcinogens
Inappropriate choice of source study for risk estimate
Imprecision in source risk estimate
Source risk estimate from study of highly exposed workers applied to lower
exposed target population
Risk estimate biased down by healthy worker effect, exposure
misclassification in both study and reference population
Use of RR = 1 for very low/background/ environmental levels of exposure
where no value available from literature
Inaccurate risk exposure period
Effect of unmeasured confounders
Use of Levin’s formula when RR adjusted for confounders

↓
↑↓
↑↓
↑
↓
↓
↑↓
↑↓
↓

In combining the AFs for different risk factors multiple concurrent exposures and other risk
factors have been considered. This problem has been addressed by IARC and others by
considering risk over a whole industry or occupation e.g. hairdressing, and this project has used
the same approach in some instances. For all cancers an exposure map was developed that
showed how sets of overlapping exposures had been defined and which agents and occupations
were linked. This informed the choice of methods for combining the AFs across all exposures to
give an overall AF, based on the literature reviewed in the project and advice from experts.
However, no attempt was made to define in more detail the levels and types of overlapping and
concurrent exposures that might have occurred. In particular the assumptions of independence
used in combining attributable fractions may have been too simplistic and not sufficiently
accounted for potential interactions between exposures. Cancer is a multifactorial and multistage
disease that is not due to any single sufficient cause but rather a sequence of ‘hits’ over a life
course. For example, smoking alone may be not sufficient to cause lung cancer and those who get
it are likely to have been exposed to several lung carcinogens and possess other characteristics
such as some form of inherited susceptibility. The mathematical implication of this is that the
sum of attributable fractions due to several exposures may be greater than 100%, with the amount
exceeding 100% being partly due to unaccounted interactions among the risk factors (Vineis &
Kriebel, 2006).
A method has been developed to investigate the magnitude and direction of various sources of
bias in the estimation of the AF. This uses Monte Carlo methods and incorporates methods
published by Greenland et al (2004). These will facilitate identification of the most important
sources of uncertainty. A separate report describing this together with some examples will be
produced in phase 2 of this project.

Summary and conclusions
This study has provided an estimate of the burden of six cancers due to occupational exposures of
8% for men, 1.5% for women, and 4.9% overall. From Table 28, on balance, this is likely to be a
conservative estimate of the true risk for reasons discussed above. Large numbers of workers
were exposed to various agents over the risk exposure periods, particularly in the construction
industry, as farmers or as other agricultural workers, and as workers in manufacture of machinery
and other equipment, manufacture of wood products, land transport, metal working, painting,
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welding and textiles. Workers in several of these industry groups potentially experienced
exposure to several agents. This has been illustrated in section 3.7 for construction workers who
were at risk potentially to 20 cancer-exposure pairings. These were arsenic, silica, ETS, lead,
cobalt: lung cancer; solar radiation: NMSC; wood dust: sinonasal cancer; asbestos: mesothelioma
and lung cancer; chromium: lung and nasal cancer: PAHs: lung and bladder cancer; coal tars and
pitches: NMSC; diesel engine exhaust: lung and bladder cancer; employment as a painter: lung
and bladder cancer; formaldehyde: nasal cancer and leukaemia. Large numbers of workers in the
manufacture of machinery, transport equipment or metal products were exposed to 13 or more
cancer causing exposures; those working in the manufacture of wood products were potentially
exposed to 12 cancer causing exposures, and those working in land transport or personal and
household services were potentially exposed to 11 cancer causing exposures.
The current burden of the six cancers due to occupational causes is based on exposures
experienced up to 50 years ago. Many of the exposures will have been at much higher levels than
those existing today. For example, levels of silica exposure have been shown to have reduced
considerably in industries such as the silica sand industry. Other exposures have all but
disappeared due to the reduction of the industry or the substitution of hazardous substances by
other agents. However, as the prediction of the future numbers of mesothelioma cases illustrates,
the long latency of some cancers means that numbers of deaths and registrations due to past high
exposures will continue to be substantial in the near future. For some exposures, such as wood
dust, very recent dust measurements have shown continuing high exposures and cancers such as
sinonasal cancer with a high AF for occupation have shown no decline in deaths or registrations
over the past 15-20 years suggesting that relevant exposures remain high. Where the burden has
had to be estimated for an occupation such as painting or welding, this has occurred because of
the multiplicity of potential causal agents and the difficulty of attributing risk to a single agent.
Although some hazards may have been removed within these occupations, such as certain
solvents in paints, others may still remain, such as silica. In addition there will be considerable
numbers of workers exposed at low levels; smaller relative risks and a high proportion exposed at
low levels may contribute substantially to high attributable fractions and increased number of
cancers. There remain a considerable number of known carcinogens for which an estimate of the
burden due to occupation has not been made due to time and resource limitations, and the
potential that exposure to other unknown occupational carcinogens and work-related factors such
as psychological stress and lack of physical exercise could contribute to increased cancer risk.
Future work will address estimation of the current burden due to occupational exposures for the
remaining cancers, together with development of appropriate methodology for producing
predicted future estimates of the occupational cancers due to more recent exposures. Other
measures of burden will also be calculated such as years of life lost (YLL) and DisabilityAdjusted Life Years (DALY). As already noted, the work done so far has covered only the
carcinogens recognised by IARC as Group 1 or 2A, and with ‘strong’ or ‘suggestive’ evidence
for carcinogenicity. In addition to consideration of carcinogens classified by IARC as group 2B,
an alternative method using Proportional Mortality Ratios by occupation will be developed to
identify and include other cancer/exposure pairings. This will make use of the forthcoming
Decennial Supplement on Occupational Mortality with exposed populations obtained from
national employment data.
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Arsenic
Asbestos
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium
Dioxins
Nickel
Radon
Silica
ETS for non-smokers
Mineral Oils - metalworkers
Mineral oils-Printers
PAHs
PAHs - Coal tars and pitches
Diesel engine exhaust
Steel Foundry Workers
Painters
Tin miners
Welders
Lead
Cobalt
Aromatic amines
Hairdressers and barbers
Solar Radiation
Wood dust
Formaldehyde

Exposure:

Cancer Site:

41
0
68
1
18
0
14
7
28

219
6
633
28
274
0
156
42
99

F
24
270
2
5
21
12
2
185
55
125

M
107
1650
5
15
63
122
6
185
892
161

Lung

6
3

17
8

73

50
8

0

23

F

107

40

548

M

Bladder

1,824

547

1,745

M

Skin

733

3

122

F

117

64
0

0
0

6

3

8

62

1

F

2

M

6

M

2

F

Attributable registrations
Nasal
Leukaemia

Table 1: Occupation Attributable Cancer Registrations by type of Exposure and Cancer Site

Annex 1

1650

270

Mesotheliom
a#
M
F
M
107
3300
5
15
65
122
14
185
892
161
2354
219
46
547
740
28
347
0
156
42
99
50
8
1824
64
6

TOTAL
F
24
540
2
5
22
12
5
185
55
125
151
41
0
3
74
1
21
0
14
7
28
17
8
733
0
2
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3509
4594

680
826

89
816

17
57

3,992
3,992

855
855

74
140

15
2

18
31

18
4

5
93

3
2
1
1
24
57

6
15

5
2
0
0
5
2

1,450
1,650

45
270

9,120
11,284

15
2
3
2
1
1
24
57

1,652
2,054

18
4
5
2
0
0
5
2
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Taken as equal to attributable deaths for this short survival cancer. Data is from the mesothelioma register which is based on death certificate
information.

#

* based on combined exposure AFs. The numbers for the separate exposures do not sum to the combined exposure totals due to allowance made
for overlapping exposures in the estimation of the overall AFs for each cancer site.

Leather dust
Textile dust
Benzene
Ionising radiation
Ethylene oxide
1,3-Butadiene
Non-arsenical pesticides
Electromagnetic fields
Based on combined exposure
AFs:
Established exposures only *
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The burden of occupational cancer
in Great Britain
Results for bladder cancer, leukaemia, cancer of the lung,
mesothelioma, nonmelanoma skin cancer and sinonasal cancer
The aim of this project was to produce an updated estimate of the
current burden of occupational cancer specifically for
Great Britain. The primary measure of the burden of cancer used
was the attributable fraction (AF), ie the proportion of cases that
would not have occurred in the absence of exposure. Data on the
risk of the disease due to the exposures of interest, taking into
account confounding factors and overlapping exposures, were
combined with data on the proportion of the target population
exposed over the period in which relevant exposure occurred.
Estimation was carried out for carcinogenic agents or exposure
circumstances that were classified by the International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC) as Group 1 or 2A carcinogens with
strong or suggestive human evidence. Estimation was carried out
for 2004 for mortality and 2003 for cancer incidence for cancer of
the bladder, leukaemia, cancer of the lung, mesothelioma, non
melanoma skin cancer (NMSC), and sinonasal cancer.
The proportion of cancer deaths in 2004 attributable to
occupation was estimated to be 8.0% in men and 1.5% in
women with an overall estimate of 4.9% for men plus women.
Estimated numbers of deaths attributable to occupation were
6,259 for men and 1,058 for women giving a total of 7,317. The
total number of cancer registrations in 2003 attributable to
occupational causes was 13,338 for men plus women. Asbestos
contributed the largest numbers of deaths and registrations
(mesothelioma and lung cancer), followed by mineral oils (mainly
NMSC), solar radiation (NMSC), silica (lung cancer) and diesel
engine exhaust (lung and bladder cancer). Large numbers of
workers were potentially exposed to several carcinogenic agents
over the risk exposure periods, particularly in the construction
industry, as farmers or as other agricultural workers, and as
workers in manufacture of machinery and other equipment,
manufacture of wood products, land transport, metal working,
painting, welding and textiles. There are several sources of
uncertainty in the estimates, including exclusion of other potential
carcinogenic agents, potentially inaccurate or approximate data
and methodological issues. On balance, the estimates are likely to
be a conservative estimate of the true risk. Future work will
address estimation for the remaining cancers that have yet to be
examined, together with development of methodology for
predicting future estimates of the occupational cancers due to
more recent exposures.
This report and the work it describes were funded by the
Health and Safety Executive (HSE). Its contents, including any
opinions and/or conclusions expressed, are those of the
authors alone and do not necessarily reflect HSE policy.
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